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Unrealised	fx	gain	or	loss	balance	sheet

How	to	account	for	unrealised	foreign	exchange	gains	and	losses.	What	is	unrealised	exchange	gain	or	loss.

During	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020,	the	group	received	a	subsidy	of	0.2	million	euros	for	capital	costs	incurred	in	the	adaptation	of	the	premises	for	the	new	public	health	requirements	deriving	from	the	pandemic.	Following	a	fundamental	review	and	a	reform	of	the	main	interest	rate	benchmark	undertaken	globally,	the	group	replaced
Libor,	the	group	interest	rate	of	the	group,	with	an	alternative	reference	rate	without	risks,	Sonia	"Sterling	Overnight	Index	Media	"Piu	a	diffusion	of	the	agreed	credit"	CAS	CAS	"STRGG	CAS"	'during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	Our	hotels	in	regional,	regional	Ireland	in	the	United	Kingdom	and	Northern	Ireland	have	benefited	from
strong	levels	of	demand	of	stay	following	the	attachment	of	restrictions	in	the	summer,	while	the	return	of	national	companies	and	project	works	more	forward	in	the	year	recovery	in	our	Dublin	and	London	markets.	The	deferred	tax	credit	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	of	5.4	million	euros	mainly	refers	to	the	net	value	of	the	tax	losses
available	for	use	with	respect	to	future	taxable	profits	and	the	relax	that	of	the	delayed	tax	activities	in	the	United	Kingdom.	To	the	tax	rate	on	the	company	of	25%.	The	provisions	on	complaints	are	evaluated	in	the	light	of	the	experience	of	compensation	requests	and	modified	accordingly	to	ensure	that	the	provisions	reflect	the	experience	and
recent	trends.	Recruitment,	loyalty	and	development	of	resources	-	The	dilato	business	model	is	based	on	our	growth	capacity	and	preserve	skills,	developing	our	managers	and	future	leaders	from	the	inside.	This	is	calculated	based	on	the	previous	12	months.	The	following	tables	show	the	transport	quantity	of	financial	activities	and	financial
liabilities	of	the	group,	Their	values	in	the	hierarchy	of	fair	value	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	The	loan	structure	designed	at	31	December	2021	is	317.2	million	EUR	of	GBP176	.5	million	(210.1	million	EUR)	e	Rotation	credit	loans	('RCF')	of	90	million	GBP	(EUR107,1	(EUR107.1	In	Ireland,	all	hotels	except	for	a	hotel	remained	open
to	a	limited	ability	to	provide	for	essential	services	between	January	2021	and	May	2021.	In	the	following	table,	bank	loans	are	reimbursed	in	line	with	their	matorit	dates,	also	If	the	group	has	the	flexibility	group	to	reimburse	and	trace	the	roundabout	credit	line	throughout	the	period	of	the	structures	that	would	improve	its	liquidity	position.	2021
2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	Revenue	Dublin	75.046	65.178	Regional	Ireland	53.429	36.301	UK	63.515	35.342	Total	191.990	136.821	The	Covid-19	pandemic	led	to	a	material	loss	for	31	December	2021	and	the	year	ended	December	31,	in	December	2020	,	in	December	2020,	in	December	2020,	in	December	2020,	in	December	2020,	in	December	2020,
in	December	2020,	in	December	2020,	in	December	2020,	in	December	2020,	in	December	2020,	in	December.	Compared	to	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2019,	not	influenced	by	the	pandemic.	During	2021,	the	group	made	use	of	salary	subsidies	of	36.0	million	euros	(2020:	16.0	million	euros)	by	the	Irish	government	and	2.0	million	euros	(GBP1.8
million)	(2020:	4	,	8	million	GBP))	from	the	government	of	the	United	Kingdom	(note	8).	These	forecast	declarations	involve	risks,	uncertainties	and	other	well	-known	and	unknown	factors,	which	can	cause	actual	results,	performance	or	results	of	the	group	or	sector	in	which	it	operates,	materially	different	from	any	results,	performance	or	future
results	or	implicit	by	these	forecast	declarations.	The	group	successfully	sailed	the	unprecedented	circumstances	following	Covid-19	and	the	resumption	of	recovery	towards	more	normal	trade	levels.	The	impact	of	the	IBOR	reform	is	limited	to	the	variable	interest	rate	sterling	on	the	loans	and	loans	of	the	group	and	on	interest	rates.	During	the
three	-year	performance	period,	39,316	equity	prizes	expired	due	to	of	maturation	that	were	not	satisfied	relating	to	the	prize	granted	in	2018.	Merrion	Road's	project	should	be	completed	in	the	second	quarter	2022	completes	the	agreement	agreed	to	sell	the	Unit	to	the	Irish	residential	properties	Reit	Plc	("i-res").	Evaluators	use	their	judgment	and
professional	experience	to	balance	the	interaction	between	the	different	hypotheses	and	the	evaluation	influences.	The	use	of	the	provision	depends	on	the	times	of	resolving	outstanding	requests.	The	projections	of	the	VIU	cash	flow	are	prepared	for	each	CGU	and	therefore	compared	with	the	accounting	value	of	the	activities,	including	good	will,
proprietary,	fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment	and	activities	of	right	of	use,	in	that	CGU.	In	all	reasonable	scenarios,	the	group	is	expected	to	have	sufficient	funds	and	liquidities	during	the	forecast	until	December	2024	and	shows	the	compliance	with	net	debt	with	the	Ebitda	and	the	coverage	alliances	of	interest	when	they	are	reinstated	and	tested	by
the	June	30,	2023.	The	tax	is	deferred,	it	is	measured	to	the	tax	rates	which	should	be	applied	to	temporary	differences	when	reversing,	based	on	the	laws	that	have	been	issued	or	issued	substantially	by	the	reference	date.	The	modified	loans	were	considered	modified	not	substantially,	which	involved	a	modification	of	a	modification	of	2.7	million
euros	recognized	in	profit	or	loss	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	(note	21).	The	group	applies	the	simplified	IFRS	9	approach	to	the	measurement	of	the	expected	credit	losses	that	use	indemnity	for	the	losses	foreseen	for	all	commercial	credits.	The	starting	dates	of	these	lease	contracts	can	change	according	to	the	hotel	opening
dates.	In	line	with	the	IFRS	9	derivation	criteria,	the	group	evaluated	whether	the	modified	passivities	cash	flows	and	flows	were	substantially	different	due	to	this	modified	and	reformulated	structure	agreement.	The	government	of	the	United	Kingdom	has	announced	a	lifting	of	mass	of	restrictions	relating	to	Covid-19	on	19	2021.	The	impairment	of
fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment	relating	to	the	compromise	of	the	right	to	use,	this	impairment	is	also	excluded.	(XXVIII)	Flux	Fund	flow	of	the	cash	flow	flow	The	accounting	is	applied	in	accordance	with	the	financial	instruments	IFRS	9.	We	are	ready	for	the	challenges	and	the	opportunities	that	await	us	and	we	are	looking	forward	to	enthusiasm.
"The	revenues	are	recognized	when	the	rooms	are	occupied	and	food	and	drinks	are	sold.	Free	cash	flow	in	net	cash	from	operational	activities	less	amounts	paid	for	interest,	financial	costs,	restructuring	capital	expenses,	fixed	leasing	payments	and	after	adding	the	liquidity	paid	in	relation	to	the	items	that	are	considered	unique	and	therefore	do	not
reflect	the	normal	trading	or	distortion	activities	from	a	comparability	or	with	other	similar	companies	(see	definition	I).	The	revaluation	lifting	included	in	the	own	owners,	plants	and	equipment	is	239.0	million	euros	(2020:	224.3	million	euros).	Due	to	the	significant	impact	of	Covid-19	on	the	group's	financial	performance,	the	performance	was
negative	for	2020	as	the	group	has	immediately	leak	in	this	year.	For	most	of	the	first	mate	of	2021,	the	group's	hotels	were	open	only	for	essential	companies.	-	Regional	Ireland:	-	Discount	rates	adapted	to	the	risk	is	interrupted	between	9.0%	and	11.5%	(31	December	2020:	9.0%	and	11.25%).	The	group	uses	financial	instruments	throughout	its
activity:	loans	and	loans	and	equivalent	in	cash	and	cash	are	used	to	finance	the	group's	operations;	Trade	and	other	credits,	trade	and	other	debts	and	installments	derive	directly	from	the	operations;	And	the	derivatives	â	€	â	€	â	€	are	used	to	manage	the	risks	of	interest	rates	and	to	obtain	the	desired	profile	of	loans.	The	useful	life	used	to	amortize
the	intangible	activity	concerns	the	future	performance	of	the	judgment	of	the	good	and	the	management	on	the	period	in	which	the	economic	benefits	will	be	derived	â	€	â	€	‹from	the	activity.	The	amount	accumulated	in	net	assets	is	maintained	Other	global	income	and	reclassified	in	profit	or	loss	in	the	same	period	or	periods	during	which	the
covered	article	affects	profit	or	losses.	Where	the	group	acquires	exclusively	the	interest	of	ownership	in	a	property,	property,	It	is	accounted	for	as	a	purchase	of	activities	and	not	as	a	company	combination	on	the	basis	of	the	fact	that	the	activities	purchased	do	not	constitute	a	business.	This	expense	for	depreciation	is	recognized	within	financial
costs.	Where	the	properties	of	the	hotel	are	assessed	every	year	by	independent	external	evaluators,	the	recoverable	amount	of	each	CGU	is	based	on	a	fair	value	less	costs	of	estimating	the	disposal	or	in	which	this	value	is	less	than	the	accounting	value	of	the	activity,	the	Viu	of	the	CGU	is	assessed.	The	group	presents	this	APM	to	provide	the
interested	parties	with	a	more	significant	understanding	of	the	underlying	financial	and	operational	services.	The	revaluation	elements	of	21.2	million	euros	were	recorded	on	our	real	estate	activities	in	2021,	following	losses	of	174.4	million	euros	in	2020.	"As	for	the	Revar1	group	for	February	it	should	be	91%	of	the	level	Reached	in	2019.	Fixing,
adaptations	and	equipment	are	declared	at	the	cost,	less	accumulated	amortization	and	any	provision	of	impairment.	Cié	was	compensated	by	the	revaluation	losses	through	profits	or	losses	of	2.6	million	euros.	The	amount	of	the	coverage	of	the	cash	flow	reclassified	by	other	global	income	is	shown	separately	in	the	financial	costs	and	mainly
represents	the	additional	interest	that	the	group	paid	following	the	swaps	on	interest	rates.	In	July	2020,	the	amendment	and	reaffirmation	of	the	loan	structure	,	which	included	Ratchet	of	the	modified	alliance	margin,	as	well	as	an	extension	of	the	tests	of	previous	alliances,	led	to	modified	the	Loans	and	loans	not	substantially.	-	Level	2:	inputs	other
than	the	listed	prices	included	in	Level	1	which	are	observable	for	the	financial,	directly	(i.e.	as	prices)	or	indirectly	(i.e.	derivatives	â	€	â	€	‹from	prices).	The	deferred	tax	is	For	temporary	differences	between	the	accounting	amounts	of	activities	and	the	liabilities	for	financial	reporting	purposes	and	amounts	used	for	tax	purposes	with	the	exception
of	the	initial	recognition	of	Goodwill	and	other	others	Cié	does	not	affect	the	accounting	profit	or	the	taxable	profit	on	the	date	of	recognition.	The	additions	during	the	year	derive	from	the	group	that	entered	a	35	-year	lease	for	the	city	of	Maldron	Hotel	Glasgow	in	July	2021,	which	involved	a	leasing	responsibility	of	32.1	million	euros	(GBP27.3
million)	It	is	a	lease	for	the	Clayton	Hotel	Manchester	Hotel	Manchester	Centro	Cittã	in	December	2021	which	involved	a	leasing	responsibility	of	49.1	million	EUR	(GBP41.4	million).	Cié	was	compensated	by	amounts	for	a	total	of	0.8	million	euros	for	VAT	in	the	United	Kingdom	and	the	tax	liabilities	that	were	deferred	in	2020	and	paid	in	2021.	The
rescue	schemes	of	the	shares	the	Council	remuneration	committee	of	administration	has	approved	the	granting	of	equity	options	pursuant	to	the	United	Kingdom	and	Ireland	Save	Schemes	(the	"schemes")	for	all	employees	admissible	throughout	the	group	from	2016	to	2020.	We	continue	to	be	aware	of	the	risks	and	emerging	risks	in	the	current
environment.	In	2021,	the	group	carried	out	a	strategic	review	of	its	ESG	priorities	that	covers	the	issues	of	environmental,	social	and	social,	and	the	board	of	directors	and	executive	management	will	continue	with	our	initiatives	in	this	sector.	The	group	monitors	its	coverage	of	the	debt	and	leasing	service,	which	is	1.6	times	for	the	exercise	closed	at
31	December	2021	(31	December	2020:	0.1	times),	in	order	to	monitor	the	gears	and	liquidities	taking	into	account	the	bank	and	leasing	loan.	Cié	has	led	to	a	part	of	the	difference	of	7.7	million	euros	between	the	fair	value	before	the	sale	and	the	proceeds	of	the	sale	in	capitalization	as	part	of	the	activity	of	the	right	to	use	(6.0	million	euros)	in
accordance	with	the	IFRS	16.	The	provision	in	compliance	with	the	self	-assured	risks	includes	settlements	provided	for	complaints	and	requests	supported	but	not	reported.	The	intangible	activities	are	measured	at	a	cost	(or	fair	value	when	acquired	through	business	combinations),	less	depreciation	and	value	loss.	Following	the	value	loss	tests,	the
rights	of	right	to	use	were	compromised	of	0.3	million	euros	at	31	years	2021	(31	December	2020:	7.6	million	euros).	The	price	of	the	actions	for	the	patterns	was	set	with	a	25%	discount	for	employees	based	in	the	Republic	of	Ireland	and	20%	for	employees	based	in	the	United	Kingdom	in	line	with	the	maximum	amount	allowed	pursuant	to	tax
legislation	in	both	jurisdictions.	Loans	and	loans	are	classified	according	to	their	currency	below.	Cié	concerns	the	contract	for	the	sale	of	a	residential	development	that	the	group	is	developing	in	the	general	development	of	a	new	hotel	on	the	website	of	the	former	Tara	Towers	hotel.	To	evaluate	the	right	to	control,	the	group	evaluates	if:	-	the
contract	implies	the	use	of	an	identified	activity;	-	the	group	has	the	right	to	achieve	substantially	all	the	economic	benefits	from	the	use	of	the	activity;	E-	the	group	has	the	right	to	direct	the	use	of	the	activity.	5	FINALCE	COSTS	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	interest	on	leas	liability	(Note	13)	24,409	22.405	9,097	Interest	Expense	On	Bank	Loans
and	Borrowings	8,908	7	Cash	Flow	Hedges	-	complaint	from	Other	Comprehensive	Income	2,637	1.992	Other	Finance	2,340	1,7	)/Loss	on	the	modified	debt	structure	(2,704)	4,272	net	changes	(profit)/loss	on	financing	activities	(86)	96	interests	capitalized	as	owners,	plants	and	equipment	(note	12)	(1,942)	(1,392)	interests	in	capital	of	the	contract	of
contractual	fulfillment	to	the	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	(note	14)	(684)	(291)	32.878	37.953	(other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary	-18-	The	group	uses	an	interest	rate	uses	a	Swap	interest	rate	to	convert	the	interest	rate	by	its	debt	from	the	fixed	rate	floating	rate
(note	22).	The	profits	associated	with	the	actions	issued	on	the	maturation	of	the	prizes	granted	in	2018	and	2017	pursuant	to	Long	-term	incentive	plan	2017	("LTIP")	represent	the	difference	between	the	price	of	the	listed	shares	for	ordinary	action	and	the	operating	price	on	the	date	of	maturation	(note	7	(note	7).	Total	financial	activities	measured
to	a	At	fair	reach	of	cushioned	value	of	the	level	level	2	Total	level	1	3	2021	2021	2021	2021	2021	2021	2021	EUR'000	EUR	EN000	EUR	EN000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	derivatives	â	€	â	€	‹Of	the	financial	activities	(note	22)	-	Hedging	Instruments	832	-	832	832	832	Trade	and	Other	Receivables	Excluding	-	12.012	12.012	Prepays	(Note	15)	Cash
at	Bank	and	in	Hand	(Note	17)	-	41.112	41,12	832	53.124	53.956	Financial	Liability	Liability	Measured	at	Measured	At	Carrying	Fair	Value	Value	Amortise	Cost	level	level	of	Quantity	2	Total	level	1	3	2021	2021	2021	2021	2021	2021	2021	EUR'000	EUR	EN000	EUR	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR	EN000	EURN'000	Loans	Banca	Razioni	Banca	Financial
(note	21)	-	(313.533)	(313.533)	(313.533)	(313,533)	trade	and	other	debts	and	installments	(note	-	(45.327)	(45,327)	19)	derivatives	â	€	â	€	‹(note	22)	-	Cover	tools	(1,029)	-	(1,029)	(1,029)	(1,029)	(1,029)	(358,860))	(359,889)	The	following	tables	show	the	career	quantity	of	activities	financial	and	group	passivities,	including	their	values	in	Th	and
hierarchy	of	fair	value	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020.	The	expected	net	cash	flows	are	discounted	using	the	discount	rates	adequate	risk.	Given	the	uncertain	environment	with	potential	further	Covid-19	variants	and	the	current	conflict	in	Ukraine	and	its	potential	more	large	global	implications,	we	continue	to	remain	agile	and	we
manage	the	activity	as	always.	Therefore,	the	Hotel	in	Maldron	Glasgow	City	is	excluded	as	the	hotel	is	recently	opened	by	August	2021.	Government	grants	relating	to	income	are	recognized	in	profits	or	losses	on	a	systematic	basis	in	the	periods	in	which	the	group	recognizes	as	expenses	The	related	costs	for	which	the	subsidies	are	destined	to
compensate.	In	November	2021,	before	the	start	of	Oldo,	the	Revar1	"as	for	similar"	group	had	reached	78%	of	the	levels	of	November	2019.	The	current	credit	for	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2020	of	2.8	million	euros	relating	mainly	to	the	return	of	the	tax	losses	suffered	in	the	in	It	ended	on	31	December	2020	at	the	period	of	the	2019
income	tax	return.	Historically,	the	EPS	for	the	purposes	of	measuring	the	LTIP	services	was	adequate	to	exclude	the	impact	of	the	items	that	are	considered	unique	unique	and	therefore	do	not	reflect	Normal	trading	or	distorting	activities	or	comparability	or	with	other	similar	companies.	Equal	value	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	ACTIVITY	NON-
current	interest	rates	Activities	SWAP	832-Passivities	Non	Current	Interest	Swap	Passivita	(1,029)	(9,042)	Net	derivative	Passivity	(197)	(9.042)	2021	2021	2020	EUR	'EUR'	000	Included	in	other	comprehensive	income	fair	value	gain/(loss)	on	interest	installs	swaps	6,208	(6.511)	complaint	to	profit	or	loss	(note	5)	2.637	1.998	8,845	(4.519)	The	amaut
complaint	to	profit	or	loss	repirepasents	the	incremental	interesting	arising	under	i	Interest	rates	SWAP	because	the	actual	Libor	rates	were	lower	than	swap	rates.	Where	the	exemptions	were	not	available,	the	rights	of	right	to	use	have	been	recognized	with	corresponding	leasing	liabilities.	Cié	led	to	an	increase	in	employment	and	the	recovery	of
Revar	in	the	second	half	of	the	year,	with	GBP63.00	H2	REVPPA	representing	82%	of	the	2019	levels	on	a	"Like"	base.	-The	evaluators	have	widely	assumed	a	recovery	from	the	impact	of	Covid-19	to	normalized	trading	levels	between	2023	and	2025	depending	on	the	position	and	the	company	mix,	which	is	a	key	evaluation	assumption.	4.4	million
euros	of	net	earnings	are	recorded	as	a	lifting	through	the	revaluation	reserve	(year	closed	at	31	December	2020:	net	loss	of	143.6	million	euros).	Basis	of	uncertainty	of	the	material	evaluation	in	the	previous	year	the	value	of	the	group's	property	as	at	31	December	2021	reflects	the	assessments	of	the	open	market	made	at	31	December	2021	by
independent	external	evaluators	who	have	appropriate	Professionals	recognized	and	recent	experience	in	the	position	and	value	of	the	property	being	appreciated.	Following	the	amendment	and	reaffirmation	of	the	agreement	on	the	loan	loan	structure	On	November	2,	2021,	the	group	evaluated	if	the	discounted	cash	flows	as	part	of	the	agreement
on	the	modified	structure	discounted	to	the	old	actual	interest	rate	were	substantially	different	from	the	discounted	cash	flows	pursuant	to	the	old	agreement	on	the	structure.	(XXV)	loans	and	loans	and	loans	are	initially	recognized	to	the	fair	value	of	the	consideration	received,	less	transaction	costs	attributable.	Immediately	before	the	sale,	the
property	was	re	-evaluated	by	external	evaluators	in	accordance	with	the	evaluation	standards	of	the	Royal	Institution	of	Chartered	Surveyors	(RICS)	and	the	fair	value	reiterated	accordingly.	The	non	-detectable	non	-detectable	leasing	cash	flows	due	to	the	leasing	contracts	are	established	in	note	13.	The	current	tax	is	the	expected	tax	due/recepable
on	income/taxable	loss	for	the	year	using	the	tax	rates	issued	or	essentially	issued	to	the	date	of	reporting	and	any	rectification	taxable	taxes	in	relation	to	previous	years.	Reconciliation:	the	segments	of	note	2	Ebitda	represent	"EBITDA	Rectified"	before	the	central	costs,	the	costs	of	payments	based	on	shares	and	other	income	for	each	of	the
segments	to	be	reported:	Dublin,	regional	Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom.	Market	capitalization	can	be	influenced	by	a	series	of	different	market	factors	and	uncertainties,	more	evidently	the	impact	of	Covid-19	in	2020	and	2021	and	more	specifically,	the	strengthening	of	government	restrictions	in	December	2021	due	to	the	emergence	of	the	Old
variant.	The	deferred	tax	liabilities	increased	from	39.4	million	euros	to	31	December	2020	to	42.9	million	euros	at	31	December	2021.	Trade	and	other	credits	(others	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07	:	00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-32-	The	exposure	of	the	group	to	risk	credit	is	mainly	influenced
by	the	individual	characteristics	of	each	customer.	In	general,	the	projections	of	the	cash	flow	presuppose	that	the	successful	vaccination	is	launched	and	the	evolution	of	the	Del	It	allowed	the	recovery	of	the	hospitality	sector	to	start	with	a	return	to	more	normalized	commercial	levels	between	2023	and	2025	depending	on	the	position	and	the
company	mix.	Therefore,	the	temporary	suite	of	alliances	including	a	net	debt	to	enhance	the	alliance	and	a	minimum	limitation	of	liquidities	(for	which	the	liquidity,	the	remaining	structures	available	or	a	combination	of	both	must	not	go	down	below	50.0	million	euro),	remaining	for	another	12	periods	of	the	month,	until	March	30,	2023	(note	24).
For	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020,	tax	services	are	mainly	related	to	Irish	VAT	consultancy.	In	the	second	half	of	the	year	Dublin	hotels	generated	food	revenues	and	drinks	of	13.3	million	euros,	which	represent	48.5%	of	the	2019	levels	in	the	equivalent	period.	The	exchange	of	exchange	of	interest	rates	of	1.0	million	euros	are	not
included	in	the	following	table.	As	of	December	31,	2021,	the	recoverable	amounts	of	the	group's	CGUs	were	based	on	the	VIU,	determined	by	serving	the	estimated	future	cash	flows	generated	by	the	continuous	use	of	these	hotels.	The	group	applies	the	compromise	of	the	IAS	36	of	the	activities	to	determine	whether	a	cash	generation	unit	with	an
activity	of	right	to	use	is	compromised	and	represents	any	impairments	identified	through	profits	or	losses.	The	rectified	profit	for	action	(basic	and	diluted)	are	presented	as	an	alternative	performance	measure	to	show	the	underlying	performance	of	the	group	excluding	the	tax	rectified	effects	of	the	elements	considered	by	the	Management	in	order
not	to	reflect	the	normal	trading	activities	or	distort	the	compability	n.	year	by	year	or	other	similar	companies	(note	2).	In	addition,	the	impact	of	the	expenses	of	non	-deductible	value	has	reduced	the	actual	tax	rate	in	the	previous	year,	compared	to	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	2021.	As	at	31	December	2021,	the	figure	of	the	costs	of	good	will
includes	12.2	million	euros	(GBP10.3	million)	which	is	attributable	to	the	start	-up	deriving	from	the	acquisition	of	foreign	operations.	A	passive	of	the	lease	is	initially	measured	at	the	moment	moment	lease	payments	that	are	not	paid	on	the	start	date,	discounted	using	the	implicit	interest	rate	in	the	lease	or,	if	this	rate	cannot	be	easily	determined,
the	group's	incremental	loan	rate.	The	capitalized	labor	costs	of	0.2	million	euros	(2020:	0.2	million	euros)	refer	to	the	group's	internal	development	team	and	are	directly	related	to	the	asset	acquisitions	and	other	construction	works	completed	in	relation	to	the	property,	to	the	group's	plants	and	equipment.	During	the	year,	the	group	acquired	three
suite	at	the	Clayton	Hotel	Liffey	Valley	for	0.3	million	euros.	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary	financial	results	Dilata	Hotel	Group	PLC	(Dal,	DHG)	Dilato	Hotel	Group	PLC:	2021	Preliminary	Financial	Results	01-March-2022	/	07:00	GMT	/	BST	Distribution	of	a	regulatory	announcement,	broadcast	by	the	EQS	groupThese	swaps	set	the
reference	rate	Sonia	at	1.39%.	The	group	recognizes	leasing	payments	associated	with	these	lease	contracts	as	a	serious	expenditure	in	the	leasing	period.	(III)	Functional	and	presentation	currency	these	consolidated	financial	statements	are	presented	in	euros,	being	the	functional	currency	of	the	company	and	most	of	its	branches.	Performance
review	|	Segmental	analysis	The	following	section	analyzes	the	results	of	the	group's	hotel	portfolio	in	Dublin,	regional	Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom.	Cié	was	partially	compensated	by	the	inversion	of	1.3	million	euros	of	the	insurance	provisions	carried	out	in	the	previous	periods	of	accounting	following	the	impact	of	the	best	experience	of
complaints	from	the	original	estimates.	Risk	of	liquidity	The	risk	of	liquidity	is	the	risk	that	the	group	meet	difficulty	in	dealing	with	the	obligations	associated	with	its	financial	liabilities.	Of	the	subsidies	received	during	the	exercise	As	of	31	December	2021,	one	of	the	subsidies	received	by	the	government	of	the	United	Kingdom,	the	specific	support
fund	of	the	ERF	sector,	which	aims	to	support	the	survival	of	companies	and	the	safeguarding	of	the	works,	included	a	condition	connected	to	it,	connected,	Companies	should	safeguard	the	relevant	jobs	for	a	minimum	of	12	months.	At	31	December	2021	0.5	million	euros	were	received,	with	the	remaining	balance	due	to	the	completion	of	the
project.	The	right	to	use	is	initially	measured	at	the	cost,	which	includes	the	initial	amount	of	the	adequate	leasing	responsibility	for	any	lease	payments	made	on	the	start	date	or	before	the	start	date	remove	the	underlying	activity	or	to	restore	The	underlying	activity	or	the	site	on	which	it	is	located,	less	any	leasing	incentive	received.	The	lease
period	is	20	years,	with	two	tenants	extension	options	at	5	years.	The	rectified	loss	for	excluding	IFRS	16	action	is	defined	as	a	base	(loss)/useful	for	action	before	adapting	the	items	(see	the	definition	I)	and	reiterated	to	remove	the	impact	of	the	adoption	of	IFRS	16,	including	the	replacement	of	the	Depreciation	of	the	laws	of	law	IFRS	16	interests	of
liability	with	leasing	costs	pursuant	to	IAS	17.	Dilato	is	the	largest	hotel	operator	of	Ireland,	with	a	growing	presence	in	the	United	Kingdom	and	in	continental	Europe.	Therefore,	there	is	the	risk	of	not	being	able	to	Torecruit	and	to	preserve	the	required	level	of	competence	and	experience	within	the	group	to	ensure	that	we	have	resources	for	our
development	strategy,	effectively	manage	our	activity	and	continue	to	allow	the	service	expected	to	our	guests.	The	United	Kingdom	has	deferred	the	deferred	tax	passivities	and	passivities	that	will	be	rewarded	after	1	April	2023	were	hospitalized	in	the	tax	company	on	the	company	of	25%.	Based	on	the	tax	liability	system	introduced	by	the	Irish
government,	the	Irish	VAT	passivities	of	3.6	million	euros	and	the	tax	liabilities	of	10.0	million	an	increase	in	leasing	liabilities	and	the	related	activities	of	use	of	2.1	million	euros.	(XVIII)	cash	and	cash	in	cash	and	e	e	Equivalents	include	cash	in	cash	and	call	deposits	with	three	-month	or	not	deadlines,	which	are	transported	to	cushioned	costs.
(XXVII)	Financial	instruments	derivatives	â	€	â	€	â	€	‹The	loans	of	the	group	expose	it	to	the	financial	risks	of	the	variations	of	interest	rates.	"Segmental	results	-	Ebitda"	for	Dublin,	regional	Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom	represent	"corrected	Ebitda"	for	each	geographical	location	before	the	central	costs,	of	the	payments	of	payments	based	on
shares	and	other	income.	The	support	of	the	group's	activities	provided	him	with	the	possibility	of	carrying	out	funds	from	the	sale	and	leasing	of	Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont	in	2020,	while	his	level	of	march	has	ensured	that	the	group	continued	to	satisfy	the	financing	costs	both	of	the	interest	and	the	its	banking	club	and	institutional	owners.	The
group	examined	the	rates	of	EUR	Medio	historical	monthly:	GBP	FX	for	a	period	of	15	years	that	incorporates	both	periods	of	economic	growth	and	economic	recession.	-	Amendments	to	income	taxes	IAS	12:	deferred	tax	relating	to	the	activities	and	liabilities	deriving	from	a	single	tray	(issued	on	May	7,	2021).	The	evaluation	and	the	key	hypotheses
used	in	the	measurement	of	fair	values	at	the	grant	date	were	the	following:	March	2021	March	2020	fair	value	on	the	date	of	assignment	EUR2,40	EUR0.62	Actions	price	on	the	grant	date	EUR	3,84	EUR2.32	EUR0	operating	price.	.01	euro0.01	expected	volatility	52.01%	p.a.	31.83%	p.a.	Performance	period	3	years	3	years	equivalent	of	dividend
accumulate	in	prizes	that	combine	at	the	time	of	maturation	pursuant	to	the	LTIP	schemes,	and	therefore	the	performance	of	the	dividends	was	set	to	zero	to	reflect	this.	We	ended	the	year	with	revenue	of	192	million	euros,	which	is	a	considerable	result	considering	that	our	hotels	were	not	open	to	the	public	for	part	of	the	first	half	of	the	year.	The
group	has	prepared	projections	of	the	basic	case	that	take	on	a	gradual	recovery	of	revenues	and	earnings	in	group	hotels,	with	a	return	to	more	normalized	commercial	levels	between	and	2025	depending	on	the	position	and	commercial	mix.	I	am	enthusiastic	about	the	challenge	and	confident	that	we	have	the	team	of	offering	competitive	force	in
the	new	world.	(XV)	Intangible	activities	other	than	good	willing	to	be	an	immaterial	activity	is	recognized	only	where	the	object	is	not	present	a	physical	presence,	it	is	identifiable,	not	monetary,	controlled	by	the	group	and	provides	that	it	provides	the	group	of	future	benefits.	The	group	ensured	that	the	CAS	diffusion	applicable	on	loans	and	loans
corresponded	to	the	most	possible	that	the	diffusion	Cas	has	agreed	on	the	swaps	on	interest	rates.	The	advice	remains	focused	on	how	developments	could	affect	the	group's	performance.	Portfolio	of	the	hotel	in	the	UK	Local	currency	-	GBPMillion	2021	2020	2019	revenue	of	the	room	40.3	21.7	62.8	Food	and	drinks	10.9	6.9	17.8	Other	revenues	3.1
2.4	6.1	Total	revenue	54.3	31.0	86.7	Ebitdar	17.5	2.9	33.8	Margin	Ebitdar	Ebitdar	32.2%	9.4%	39.0%	statistics	(performance	statistics	(such	as	performance	statistics	(such	as	performance	statistics	(as	performance	statistics	(as	services	for	services	(such	as	performance	statistics	(such	as	performance	statistics	(such	as	performance	statistics	(such
as	performance	statistics	(such	as	performance	statistics	(such	as	performance	statistics	(as	performance	statistics	(such	as	performance	statistics.	By	type)	5	employment	44.5%	30.3%	80.7%	average	rate	of	the	room	(GBP)	88.63	75.06	88.79	Revar	(GBP)	39.48	22.72	71.66	Variation	Revpar%	of	the	closed	year	At	31	December	2020	73.8%	Revpar%
Edit%	based	on	31	December	2019	(44	,	9%)	Portfolio3	of	ownership	and	rental	of	the	UK	Hotel	13	12	12	12	numbers	of	rooms	2,949	2.644	2,600	The	portfolio	of	the	British	hotel	includes	nine	clayton	hotels	and	four	hotels	in	Maldron	with	three	hotels	located	in	London,	Hotel	in	the	Regional	UK	and	three	hotels	in	Northern	Ireland.	(i)	Risk	of
interest	rate	The	group	is	exposed	to	floating	interest	rates	on	its	debt	obligations	and	uses	coverage	tools	to	mitigate	the	risk	associated	with	the	fluctuations	of	interest	rates.	The	amount	should	be	received	in	the	second	quarter	of	2022	(upon	practical	completion),	the	group	has	reclassified	these	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	from	non	-current
activities	to	current	activities	on	the	financial	position	declaration	at	31	December	2021,	which	is	amount	can	be	designed	within	12	months	from	this	date.	As	objectives	for	the	current	based	on	actions	of	the	group	group	The	patterns	and	agreements	of	the	bank	structures	and	alliances	based	on	these	agreements	continue	to	be	calculated	excluding
the	impact	of	IFRS	16,	the	group	continues	to	present	and	reconcile	the	following	APM.	XVI.	The	increase	in	the	rate	of	the	actual	income	tax	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	compared	to	the	previous	year	refers	mainly	to	the	emitted	of	the	activities	and	liabilities	of	the	tax	deferred	in	the	United	Kingdom	of	25%.	As	of	31	December
2021,	the	group	had	cash	debt	systems	and	not	designed	by	298.5	million	euros	and	conservative	equipment	with	net	debt	at	the	value	of	24%	(31	December	2020:	23%).	We	employ	a	strategy	of	appointment	of	senior	hotel	managers	within	the	group.	(Other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group
Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-26-	14	Costs	of	contractual	fulfillment	assets	not	current	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR	'000	per	1	January	22,374	13,346	expenses	incurred	in	the	fulfillment	of	the	contract	until	today	13.197	8,737	loan	expenses	in	capitalization	(note	5)	684	291	at	31	December	36.255	22,374	The	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	refer	to	the
contractual	contract	of	the	group	with	the	ownership	Irish	residential	Reit	Plc	('i-res'),	stipulated	on	November	16,	2018,	which	I-stay	acquires	a	residential	development	that	the	group	is	developing	(including	69	residential	units)	on	the	website	of	the	former	Tara	Towers	Hotel.	The	group	also	carried	out	a	qualitative	evaluation	by	comparing	the
modified	terms	with	the	original	terms	of	the	agreement	on	the	structure.	II.	The	losses	of	value	of	good	will	not	be	reversed	once	recognized.	These	are	further	detailed	in	the	operational	segments	note	2,	note	10,	property,	plants	and	equipment	note	12	and	financial	risk	management	note	24.	Occupation	for	the	wallet	is	increased	23.9%	for	the	first
six	months	from	2021	to	76.2%	for	Q3	2021.	As	of	31	December	2021,	the	group	had	properties,	plants	and	equipment	of	1,243.9	million	euros.	In	September	2020,	the	company	issued	37,000,000	37,000,000	as	described	more	forward	in	note	18	(a)	below.	As	of	June	30,	2023,	the	net	debt	with	the	maximum	of	the	Ebitda	pact	is	4.0x	and	the
minimum	of	interest	is	4.0x.	Other	government	subsidies	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,	the	group	has	made	use	of	a	series	of	other	patterns	of	subsidies,	including	and	not	limited	to	the	system	of	support	for	Covid	restrictions,	a	grat	of	tourist	continuity	of	Ireland	in	Ireland	It	is	a	large	system	of	support	for	tourism	and	hospitality
in	the	north	Ireland,	introduced	by	Irish	and	British	governments	to	support	companies	during	the	Covid-19	pandemics	and	contributes	to	reopening	and	other	operating	costs.	There	is	a	strong	calendar	of	events	for	2022	and,	as	the	flight	ability	increases,	I	expect	a	strong	return	of	travel	for	international	free	time.	The	main	risks	and	uncertainties
that	are	now	facing	the	group	are:	1.	Cié	included	the	temporary	closure	of	some	hotels	between	March	and	July	2020.	As	part	of	the	transaction,	an	additional	0.8	million	euros	were	subordinate	with	the	Adding	three	bedrooms	to	the	rooms	the	ownership	and	the	cost	of	this	development	will	be	borne	by	the	group.	Included	in	non	-current	advance
payments	at	31	December	2021	there	are	costs	of	3.8	million	euros	(31	December	2020:	6.3	million	euros)	associated	with	future	lease	contracts	for	hotels	which	are	currently	under	construction	or	planning.	6	The	registered	address	of	this	company	is	Thurn-Round-Tasis-Platz	6,	60313	Frankfurt	am	Main,	Germany.	The	group	suffers	part	of	one	of	its
own	ownership	under	an	operating	lease	contract.	The	preparation	of	the	budget	in	accordance	with	the	IFRS	adopted	by	the	EU	requires	administrators	to	carry	out	estimates	and	hypotheses	that	affect	the	reported	amounts	of	activities	and	passivities,	as	well	as	disclosure	of	potential	activities	and	passivities,	on	the	date	of	the	and	the	reported
amounts	of	revenue	and	expenses	during	the	reference	year.	Portfolio	of	the	Hotel	Ireland	Regional	EursLillion	2021	2020	2019	2019	Revenue	34.0	21.6	49.7	Food	and	drinks	15.1	11.1	26.8	Other	entrances	4.3	3.6	8.4	Total	revenues	53.4	36.3	84.9	Ebitdar	23.4	8.0	24.5	Ebitdar	ebitdar	margin	of	abitdar%	43.7%	22.0%	28.9%	performance	statistics4
employment	44.7%	36.4%	73.7%	Room	rates	EUR	111.69	87.04	98.90	Revpppa	(EUR	)	49.89	31.64	72.93	Revpar	%	Variation	of	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2020	57.7	%	Revpar	%	modification	of	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2019	(31.6	%)	regional	Ireland	of	ownership	and	portfolio	hotels	For	rent	13	13	numbers	of	the	room	1,867	1.867	1.867
The	portfolio	of	the	Hotel	of	Regional	Ireland	includes	seven	hotels	in	Maldron	and	six	Hotel	Clayton	located	in	Cork	(X4),	Galway	(X3),	Limerick	(X2),	Wexford	(X2)	,	Portlaoise	and	Sligo.	From	26	October	2023	to	26	October	2024	Swap	interest	rates	set	the	Sonia	Benchmark	rate	between	0.95%	and	0.96%	on	loans	called	in	pounds.	In	the	second	half
of	the	year,	the	regional	hotels	of	Ireland	generated	food	entrances	and	drinks	of	11.8	million	EUR,	81.1%	of	the	2019	levels	in	the	equivalent	period,	since	the	hotels	benefited	from	the	lack	of	lack	of	lack2021	Middle	Medium	-Medium	-weighted	medium	medium	medium	-thought	awarded	with	weighty	with	sensitive	to	senses	sensitized	to	sensitized
to	sensitization	sensitization	following	a	variable	rate	euro	of	sensitivity	downwards	0%	1.0%	0%	variable	sterling	0.9%	rate	1,	3%	0.9%	of	analysis	of	the	sensitivity	to	the	cash	flow	for	variable	for	variable	variable	for	variable	for	the	sensitivity	to	the	flow	of	cash	flow	for	variable	for	variable	effect	of	the	rate	of	rate	on	the	increase	in	the	profit	or
losses	increases	Reduction	of	the	rate	of	rate	EUR'000	EUR'000	2021	(increase)/decrease	in	interest	on	loans	and	loans	(1,586)	75	decrease/(increase)	of	the	tax	credit	198	(9)	(increase)/decrease	in	loss	(1,388	)	66	2020	of	interest	on	loans	and	loans	(1,494)	323	decrease/(increase)	of	the	tax	credit	187	(40)	(increase)/decrease	in	loss	(1,307)	283
Deadline	contracted	payments	of	interest	estimated	by	Swap	The	following	table	indicates	the	periods	in	to	which	the	swap	is	expected	to	occur	on	the	interest	rate	and	the	il	The	amounts	of	the	roofing	tools	related	to	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	"Like	for	Mike"	Group	Revar	increased	from	19%	of	the	2019	levels	for	the	first	six	months
from	2021	to	58%	in	July	and	78%	a	November.	The	Maldron	Hotel	Shoreditch	should	open	in	H2	2023.	628,524	actions	not	invested	due	to	conditions	of	performance	TSR	and	EPS	not	satisfied.	6.8	million	euros	of	the	net	re	-evaluation	elements	for	2021	are	recorded	through	profits	or	losses	(2020:	net	loss	of	30.8	million	euros).	The	relative	entity
of	the	optional	leasing	payments	to	the	payments	of	the	leasing	is	the	following:	leasing	passivity	recognized	potential	wages	of	future	leasing	not	included	in	the	leasing	passivities	(discounted)	(discounted)	EUR'000	EUR'000	Office	494	1,439	contracts	of	Location	not	yet	initiated	to	which	the	Locass	is	engaged,	the	group	has	more	agreements	for
the	leasing	at	31	December	2021	and	the	details	of	the	non	-cancellable	leasing	rentals	and	other	contractual	obligations	due	pursuant	to	these	agreements	are	established	later.	The	group	has	given	increases	in	the	paychecks	in	line	with	minimum	wage	increases	in	both	jurisdictions	since	2019.	There	are	also	extensions	foreseen	to	have	been
provided	by	three	of	the	group's	existing	hotels;	E	-	The	absence	of	expiry	dates	for	the	transport	of	tax	losses	in	the	United	and	Irish	kingdom.	APM	can	have	limitations	as	analytical	tools	and	must	not	be	considered	in	isolation	or	as	a	substitute	for	an	analysis	of	the	results	in	the	consolidated	budget	that	are	prepared	pursuant	to	the	IFRS.	If	the
effect	is	relevant,	the	provisions	are	determined	by	serving	the	future	cash	flows	provided	for	a	gross	rate	of	taxes	that	reflect	the	current	assessments	of	the	market	of	the	temporal	value	of	the	money	and,	if	necessary,	the	specific	risks	of	the	responsibility.	Furthermore,	following	the	sale	and	the	following	lease,	the	group	has	maintained	the	rent	for
the	economic	benefit	of	the	activity	for	the	period	of	the	lease.	Dilato	supported	development	costs	to	satisfy	the	contract	for	millions	during	the	year	(2020:	8.7	million	euros).	(e)	Translation	reserve	The	translation	reserve	includes	all	the	differences	in	exchange	in	foreign	currency	deriving	from	the	translation	of	the	financial	statements	of	foreign
operations,	as	well	as	on	the	actual	part	of	any	differences	in	foreign	currency	deriving	from	coverage	of	a	net	investment	in	an	operation	foreign	(note	24).	Further	information	on	the	hypotheses	made	in	the	measurement	of	fair	values	are	included	in	the	note	24	-	financial	instruments	and	risk	management	(in	relation	to	financial	activities	and
financial	liabilities)	and	note	12	-	proprietary,	plants	and	equipment.	The	fair	value	of	the	noteworthy	obligations	on	loan	for	shareholders	assumed	by	the	company	within	the	acquisition	was	29.7	million	euros	and	the	fair	value	of	the	shares	issued	by	the	company	in	the	exchange	of	shares	was	10.3	million	eurosAs	of	31	December	2021,	the	VAT
passivities	in	total	Irish	of	8.5	million	euros	and	tax	liabilities	of	17.8	million	euros,	relating	to	both	2020	and	2021,	can	be	paid	during	the	year,	closed	at	31	December	2022	.	The	group	holds	a	single	termination	option	in	a	lease	of	office	spaces.	(XVII)	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	The	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	are	indicated	to	the	lower	cost	or
to	the	recoverable	amount.	Measurement	of	fair	values,	a	number	of	group	policies	and	popular	dissemination	require	the	measurement	of	activities	and	passivities	to	fair	value.	In	the	first	two	months	of	2022	we	opened	two	new	hotels	in	the	Manchester	City	Center	and	we	took	our	first	steps	in	continental	Europe	through	a	new	leasing	interest	in
Hotel	Nikko,	a	393	bedroom	hotel	in	Dusseldorf	that	we	now	manage.	The	information	on	the	segment	is	reported	in	the	same	way	that	is	examined	and	analyzed	internally	by	the	main	managers	of	the	operational	decisions,	by	executive	directors.	The	estimated	total	life	of	the	group's	intangible	activities	is	5	years.	The	capitalization	begins	on	the
date	on	which	the	group	engages	engages	which	are	necessary	to	prepare	the	activity	for	the	expected	use.	The	group	came	out	of	this	regime	in	the	United	Kingdom	from	1	January	2021	to	30	September	2021,	when	the	regime	ended	(2020:	from	1	March	2020	to	31	December	2020).	Loans	and	loans	taken	in	the	pounds	of	GBP266.5	million	(317.2
million	euros)	are	classified	as	a	passive	in	the	United	Kingdom	(31	December	2020:	GBP269.5	million	(299.8	EUR).	We	will	have	to	be	innovative	to	adapt	to	these	changes,	to	respond	to	challenges	and	find	new	ways	to	manage	our	hotels	and	interact	with	our	customers.	The	group	is	also	exposed	to	floating	interest	rates	on	its	debt	obligations	and
uses	coverage	tools	to	mitigate	the	risk	associated	with	fluctuations	of	interest	rates.	(XXIII)	provisions	and	potential	passivities,	a	provision	is	recognized	in	the	financial	position	declaration	when	the	group	has	a	current	legal	or	constructive	obligation	following	a	past	event,	and	a	flow	of	benefits	is	necessary	to	be	necessary	cheap	to	resolve	the
obligation.	The	group	continued	to	strictly	manage	the	liquidity	and	liquidity	in	2021.	The	impact	on	the	profit	or	loss	He	is	later	shown.	Once	the	normal	trading	recovers,	the	group	currently	provides	that	this	the	growth	of	profit	start	again;	-	in	line	with	the	economic	and	sector	analysis,	the	hospitality	industry	is	expected	to	recover	in	the	coming
years;	-	The	group	is	confident	that	it	is	well	positioned	to	exploit	the	opportunities	that	will	take	place	in	2022	and	in	the	future,	including	the	opening	of	a	large	pipeline	of	new	hotels	that	will	contribute	in	parity	to	the	use	of	the	UK	tax	losses,	which	can	be	transported	forward	and	used	on	a	group	basis.	The	group	continues	to	monitor	the	evolving
commercial	forecasts	and	pursue	proactive	and	timely	actions,	necessary,	from	the	beginning	of	the	pandemic.	The	increase	was	mainly	guided	by	salaries	and	wages	such	as	cuts	to	pay	and	hours	(in	(in	(in	From	1	April	2020)	they	have	been	reversed	for	staff	from	1	January	2021.	6.	(XXII)	The	transactions	in	foreign	currency	in	currencies	other	than
the	functional	currency	of	a	group	moment	are	recorded	at	the	exchange	rate	prevalent	to	the	transactions	date.	Ebitdar	has	increased	significantly	compared	to	2020	and	reached	95%	of	the	2019	levels.	Following	the	agreement	on	the	amended	loan	structure	and	reiterated	in	July	2020,	a	loss	of	modification	of	4.3	million	euros	is	was	detected	in
profit	or	loss	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020	(note	21).	The	costs	of	1.2	million	euros	incurred	in	relation	to	the	modification	have	been	capitalized	and	are	amortized	to	profits	or	losses	on	the	basis	of	effective	interest	rate	for	the	loan	period.	Hotel	La	Tour	Birmingham	Limited	has	sold	Hotel	La	Tour	Birmingham	(now	Clayton	Hotel
Birmingham)	in	August	2017,	when	an	taxable	capitalness	of	6.0	million	GBP	(7.0	million	euros)	was	built.	The	cushioned	cost	of	loans	and	loans	was	313.5	million	euros	at	31	December	2021	(31	December	2020:	314.1	million	euros).	The	group	has	updated	its	coverage	documentation	for	Sonia.	The	group	came	out	of	its	option	to	extend	the	matrity
of	its	debt	structures	with	a	period	of	12	months.	Non	-current	early	payments	for	the	Maldron	Hotel	Glasgow	City	and	the	Clayton	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center	at	31	December	2020	have	now	been	reclassified	with	the	right	to	use	on	31	December	2021.	The	loss	of	loss	of	value	recognized	in	relation	to	the	units	of	Cassa	generation	are	assigned



first	to	reduce	the	transport	quantity	of	any	start-up	to	the	units	and	then	reduce	the	transport	quantity	of	other	other	pro-rated	units.	The	turnover	data	used	in	this	estimate	are	based	on	2019	revenues	that	reflect	a	year	on	negotiation.	The	financial	instruments	derivative	â	€	â	€	â	€	œ	are	recognized	in	the	fair	value	on	the	date	on	which	a
derivative	contract	is	stipulated	in	more	the	transaction	costs	attributable	directly	and	are	subsequently	re-misored	to	fair	value.	fair.	Added	tax	taxes	and	wages	pursuant	to	the	deposit	of	the	legislation	on	tax	liabilities	introduced	by	the	financial	provisions	(Covid-19)	(n.	2)	Bill	2020	and	Finance	Act	2020	(Act	26	of	2020)	and	modified	by	Finance
(Covid-19	and	Meancellane	Provisions)	Act	2021,	Irish	VAT	passivities	of	3.6	million	euros	(2020:	4.9	million	euros)	relating	to	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	The	corrected	EBITDA	EBITDA	rectified	is	an	APM	that	represents	the	Useful	before	the	interest	on	the	leasing	liabilities,	other	costs	of	interest	and	financing,	taxes,	depreciation	of
ownership,	systems	and	equipment	and	activities	of	right	to	use	and	amortization	of	intangible	activities,	adequate	to	show	the	underlying	operating	services	of	the	group	and	excludes	the	items	who	do	not	reflect	normal	commercial	activities	or	distort	comparability	n	a	year	after	year	or	with	other	similar	activities.	The	forecasting	cash	flow	of	the
evaluators	included	in	these	calculations	represents	the	expectations	of	the	evaluators	for	the	Ebitda	(led	by	the	average	rate	of	the	rooms	("ARCO")	(calculated	as	total	revenues	divided	by	the	total	rooms	sold)	and	employment)	for	the	proprietary	and	also	takes	into	account	the	expectations	of	a	potential	buyer.	It	also	includes	their	expectations	for
capital	expenses	that	evaluators,	in	general,	take	about	4%	of	the	revenue	per	year.	The	forward	-looking	declarations	of	which	in	this	paragraph	speak	only	on	the	date	of	this	announcement.	In	evaluating	the	VIU,	the	estimated	future	cash	flows	are	obvious	for	their	current	value	using	a	gross	tax	rate	of	taxes	that	reflects	a	current	assessment	of	the
time	value	of	the	money	and	the	specific	risks	of	the	activity.	In	addition,	international	travel	and	large	conferences	have	yet	to	return	to	a	significant	level.	There	is	the	risk	that	our	company	programs	of	environmental	do	not	respond	do	not	satisfy	the	expectations	of	the	stakeholders	or	that	the	opportunities	that	they	create	are	(more	to	follow)	Dow
Jones	Newswires	Newswires	01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary	-8-	Nottken.	(More	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-27-	The	insertion	of	Dailed	Hotel	Group	PLC	as	a	new	dhgl	limited	holding	company	in	2014	In	2014	he	did
not	satisfy	the	definition	of	a	company	combination	based	on	the	IFRS	3	company	combinations	and,	consequently,	the	acquired	activities	and	passivities	of	DHGL	Limited	and	its	branches	continued	to	be	transported	in	the	consolidated	financial	statements	in	their	respective	transport	values	to	the	date	of	the	reorganization.	Non	-current	credits
include	rental	deposits	of	2.3	million	euros	(2020:	2.3	million	euros)	due	by	two	owners	at	the	end	of	the	lease.	Therefore,	there	would	have	been	no	reduction	in	value,	inversion	of	value	of	the	activities	of	right	to	use	or	gain	to	remove	the	rights	to	use.	The	right	to	the	right	to	use	is	subsequently	cushioned	using	the	method	at	constant	shares	from
the	start	date	at	the	end	of	the	end	of	the	useful	life	of	the	activity	of	use,	or	of	its	component,	or	at	the	end	of	the	lease	contract	term.	The	coverage	of	net	investments	has	been	fully	effective	during	the	year.	Subsequently,	in	2014	all	the	loan	obligations	of	shareholders	in	2014	were	resolved,	in	exchange	for	actions	issued	in	the	company.	Having
said	that,	the	4th	quarter	2021	was	the	most	performing	period	for	the	Dublin	wallet	with	an	occupation	of	57.2%,	highlighting	that	there	is	an	appetite	for	people	who	return	to	city.	Reconciliation:	Reference	below	2021	2020	reconciliation	of	APM	(XIV)	reference	in	the	financial	statements	EUR'000	EUR'000	Operating	profit/(Loss)	Declaration	of
global	income	21,442	(73,508)	Add	back:	total	adaptation	items	according	to	the	budget	2	(5.299)	44,372	amortization	of	the	rights	to	right	to	note	2	19.522	20.663	less:	additional	amortization	of	the	intangible	activities	if	IAS	17	still	applied	(45)	(44)	fixed	leasing	costs	(33.264)	(30,641)	(30,641)	of	leasing	costs	(328)	(454)	EBIT	Rectified	excluding
IFRS	16	A	2,028	(39,612)	net	activities	to	the	financial	statements	Data	declaration	of	the	financial	position	957.413	932.780	elevation	of	LESSIU	revaluation	in	property,	plant	and	equipment1	(239.015)	(224.348)	Add	Deb.	Note	21	276.044	263,571	Added	tax	responsibility	deferred	to	the	financial	position	22.735	27.060	(other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones
Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dacata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-38	-Add	Declaration	of	Declaration	of	Current	tax	passivity	back	of	the	financial	position	282	91	Adding	derivatives	passivities	â	€	â	€	â	€	of	the	financial	position	Add	Back	-back.	Declaration	of	the	costs	of	fulfilling	the	financial	position	(36.255)	(22,374)
Normalized	capital	invested	928.568	937.420	Normalized	average	capital	invested	B	932.994	874.702	Normalized	return	on	average	invested	(APM	XIV)	A/B	0.2%	N/A	1	includes	lifting	of	combined	net	revaluation	included	on	properties,	plants	and	equipment	for	the	revaluation	policy	was	adopted	in	2014	or	in	the	case	of	the	activities	of	the	hotel
acquired	after	this	date,	from	the	date	of	acquisition.	Firstly,	the	group	extended	the	matrity	of	its	12	-month	debt	structures.	On	Vesting,	the	cost	of	the	premiums	previously	detected	in	the	actions	-based	payments	reserve	is	transferred	to	detained	earnings.	These	represent	44.4	million	euros	of	leasing	liabilities	as	at	31	December	2021	(31
December	2020:	33.9	million	euros).	These	costs	mainly	concern	the	expenses	on	wages,	sales	and	marketing	costs	and	the	training	costs	of	the	new	staff.	The	group	now	believes	that	a	sufficient	period	of	time	has	passed	since	the	IFRS	16	have	been	adopted	for	the	first	time	and	different	periods	are	available	to	allow	the	comparison	of	the
performance	later	of	IFRS	16.	The	increase	of	41.2	million	euros	in	the	12	months	is	mainly	led	by	Da	Movements	on	real	estate	activities	of	21.2	million	euros,	a	foreign	currency	gain	for	the	retrasering	of	activities	called	pounds	of	24.3	million	euros	and	additions	of	20.4	million	euros,	partially	compensated	by	the	depreciation	charge	of	27	,	0
million	euros.	Following	a	fundamental	review	and	a	reform	of	the	main	interest	rate	benchmark	undertaken	globally,	the	group	has	replaced	Libor,	as	its	variable	interest	rate	sterling,	with	an	alternative	reference	rate	without	risks,	sterling	during	the	Night	'Sonia'	Sonia	'Piu	a	diffusion	of	the	agreed	credit'	CAS	'CAS	Concordat'	CAS	"CAS
CONCERDATO"	CAS	of	Credito	'Credito	"CAS	Concordat"	CAS	to	adapt	the	credit	"CAS	Agreement	propagation'.	8	Government	subsidies	and	government	assistance	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	School	of	Salary	Occupation	Subsidates	(Ireland)	36.018	9.687	Temporary	Salary	Subsidates	Scheme	(Ireland)	-	6.330	Coronavirus	Job	Kingdom	of	Work
(United	Kingdom)	2,011	4,753	Other	government	subsidies	relating	to	income	6,917	1,492	loans	relative	income	44.946	22,262	government	subsidies	of	capital-150s	total	government	subsidies	44.946	22,412	subsidies	Governat	IVs	linked	to	wages	following	the	impact	of	the	Covid-19	pandemic	on	the	group,	the	group	started	the	Irish	and	British
government	schemes	in	relation	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	salaries	relating	to	wages	relating	to	salaries
relating	to	wages	relating	to	salary	tragedy.	subsidies.	If	the	financial	liability	is	considered	Changed,	a	new	financial	responsibility	based	on	modified	terms	is	recognized	in	fair	value.	As	of	December	31,	2021,	the	group	has	capital	expenditure	commitments	for	a	total	of	37.8	million	EUR,	which	refers	mainly	to	the	new	Maldron	Hotel	in	Shoreditch,
London	(24.1	million	euros)	and	the	Maldron	Hotel	and	residential	units	in	Merrion	Road	in	Dublin	(9.5	euros	(EUR	9.5	million).	Other	tax	liabilities	on	wages	at	31	December	2021	of	1.8	million	EUR	refer	to	the	Irish	tax	liabilities	and	in	the	United	Kingdom	supported	in	December	2021.	L	Hotel	is	opened	to	the	public	in	January	2022.	On	31
December	2021,	the	group	capitalization	of	the	group	(EUR829.0	million)	was	less	than	the	net	activity	of	the	group	(market	capitalization	is	calculated	by	multiplying	the	price	of	actions	a	this	date	for	the	number	of	shares	shares	problem).	If	the	EBITDA	forecasts	of	2022	used	in	the	cash	flow	in	the	VIU	estimates	for	value	loss	tests	as	of	December
31,	2021	had	been	scheduled	for	10%	less,	there	would	be	no	compromises	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	for	Activities	and	fixtures,	adaptations	of	the	right	of	use	and	equipment	and	good	will.	For	some	periods	of	2021,	international	trips	were	largely	limited	only	to	essential	trips	and	major	events	and	public	meetings	were	also
prohibited.	The	costs	of	buyers	are	a	key	difference	between	viu	and	fair	value	less	disposal	costs	prepared	by	external	evaluators.	The	costs	of	acquiring	a	buyer	arranged	who	are	taken	into	consideration	by	external	evaluators	during	the	calculation	of	the	price	of	the	fair	value	of	the	activity	are	significant	for	these	activities	(2021:	Ireland	9.96%,
United	Kingdom	6.8%,	2020:	Ireland	9.92%,	United	Kingdom	6.8%).	Included	in	land	and	buildings	at	31	December	2021	it	is	terrestrial	with	a	load	value	of	297.0	million	euros	(2020:	EUR301.3	million)	which	is	not	cushioned.	This	is	a	metric	of	the	commonly	used	sector	that	facilitates	the	comparison	between	companies.	The	internal	recovery	in	the
third	quarter	of	2021	has	demonstrated	the	strength	of	the	application	for	free	time	pent-up.	(Other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	PLC:	2021	Preliminaries	-21-	Following	the	assessments	for	loss	of	value	made	on	the	Cgu	of	the	group	at	31	December	2021,	The	recoverable	recoverable
the	amount	was	considered	lower	than	the	accounting	amount	in	one	of	the	CGUs	of	the	United	Kingdom	of	the	group	which	led	to	impairment	of	0.3	million	euros	(GBP0.3	million),	relating	to	the	rights	of	right	to	use	(note	13)	and	fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment	(note	12).	The	average	weighted	quarterly	spread	agreed	for	derivatives	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€
of	the	group	in	force	from	31	December	It	is	11.1	basic	points	and	the	quarterly	diffusion	CAS	on	the	loans	and	loans	of	the	group	11.9	basic	points	(note	21).	On	November	2,	2021,	the	group	entered	into	a	modified	and	reiterated	structure	agreement	with	its	banking	club	to	provide	Flexibility	and	liquidities	to	support	the	group	following	the
continuous	impact	of	Covid-19.	The	complete	statutory	financial	reports	for	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2021,	prepared	in	accordance	with	international	financial	reporting	standards	("IFRS")	adopted	by	the	EU,	pursuant	to	section	391	of	the	Companies	Act	2014,	will	be	annexed	to	the	annual	yield	and	presented	the	Chancellor	of	the	Company.
Culture	remains	a	priority	for	the	Board	of	Directors	and	executive	management	and	the	exemption	from	policies	and	procedures	and	investments	in	learning	and	development.	The	fair	value	for	the	initial	recognition	of	tax	liabilities	on	wages	is	the	amount	paid	indicated	on	the	presentation	of	the	payroll	filed	with	tax	authorities.	The	group	financed
some	acquisitions	and	developments	in	the	United	Kingdom	obtaining	funding	through	external	loans	called	in	Sterling.	Cié	referred	to	seven	hotels,	one	of	which	opened	in	August	2021,	two	others	opened	in	the	first	two	months	of	2022,	with	the	remaining	ones	who	opened	the	latest	in	2022.	The	company	issued	93,172	actions	on	foot	of	the
maturation	of	this	award	discretion.	The	sales	of	outstanding	customers	are	regularly	monitored	and	revised	due	to	indicators	of	loss	of	value	(evidence	of	customer	financial	difficulties	or	payment	default).	In	these	circumstances,	further	options	for	the	group	can	be	available	as	well	as	there	that	is	indicated	above,	including:	(i)	more	serious	costs
and	(ii)	agreements	to	differ	or	reduce	rent	payments	to	the	owners	(III)	sale	of	an	activity.	---------------------------	-----------------------------	----------------	Financial	and	review	relations	Sequence	n.	---------------------------	---	----	(Fine)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	Dalata	-Aktie	Komplett	Kostenlos	Handeln	-	AUF	Smartbroker.	from
trading	for	the	year.	The	group	entered	the	Covid-19	pandemic	in	2020	with	a	strong	budget	and	a	liquidity	position	and,	despite	the	material	impact	of	Covid-19	that	had	the	group's	financial	performance,	the	group	remains	in	a	strong	position	with	a	significant	financial	space.	No	capital	subsidies	were	received	during	the	year	closed	at	31
December	2021.	The	maximum	exposure	to	credit	risk	is	represented	by	the	accounting	amount	of	each	financial	activity	(note	15).	These	are	sometimes	defined	as	"non	gaap"	measures.	The	grant	is	recognized	in	profit	or	loss	for	the	life	of	the	cushionable	activity	as	a	reduced	amortization	expenditure.	(d)	Reserve	of	revaluation	The	revaluation
reserve	refers	to	the	revaluation	of	land	and	buildings	in	line	with	the	group's	policy	to	a	fair	value	such	activities	at	each	report	date	(note	12),	net	of	the	deferred	tax.	The	difference	between	the	fair	value	of	an	investment	property	on	the	report	date	and	its	accounting	value	before	the	external	evaluation	is	detected	in	profit	or	loss.	In	England,	the
renunciation	of	complete	rates	was	available	for	the	period	from	1	January	2021	to	30	June	2021	and	from	1	July	2021	to	31	December	2021,	the	government	of	the	United	Kingdom	was	provided	with	a	relief	to	the	company	rates	of	the	66%.	As	of	31	December	2021,	the	group	deferred	tax	activities	of	17.0	million	euros	in	relation	to	tax	losses	to	be
used	in	future	periods.	2021	Financial	Performance	EursLillion	2021	2020	Revenue	192.0	136.8	Ebitdar1	75.1	28.9	LEASING	COSTS	MEETING	MARKING	MARKING	(0.1)	(0.3)	Ebitda	segments1	75.0	28.6	Other	income	0,	7	0.5	Central	costs	(10,3)	(8.1)	Equal	payments	expenses	(2.2)	(2.3)	rectified	63.2	18.7	Adjustment	items2	5.3	(44.4)	Ebitda1	68.5
(25.7)	ampedal	amped	PPE	and	depreciation	(27.6)	(27.1)	amortization	of	the	right	to	use	(19.5)	(20.7)	operating	profit/(loss)	21.4	(73.5)	interests	on	leasing	liabilities	(24.4	)	(22.4)	Other	costs	of	interest	and	funding	(8.4	(8.4))	(15.6)	gross	loss	of	taxes	(11.4)	(111.5)	tax	credit	5.1	10.8	loss	for	the	period	(6.3)	(100.7)	Loss	per	share	(cents)	-	Base	(2,8)
(50.9)	Rectified	loss	for	action1	(cents)	-	base)	-	Basic	base)	-	Basic	base)	-	Basic	base	1	-	Base)	-	Basic	base1	(6.4)	(27.2)	Hotel	Ebitdar	Margin1	39.1%	21.1%	summary	of	the	hotel	performance	(other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT	)	DJ	Dalatus	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-3-	The	company	recovered
strongly	during	the	second	half	of	2021,	guiding	the	revenues	for	the	whole	year	at	192.0	million	euros	(growth	of	40.3%	in	2020).	This	software	license	has	been	extended	during	the	year	and	now	it	takes	place	as	of	May	31,	2024	and	is	cushioned	on	the	basis	of	constant	shares	for	the	life	of	the	Asset.	Trade	and	other	debts	are	subsequently
transported	to	amortized	costs	using	the	actual	method	of	interest.	Non	-current	credits	and	debts	that	transport	value	are	a	reasonable	approximation	of	fair	value.	The	group	currently	holds	the	following	derivatives	â	€	â	€	œ	at	31	December	2021:	-	two	interest	rates	with	an	entry	date	the	Termbowings	of	26	October	2023.	while	the	group	had	a
limited	number	of	rent	concessions	during	the	year	Closed	as	of	31	December	2021,	the	group	has	chosen	not	to	make	use	of	IFRS	16	lease	contracts	-	Concessions	of	rental	related	to	19	years	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	The	additions	in	2020	refer	to	the	group	that	entered	a	contract	lease	of	35	years	in	April	2020	of	the	Clayton
Hotel	Charlemont	in	Dublin	following	a	transaction	of	sale	and	leaseback	it	has	The	recognition	of	an	activity	of	right	of	use	of	56.3	million	euros	and	responsibility	of	the	leasing	of	46.6	million	euros.	Also,	there	are	various	various	Actions	available	for	the	group	if	they	deem	them	necessary	as	demonstrated	in	2020	and	2021.	The	information	of
disagreement	revenues	is	reported	disaggregated	in	the	same	way	in	which	it	is	revised	and	analyzed	internally	by	the	main	managers	of	the	operational	decisions,	mainly,	the	executive	directors.	This	APM	is	presented	to	show	the	group's	ability	to	satisfy	their	debt	and	leasing	commitments.	Consequently,	the	group	recognizes	only	the	amount	of
any	gain	or	loss	relating	to	the	rights	transferred	to	the	buyer/lessor	in	profit	or	loss	calculated	in	accordance	with	the	IFRS	16.	A	deferred	tax	activity	of	17.0	million	euros	(2020	:	EUR10.	0	million)	was	recognized	in	relation	to	the	losses	of	cumulative	taxes	and	the	interest	carried	out	at	31	December	2021	of	80.1	million	euros	(31	December	2020:
64.0	million	euros).	The	adjustment	of	the	articles	with	a	cash	impact	is	indicated	in	APM	XI	below.	(i)	Moran	Bewley	Hotel	Group	and	other	acquisitions	of	single	activities	for	the	purposes	of	value	loss	tests,	the	start	-up	was	assigned	to	each	of	the	hotels	acquired	such	as	CGU.	END,	these	hotel	properties	are	evaluated	every	year	by	independent
external	evaluators,	the	recoverable	quantity	of	each	CGU	is	based	on	a	fair	value	less	costs	of	estimating	the	disposal	or	in	which	this	value	is	less	than	the	accounting	value	of	the	activity,	the	VIU	of	the	Cgu	is	evaluated.	The	group	applies	the	requirements	of	the	IFRS	15	Revenue	from	contracts	with	customers	in	the	evaluation	if	a	sale	is	occurred
by	determining	if	a	performance	obligation	has	been	satisfied.	Following	this	evaluation,	the	inversions	of	previous	impairments	relating	to	one	of	the	Irish	CGUs	of	the	group	have	been	recognized	in	profit	or	loss	following	improved	performance	forecasts.	(XXI)	the	financial	costs	of	financial	costs	Interest	expense	on	related	loans	and	financial
instruments,	committee	commissions	and	other	costs	relating	to	the	financing	of	the	group.	The	rent,	with	a	guaranteed	minimum,	is	determined	by	the	revenue	revenues	of	the	hotel.	All	these	transactions	are	carried	out	in	the	guidelines	established	by	the	Board	of	Directors.	As	of	December	31,	2021,	the	group	had	owners,	systems	and	equipment
of	1,243.9	million	euros	and	liquidities	and	not	designed	by	298.5	million	euros.	The	objective	of	the	group	is	generally	to	obtain	a	gross	lever	yield	of	the	taxes	on	the	equity	of	15%	on	investments	and	coverage	of	the	1.85	-time	rent	in	the	third	year	for	the	rental	activities.	The	average	weighted	price	on	the	date	of	operation	of	the	options	exerted
during	the	year	was	4.53	euros.	Capital	management	The	group's	policy	is	to	maintain	a	strong	capital	base	in	order	to	maintain	the	trust	of	investors,	creditors	and	the	market	and	to	support	the	future	development	of	the	business.	The	group	ensured	that	the	Cas	spread	the	swaps	on	the	group	interest	rate	corresponded	until	the	CAS	spread	on	the
group's	loans.	(More	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-20-	pursuant	to	the	deposit	of	the	legislation	on	tax	liabilities	introduced	by	the	financial	provisions	(Covid-19)	(N.	2)	Act	2020	and	Finance	Act	2020	(Act	26	of	2020)	and	modified	by	the	finances	(Covid-19	and	in
various	provisions)	Act	2021,	Irish	VAT	passivities	of	3.6	million	euros	and	tax	liabilities	of	10.0	Millions	of	euros	in	relation	to	the	financial	year	closed	as	of	31	December	2021	were	deferred.	In	the	United	Kingdom,	there	is	a	limit	to	the	tax	deductions	of	the	companies	for	the	interests	suffered.	In	addition,	the	payments	based	on	shares	for	the
management	of	keys	in	2021	were	0.5	million	euros	(2020:	0.7	million	euros).	The	costs	capitalized	on	the	basis	of	the	construction	of	the	contract,	the	costs	include	the	costs	incurred	to	satisfy	the	specific	contract.	The	property	of	It	is	initially	measured	at	the	cost,	including	transaction	costs	(or	fair	value	when	acquired	through	company
combinations)	and	subsequently	re	-evaluated	by	professional	external	evaluators	to	their	respective	fair	values.	Climate	change,	sustainability	and	responsible	manager	-	The	group	is	profoundly	aware	of	the	risks	associated	with	climate	change	and	environmental	issues	and	our	company	responsibilities	in	this	way.	Our	culture	and	our	values	-	as
Dilata	expands,	there	is	the	risk	that	our	values	and	culture	become	diluted	and	behaviors	do	not	reflect	our	consolidated	rules.	Exposure	to	credit	risk	risk	risk	risk	risk	is	the	risk	of	financial	loss	for	the	group	deriving	from	the	concession	of	credit	to	customers	and	the	investment	of	liquidities	and	equivalent	in	cash	with	banks	and	financial
institutions.	Reconciliation:	note	2	v.	Date	of	effectiveness	IASB	January	1,	2023.	(VII)	The	graduate	grants	and	government	assistance	of	government	grants	and	government	assistance	represent	the	transfers	of	resources	to	the	group	from	governments	to	Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom	in	exchange	for	the	past	or	future	with	certain	conditions
relating	to	the	group	activities	of	the	group.	The	transaction	costs	are	spent	as	incurred,	except	if	related	to	the	question	of	debt	or	equity	securities.	In	2021,	the	payment	of	Irish	VAT	passivities	and	tax	liabilities	relating	to	2020	were	further	deferred	from	2021	to	2022.	Other	credits	include	amounts	due	to	the	government	in	the	form	of	wage
subsidies	for	a	total	of	1.1	million	euros	at	31	December	2021	(2020:	1.3	million	Eur),	which	were	received	in	January	2022.	The	group's	investment	properties	are	evaluated	by	qualified	evaluators	on	the	basis	of	open	market	value	in	accordance	with	the	Royal	Institution	of	Chartered	Surveyors	(RICS)	Evaluation	standards	and	measurement	of	fair
value	IFRS	13.	Our	central	and	hotel	management	structures	are	solid	and	our	key	management	remains	in	progress.	On	December	21,	2021,	the	Irish	government	announced	the	extension	of	the	system	debt	in	principle	following	the	reintroduction	of	Covid-19	restrictions.	The	group	is	in	full	compliance	with	its	alliances	as	of	31	December	2021.
Following	a	demanding	start	until	2021	with	Demand	Limited	Limited	Essential	services,	the	Dublin	hotels	of	the	group	were	authorized	to	reopen	to	the	public	on	June	2,	which	led	to	greater	employment	and	the	recovery	of	the	Revar	in	the	second	half	of	the	year,	with	EUR55.18	H2	Revpar	representing	the	49%	of	the	levels	of	2019.	The	sale	led	to
the	deriding	of	the	real	estate	activity	with	previously	recognized	revaluation	gains	of	30.3	million	euros	in	the	revaluation	reserve	transferred	to	the	profits	withheld.	A	loss	of	loss	of	value	is	detected	in	profit	or	loss	if	the	accounting	amount	of	a	case	generation	units	exceeds	the	estimated	recoverable	amount.	The	actions	are	treated	as	dilute	only	if
their	dilution	translates	into	a	reduction	in	profits	per	action	or	in	an	increased	loss	per	action.	The	total	transaction	sales	value	is	42.4	million	euros	(excluding	VAT)	with	costs	of	36.3	million	euros	incurred	at	31	December	2021	(note	14).	In	response,	we	have	invested	in	modern	and	standardized	technological	platforms	that	support	NewCustomer's
initiatives	and	our	decentralized	management	skills	allow	the	group	to	identify	the	local	market	and	customer	trends.	As	of	December	31,	2021,	all	borrowers	at	the	end	of	pounds	(GBP176.5	million)	until	26	October	2024	were	covered	with	swap	on	interest	rates.	On	the	car	of	premiums	and	payment	options	based	on	shares	based	on	shares,	the
cumulative	costs	detected	in	the	actions	-based	payment	reserve	are	transferred	directly	to	the	profits	withheld.	The	interests	capitalized	on	loans	and	loans	relating	to	this	development	(qualifying	activities)	were	0.7	million	euros	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	(2020:	00.3	million)	(note	5).	All	preventive	maintenance,	maintenance
of	the	firefighting	system	and	the	supervision	of	health	and	remains	in	place.	There	is	no	evidence	as	at	31	December	2021.	An	amount	of	1.4	million	euros	of	a	prsal	credit	received	in	relation	to	the	system	of	wage	subsidies	for	work	has	been	reclassified	by	wages	and	salaries	to	social	assistance	costs.	The	group	performed	10%	test	referred	to	in
note	1	(XXVI)	(derecognition	of	the	accounting	policy	of	financial	liabilities)	to	evaluate	whether	the	current	value	discounted	of	cash	flows	pursuant	to	the	new	terms,	discounted	using	the	original	effective	interest	rate,	including	commissions	of	lender	paid	net	of	any	commissions	received,	it	was	at	least	10	percent	different	from	the	current	current
value	of	the	remaining	cash	flows	of	the	original	financial	responsibility.	The	group	intends	to	adopt	a	similar	approach	with	the	FCF	to	encourage	the	vigorous	search	for	the	opportunities	and	excluding	certain	one	-off	articles,	guide	the	behaviors	that	we	seek	from	the	managers	and	encourage	the	direction	to	invest	in	long	-term	interests	of
shareholders.	Like	many	other	companies,	the	group	is	now	in	a	demanding	market	to	find	and	retain	resources.	In	2021,	the	remuneration	committee	approved	a	series	of	strategies	to	attract	and	retain	resources	and	high	-level	light	as	employer	of	our	sector.	When	the	covered	part	of	a	net	investment	is	eliminated,	the	cumulative	amount	associated
with	shares	is	reclassified	in	profit	or	loss.	2021	2020	Loss	attributable	to	the	shareholders	of	the	parent	(EUR'000)	-	Basic	and	diluted	(6,329)	(100,678)	rectified	loss	attributable	to	the	shareholders	of	the	parent	(EUR'000)	-	base	and	diluted	(14,290)	(53,864)	loss	for	action	by	action	-	basic	loss	(2.8)	cents	(50.9)	cents	per	share	-	diluted	(2.8)	cents
(50.9)	rectified	loss	for	action	-	base	(6.4)	cents	(27.2)	cents	loss	Adequate	for	action	-	diluted	(6.4)	cents	(27.2)	Cents	Weighted	Average	Shares	Outstanding	-	Basic	222,831,030	197.751.585	Weighted	Average	Shares	Outstanding	-	Diluted	222,831.030	197.751.585	(More	to	Follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	March	01,	202:00	02:00	07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata
Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	-36-	There	is	no	difference	between	basic	loss	and	diluted	by	action	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	and	31	December	2020.	Our	strong	financial	position	and	e	e	Teams	provide	us	with	a	growth	platform	while	now	we	look	forward	beyond	pandemic	and	towards	long	-term	recovery	and	sustainable	growth.	Further
information	on	the	group	lease	contracts,	including	the	disorder	of	the	right	to	the	right	to	use	and	the	issue	of	charges	of	interest	are	indicated	in	note	13	to	the	financial	statements.	According	to	the	terms	of	the	agreement	on	the	loan	structure,	an	interest	plan	is	in	place	that	prevents	the	group	from	receiving	the	benefit	of	the	sub-zero	benchmark
benchmark	rates.	The	average	invested	capital	is	the	average	of	the	capital	invested	for	the	year.	(More	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-2-	I	would	like	to	take	this	opportunity	to	recognize	the	continuous	support	from	all	our	interested	parties.	The	group	has
continued	to	closely	manage	its	liquidity	and	liquidity	in	2021,	including,	but	not	limited	to,	postponement	of	non	-committed	capital	expenses,	non	-essential,	tight	control	measures	and	availability	of	government	support	patterns	(note	8).	The	direction	has	a	credit	policy	and	exposure	to	credit	risk	is	monitored	on	a	continuous	basis.	The	deferred	tax
derives	from	temporary	differences	relating	to:	balance	at	31	December	2021	net	balance	to	1	detected	in	the	delayed	net	discounted	discounted	tax	deferred	in	January	2021	profit	or	loss	in	deferred	Oci	Oci	taxes	on	passivities	2021	2021	2021	2021	2021	2021	eut	'Ut'000	EUR'000000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EN000	PROPLY,	SYSTEM	E	(35,830)
(1,478)	(1,116)	(38,424)	1.064	(39,488)	Leasing	of	equipment	(1,272)	(15)	-	(	1,287)	2,121	(3,408)	Tax	losses	and	interest	10.042	6.934	-	16.976	16,976	-	brought	forward	the	deferred	net	tax	(27,060)	5,441	(1,116)	(22,735)	20.161	(42,896)	(passive	of	the	activities)/countries	of	the	activities	at	31	at	31	2020	to	1	December	remembered	in	a	recognized
network	Network	Defred	Defred	Defred	Seted	Defred	Defered	Set	of	January	2020	Profit	or	loss	in	deferred	OCCI	Activities	tax	on	passivities	2020	2020	2020	2020	2020	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	PROPLETHES,	SYSTEM	E	(56.287)	(880)	21,337	(35,830)	722	(36,552)	Leasing	of	equipment	(1,798)	526	-	(1,272)
1.580	(2,852)	tax	losses	and	interest	1,691	8,351	-	10.042	10.042	-	carried	out	another	563	-	(563)	-	-	-	Net	deferred	tax	(55.831)	7,997	20,774	(27,060)	12,344	(39.404)	(passivitate)/asset	(more	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	March	01,	2022	02:00	02:00	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-31-	The	group	has	multiple	legal
entities	throughout	the	United	Kingdom	and	in	Ireland	that	does	not	solve	the	tax	liabilities	and	current	activities	on	the	basis	on	the	basis	net	and	their	activities	and	passivities	will	not	be	made	on	a	clear	basis.	The	financial	costs	incurred	for	qualifying	activities,	which	require	a	substantial	period	of	construction	for	the	construction,	are	added	to	the
cost	of	the	activity	during	the	period	of	time	necessary	to	complete	and	prepare	the	activity	for	the	use	or	sale	provided.	The	indication	of	the	return	of	the	ability	of	airlines	and	the	strong	calendar	of	events	is	also	promising.	The	additions	to	the	activities	under	construction	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	include	the	following:	-	The
development	costs	incurred	on	build	of	new	hotels	of	122.9	million	euros	mainly	relating	to	the	Newhotels	under	construction	in	the	former	Tara	Towers	site	in	Dublin	and	on	the	site	on	the	Shoreditch	site	in	London;	E	-	Interest	capitalized	on	loans	and	loans	relating	to	qualifying	activities	of	1.9	million	euros	(note	5).	The	tax	tax	as	the	group	has
undergone	a	gross	loss	of	taxes	in	2021,	the	group	recognized	a	tax	credit	of	5.1	million	euros	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	in	relation	to	the	net	value	of	the	losses	tax	that	will	be	available	to	compensate	for	the	future,	the	taxable	profits	and	to	remove	the	activities	and	liabilities	of	deferred	taxes	in	the	United	Kingdom	which	is
expected	made	with	a	tax	rate	of	the	company	of	25%.	The	question	of	pleasure	has	recovered	more	quickly	with	business	trips,	in	particular	international,	which	recover	more	slowly.	Contingent	asset	as	part	part	The	sale	and	lease	of	the	Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont	in	2020	(note	13),	0.8	million	euros	were	subordinated	with	the	addition	of	three
bedrooms	to	the	property.	Despite	a	stress	test	so	serious	that	the	directors	do	not	reasonably	consider	plausible,	not	least	due	to	the	success	of	the	vaccination	program	and	the	evolution	of	the	virus,	the	group	would	have	a	sufficient	liquidity	to	continue	until	the	end	of	the	fourth	2024.	Hotel	Nikko	,	Dusseldorf	was	our	first	step	in	continental
Europe	and	in	time	we	expect	to	see	further	opportunities,	exploiting	our	budget	supported	by	resources,	a	strong	reliable	competence	and	hotel	competence.	The	group	defines	the	capital	invested	as	total	activities	less	total	passivities	at	the	end	of	the	year	and	excludes	the	earnings/losses	of	revaluation	accumulated	included	in	the	owners,	plants
and	equipment,	net	debt,	financial	instruments	derivatives	â	€	â	€	‹and	tax	sales.	This	figure	includes	the	lease	of	the	Clayton	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center,	which	began	in	December	2021.	The	start	of	one	of	these	CGUs	was	completely	compromised	(2.6	million	euros)	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020.	In	February	2022,	we
announced	that	we	announced	that	we	announced	that	we	announced	that	we	announced	that	we	announced	that	we	announced	that	we	announced	that	we	announced	that	we	announced	that	we	announced	it	we	had	acquired	a	new	operator	lease	In	the	Hotel	Nikko	in	Dusseldorf,	Germany,	our	first	hotel	in	continental	Europe.	The	these	do	not
reflect	the	normal	trading	activity,	it	is	presented	as	a	correction	element	to	arrive	at	corrected	losses	before	taxes	and	rectified	losses	net	of	taxes	(note	29).	Business	combinations	The	group	For	company	combinations	using	the	acquisition	method	when	control	is	transferred	to	the	group.	In	addition,	the	group	has	received	financial	assistance
through	the	exemptions	of	the	commercial	rates	introduced	from	27	March	2020	in	Ireland	and	on	1st	April	2020	in	the	United	Kingdom.	The	lease	income	from	investment	properties	is	recognized	remotely	on	the	right	in	the	lease	and	is	included	in	other	income.	The	passivities	are	are	When	the	responsibility	obligation	is	discharged,	canceled	or
expired.	XI.	The	Coronavirus	work	loyalty	program	was	available	for	admissible	employees	for	the	hours	when	employees	were	in	theft.	Q4	2021	was	negatively	influenced	by	the	emergence	of	the	Old	Variant	and	by	the	reintroduction	of	some	restrictions	relating	to	Covidi	to	Metã	December,	in	particular	in	the	Republic	of	Ireland,	where	a	cover	of
20:00	on	food	and	drinks	was	applied	non	-residents	residents	of	skills	on	internal	events.	The	lease	contract	on	the	Hotel	Ballsbridge	has	gained	on	31	December	2021,	however,	the	hotel	has	not	actually	exchanged	since	the	beginning	of	2020.	We	believe	that	Dilata	is	well	positioned	to	respond	to	these	challenges	due	to	our	investments	in
technology,	Excellent	decentralized	teams	that	will	optimize	prices	and	distribution,	our	great	place	reputation	to	work	and	provide	career	development	and	our	attention	to	innovation.	These	represent	the	minimum	payments	of	future	leasing	(not	discounted)	in	aggregate	that	the	group	is	required	to	take	according	to	the	agreements.	Government
assistance	also,	the	group	has	received	financial	assistance	due	to	the	exemptions	of	commercial	tariffs	and	discharges	of	tax	liabilities	from	Irish	and	British	governments.	In	November	2020,	the	group	entered	into	a	lease	to	rent	44	newly	built	rooms	at	the	Clayton	Hotel	Birmingham	for	32	years.	(XXIX)	Net,	if	pertinent	investment	hedges,	the	group
uses	a	net	investment	coverage,	so	exposure	to	foreign	currency	deriving	from	a	net	investment	in	a	foreign	operation	is	covered	using	loans	held	by	a	group	of	groups	called	in	the	functional	currency	of	the	foreign	operation.	Net	debt	and	passive	of	net	debt	leasing	(see	definition	VI)	and	passivity	of	at	the	end	of	the	year.	Reconciliation:	refer	under
the	XII.	It	guarantees	that	it	is	appropriate	for	the	hotel	sector,	given	its	exposure	to	the	shocks	required	and	normal	economic	cycles.	Remuneration	of	the	Auditor	2021	2020	2020	Audit	EUR'000	of	group	budget,	company	and	subsidiary	405	305	Other	warranty	services	23	24	tax	services	-	8	428	337	The	remuneration	of	the	auditor	for	the
company's	budget	audit	was	15,000	EUR	(2020:	EUR15.000).	This	APM	constitutes	the	basis	for	the	measurement	of	the	performance	condition	regarding	the	equity	premiums	assigned	before	March	3,	2021.	No	changes	were	made	to	the	number	of	weighted	average	shares	in	circulation	in	the	calculation	of	the	basic	or	rectified	profits	for	action	in
the	action	in	the	2021	and	2020.	However,	subsequently	it	was	confirmed	that	the	23.9	million	euros	of	the	total	tax	liabilities	of	deposit	could	be	further	deferred	to	30	April	2023.	The	grant	was	subject	to	being	used	for	admissible	expenses.	Revar	increased	by	57.7%	to	EUR49.89	but	remained	at	31.6%	compared	to	the	2019	levels.	The	group
ensured	that	the	CAS	spread	applicable	on	loans	and	loans	corresponded	to	the	maximum	possible,	the	Cas	spread	on	the	swaps	on	group	interest	rates.	Following	Covid-19	with	effect	from	March	2020,	similar	to	other	real	estate	markets,	the	hotel's	market	market	had	experienced	significantly	low	levels	of	transactional	activities	and	liquidities.	The
definitions	and	reconciliations	for	some	APMs	are	contained	in	the	consolidated	budget.	The	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	represent	the	activities	that	must	be	sold	by	the	group	but	are	not	part	of	the	normal	trading.	The	wage	subsidy	regime	for	employment	is	available	for	employers	in	Ireland	which	have	undergone	significant	reductions	in
turnover	following	Covid-19	restrictions.	25	Commitments	Section	357	Companies	Act	2014	Dalate	Hotel	Group	Plc,	in	the	quality	of	the	group	mother	company	and	for	the	purposes	of	the	storage	exemptions	referred	to	in	section	357	of	the	Companies	Act	2014,	entered	the	guarantees	in	guarantees	in	to	the	liabilities	of	the	Republic	of	subsidiary
companies	recorded	in	Ireland	which	are	listed	below:	-	SUVANNE	Management	Limited	-	-	-	Limited	-	Carasco	Management	Limited	-	DHG	Arden	Limited	-	Heartide	Limited	-	Merzolt	Limited	-	Palaceglen	Limited	-	PondGlen	Limited	-	Songdale	Limited	-	Bayvan	Limited	-	Amelin	Commercial	Limited	-	Lindal	Commercial	Limited	-	DHG	Burlington	Road
Limited	-	Pilo	Hotels	Limited	-	Dilata	Support	Services	Limited	-	Loadbur	Limited	-	Bernara	Commercial	Limited	-	DHG	Crin	Limited	-	Adelka	Limited	-	Leevlan	Limited	-	DS	Charlemont	Limited	-	Fonteyn	Property	Holdings	Limited	-	DHG	BARRINGTON	LIMITED	-	DHG	Dalton	Limited	-	Fonteyn	Property	Holdings	n.	2	Limited	-	DHG	GLOVER	LIMITED	-
DHG	Eden	Limited	-	DHG	Harton	Limited	-	Galsay	Limited	-	DHG	Indigo	Limited	-	DHG	Fleming	Limited	Capital	Commitment	The	group	has	the	following	commitments	for	future	capital	expenses	based	on	its	contractual	agreements.	Free	cash	flow	for	action	(FCFS)	Free	cash	flow	(see	XI	definition)	divided	by	the	weighted	average	actions	in
circulation	-	Basic.	-	The	rectified	discount	rate	for	the	weighted	medium	risk	is	9.04%	(31	December	2020:	8.52%).	At	the	time	of	the	sale,	the	activity	is	deceased	entirely	and,	following	the	lease,	pursuant	to	the	IFRS	16,	it	is	replaced	with	an	activity	of	right	to	use	that	corresponds	to	the	value	of	the	passive	of	the	discounted	leasing	and	a	part	of
the	difference	between	the	fair	value	before	sale	and	proceeds	from	the	sales	received.	-hendments	to	the	presentation	of	IAS	1	of	the	financial	reports:	classification	of	liabilities	as	Ornon	current	(issued	on	January	23,	2020).	The	future	performances	in	any	of	the	main	CGUs	of	the	group	could	entail	a	charging	material	of	good	will	that	would	have	a
substantial	impact	on	the	group's	results	and	the	customs.	Participants	also	have	the	right	to	receive	an	equivalent	amount	of	dividing	in	relation	to	their	prizes.	Dilata	is	listed	on	the	main	market	of	Euronext	Dublin	(DHG)	e	London	Stock	Exchange	(Dal).	As	a	great	employer,	we	also	manage	the	risks	related	to	work.	The	Group	also	monitors	the
debt	and	the	net	lease	contract	A	adequate	ebitda	which,	at	31	December	2021,	is	12.0x	(31	December	2020:	not	relevant	due	to	losses).	Country	of	controlled	properties	of	incorporation	indorpioration	indirect	activity	DHG	Belfast	Limited3	n	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	DHG	Derry	Limited3	n	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	DHG	Derry
Commercial	Limited3	N	Irlanda	of	property	property	-	100%	DHG	BRUNSWICK	Limited3	n	Ireland	Hotel	and	catering	-	100%	Dilato	UK	Limited4	UK	Holding	-	100%	Dilato	Cardiff	Limited4	UK	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Limited	4	UK	Hotel	and	Catering	Track	-	100%	IslandVale	Limited4	UK	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Crescentbrook	Limited4	UK
Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	-	100%	Hallowridge	Limited4	UK	Hotel	and	Catering	-	Rush	100%	Rush	(Central)	Limited4	UK	Property	Holding	Company	-	100%	Hotel	La	Tour	Birmingham	Limited4	UK	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	SRD	(Trading)	Limited4	UK
Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	SRD	(Management)	Limited4	UK	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Hintergard	Limited5	Jersey	Property	Holding	Company	-	100%	D	Walls	Deutschland	Holding	GmbH6	Germany	Holding	Company	-	100%	Dilata	Deutschland	Hotelb	Etriebs	GmbH6	Germany	Dormant	Company	-	100%	3	The	recorded	address	of	these	companies	is
butcher	street,	Londonerry,	County	of	Derry	BT48	6hl,	United	Kingdom.	The	revenues	were	recognized	in	the	store;	E	-	Other	entries	include	entries	from	recreational	centers,	parking	lots,	meeting	room	rental	and	other	entries	in	hotels.	-	Level	3:	input	for	the	financial	instrument	that	are	not	based	on	observable	market	data	(not	observable).	Cié
has	led	to	a	series	of	an	activity	of	right	to	use	of	35.0	million	EUR	(29.8	million	GBP)	and	a	leasing	responsibility	of	32.1	million	euros	(GBP27.3	million).	Current	activities	other	credits	as	of	31	December	2021	include	1.1	million	euros	(2020:	1.3	million	euros)	for	governments	relating	to	wage	subsidies.	The	deferred	tax	liabilities	are	recognized
where	the	accounting	value	of	the	lands	and	buildings	for	the	financial	financial	reporting	It	is	greater	than	their	tax	costs	base.	Management	monitors	the	return	to	capital	to	ordinary	shareholders.	Number	of	an	amount	of	transport	of	the	unit	of	the	generation	of	cash	allocates	of	good	voluntary	2021	2020	at	31	December	2021	EUR'000	EUR'000
Moran	Bewley	Group	(i)	7	25.074	24,366	Other	acquisitions	(i)	3	1.350	1.305	2007	Irish	hotel	operations	acquired	(ii)	3)	3	4.345	4.345	13	30.769	30.016	The	table	above	represents	the	number	of	CGUs	to	which	the	start	-up	was	assigned	to	31	December	2021.	The	grant	was	presented	as	a	deduction	to	arrive	at	the	accounting	amount	of	the	activity
in	the	declaration	of	the	financial	position.	While	these	new	hotels	provide	an	exciting	background	for	the	year	to	come,	we	remain	focused	on	the	recovery	of	profits	in	our	existing	hotels	as	the	restrictions	are	loose.	-	IAS	37	onerous	contracts,	clarifications	on	the	cost	of	adequate	contracts.	The	removal	of	the	leases	refers	to	the	impact	of	the
amendments	of	the	lease	contract	together	with	the	revisions	of	the	agreed	rents	and	the	adjustments	of	the	rents	with	the	respective	owners.	Practically	all	restrictions	in	Ireland	and	in	the	United	Kingdom	were	removed	at	the	end	of	January,	which	led	to	an	increase	in	reservations,	with	the	group	occupation	"I	like	it	for	like"	which	increased	from
38%	to	January	to	62%	in	February.	If	the	group	eliminates	a	property,	the	actual	tax	liabilities	would	be	calculated	with	reference	to	the	rates	for	the	capital	gains	on	the	commercial	property.	Activities	are	considered	a	low	value	if	the	value	of	the	activity	when	new	is	less	than	5,000	EUR.	The	entrances	and	expenses	of	foreign	operations	are
translated	into	euros	with	rates	that	approach	the	exchange	rates	at	the	transactions	dates.	All	these	loans	in	pounds	act	as	a	net	investment	coverage	at	31	2021	(31	December	2020:	GBP266.5	million	(EUR296.4	million)).	In	January	2022,	the	group	opened	its	new	Clayton	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center,	which	is	rented	with	a	35	-year	lease.
Following	the	tests	for	the	reduction	of	value,	the	right	to	the	right	to	use	relating	to	a	Of	the	Cgu	of	the	group,	0.3	million	euros	were	compromised	at	31	December	2021	(31	December	2020:	7.5	million	euros	relating	to	four	CGUs).	The	group	is	also	reported	in	government	subsidies	for	a	total	of	6.9	million	euros	which	were	introduced	to	support
companies	during	the	pandemic	and	contribute	to	reopening	and	other	operating	costs.	The	group	entered	the	swaps	on	interest	rates	(note	22)	which	cover	the	variability	of	the	cash	flows	attributable	to	the	risk	of	interest	rate.	The	exchange	differences	deriving	from	the	translation	are	detected	in	profit	or	loss.	The	group	continues	to	determine	the
existence	of	an	economic	relationship	between	the	coverage	tool	and	the	covered	article	on	the	basis	of	reference	rates,	deadlines	and	notional	amounts.	Consequently,	the	group	is	reducing	the	number	of	APM	which	has	excluding	the	impact	of	IFRS	16.	Reconciliation:	refer	under	the	XIII.	(B)	The	actions	-based	payment	reserve,	the	actions	-based
payment	reserve	includes	amounts	equivalent	to	the	cumulative	cost	of	the	premiums	by	the	group	pursuant	to	the	payment	agreements	based	on	shares	based	on	actions	that	are	the	long	-term	incentive	plans	of	the	group	and	the	rescue	schemes	of	the	actions.	The	group	tries	to	apply	the	coverage	accounting	to	manage	bird	in	profit	or	loss.	In
addition	to	this,	there	is	no	concentration	of	credit	or	dependence	on	individual	customers	due	to	the	large	number	of	customers.	Ebitdar	segments	represents	Ebitda	segments	before	the	variable	leasing	costs	for	each	of	the	segments	to	be	reported:	Dublin,	regional	Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom.	The	group	is	exposed	to	the	external	economic	risk
associated	with	the	continuous	impacts	of	the	Covid-19	pandemic	which	has	seriously	influenced	the	activities	and	operations	of	the	group	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	and	31	2020	(note	1).	The	net	operating	cash	flow	of	90.6	million	Eur	includes	the	government's	continuous	support.	Maximum	exposure	to	credit	risk	at	the	end	of
the	year	was	the	following:	loading	amount	2021	2021	EUR'000	EUR'000	commercial	credits	5,519	2,238	Other	credits	4,177	4,297	contractual	activities	1.224	720	income	accrued	1,092	605	cash	in	the	bank	and	in	hand	41.112	50.197	53.124	58.057	b.	December	31,	2021	with	12	months	more	than	the	amount	in	total	or	less	1	year	EUR'000
EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	interest	rate	SWAPS	Passivita	(1,029)	(1.004)	(1,035)	31	The	following	table	indicates	the	periods	in	which	the	liquidity	in	cash	The	flows	associated	with	swaps	on	interest	rates	should	occur	and	the	accounting	amounts	of	the	coverage	tools	related	to	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020:	31	December	2020	which
bring	12	months	more	than	the	total	or	not	1	year	Euro	'000	000	EUR'000	rates	of	exchanges	(9,042)	(9,036)	(2,659)	(6,377)	The	following	table	indicates	the	periods	in	which	the	cash	flows	associated	with	the	covers	of	the	cash	flow	will	affect	the	profits	or	loss	transport	of	the	amounts	of	the	transport	of	the	relative	coverage	tools	for	the	exercise
closed	at	31	December	2020:	31	December	2020	which	transported	12	months	more	than	the	total	or	less	1	year	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR	EUR	EUR'000	Tasso	Of	interest	exchange	(9	.042)	(9,036)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659)	(2,659	)	6.377)	(ii)	risk	of	foreign	currency
(more	than	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-34-	The	group	is	exposed	to	fluctuations	of	the	Euro/pound	exchange	rate.	These	reductions	are	reversed	when	it	improves	the	probability	of	future	taxable	profits.	A	successful	computer	event	could	cause	interruptions	to
our	commercial	operations	and	a	loss	of	confidential	or	personal	data	could	damage	the	group's	reputation	and	involve	financial	penalties.	Nature	and	purpose	of	reserves	(a)	capital	contribution	and	merger	reserve	such	as	Of	a	reorganization	of	the	group	in	2014,	the	company	became	the	existing	group	of	the	end	of	the	group,	when	it	acquired
100%	of	the	share	capital	issued	by	DHGL	in	return	for	the	issue	of	9,500	ordinary	ordinary	shares	Euro0.01	each.	In	general,	the	group's	approach	to	the	management	of	the	risk	of	liquidity	is	to	guarantee	the	most	possible	that	always	have	sufficient	liquidity,	through	a	combination	of	equivalent	in	cash	and	cash,	cash	flows	and	credit	lines	not
described	to:	-	financially	his	activities	in	progress;	-	allow	him	to	invest	in	hotels	that	can	create	value	for	shareholders;	and	-	maintain	sufficient	financial	resources	to	mitigate	unexpected	risks	and	events.	Total	financial	active	financial	activities	measured	with	fair	transport	at	amortized	level	level	2	level	2	Total	cost	1	3	2020	2020	2020	2020	2020
2020	2020	2020	EUR'000	EUR'EN	EUR'000	EUR	EUR'000	EUR	'000	Financial	Activities	Commercial	and	other	excluded	credits	-	7,860	7,860	Advance	payments	(note	15)	in	cash	and	in	hand	(note	17)	-	50.197	50.197	-	58.057	58.057	Financial	Financial	Financial	Total	Total	measurement	measured	measured	by	a	fair	value	of	cushioning	level	level	2
level	2	level	Total	1	3	2020	2020	2020	2020	2020	2020	2020	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	Loans	Banca	Razilitate	€	Financial	(note	21)	-	(314.143)	(314.143)	(314.143)	(314,143)	Trade	Payabiles	and	Accruals	(Note	19)	-	(25.527)	(25.527)	Derivatives	(Note	22)	-	Hedging	Instruments	(9,042)	-	(9,042)	(9,042)
(9,042)	(9,042)	(339,670)	(348.712)	Fair	Value	Hierarchy	the	group	measures	the	fair	value	of	financial	instruments	Based	on	the	degree	in	which	the	inputs	for	the	fair	the	measurements	of	the	value	are	observable	and	the	meaning	of	the	entrances	to	the	measurements	of	fair	value.	On	August	31,	2021,	the	Board	of	Directors,	on	the
recommendation	of	the	remuneration	committee,	approved	the	terms	and	performance	conditions	for	this	prize	which	includes	50%	of	the	performance	objective	based	on	the	total	performance	of	the	"TSR"	shareholders	e	50%	based	on	of	Cassa	Libero	per	Action	"FCFS"	with	different	thresholds.	At	31	December	2021	to	31	December	2020
agreements	for	the	lease	EUR'000	EUR'000	less	than	one	14,528	5,165	One	to	two	years	10,542	20,794	Two	to	three	years	23,400	21,682	Three	to	five	years	37,139	51,801	Five	to	fifteen	years	192,804	262,042	Fifteen	to	twenty	five	years	203,837	274,672	After	twenty	five	years	233,938	336,512	Total	future	lease	payments	716,188	972,668	The
significant	movement	since	the	End	of	31	December	2020	is	mainly	due	to	the	following:	-	the	35	-year	lease	contracts	for	the	Maldron	Hotel	Glasgow	City	and	the	Clayton	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center	both	entered	2021.	In	addition,	the	actions	prices	reflect	a	discount	due	to	of	the	lack	of	control	rights.	Consequently,	a	loss	of	modification	of	4.3
million	euros	was	detected	(note	5)	in	profit	or	loss.	The	details	are	included	in	the	Risk	Credit	section	in	note	24.	The	hedge	accounting	is	interrupted	when	the	coverage	tool	expires	or	is	sold,	completed,	exercised	or	does	not	qualify	more	for	the	coverage	accounting	or	the	designation	is	revoked.	The	debt	and	leasing	service	covers	the	free	cash
flow	(see	Definition	XI)	before	paying	leasing	costs,	costs	of	interest	and	finance	divided	by	the	total	amount	paid	for	leasing	costs,	interest	and	financial	costs.	The	loan	should	not	be	reimbursed.	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	expenses	relating	to	short	-term	leases	recognized	in	administrative	expenses	112	169	expenses	relating	to	low	-value	lease
contracts,	excluding	short	-term	lease	contracts	for	low	value	activities,	72	130	recognized	in	administrative	expenses	184	299	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,	in	cash	relating	to	devices,	fittings	and	equipment,	for	which	the	group	has	availed	the	IFRS	16	exemptions	in	the	short	term	and	low	value).	The	following	table	also	includes
reconciliation	with	net	debt	and	passivities	of	While	the	group	had	a	limited	number	of	rental	concessions	during	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2021	and	31	December	2020,	the	group	has	chosen	not	to	make	use	of	the	concessions	of	rental	related	to	16	years.	years.	The	exercise	closed	as	of	31	December	2021	and	31	December	2020.	In
addition,	a	qualitative	evaluation	is	carried	out	by	the	new	terms	in	the	new	structure	agreement	to	determine	if	there	is	a	substantial	modification.	The	group	also	continued	to	use	the	Coronavirus	(Furlough)	work	conservation	system	equal	to	1.8	million	GBP	(2020:	GBP4.3	million)	allowing	them	to	retain	and	pay	employees	who	did	not	work	in	the
sector,	however,	the	number	of	employees	on	the	scheme	is	significantly	reduced	during	the	year	and	the	regime	has	been	transferred	since	September	30,	2021.	Revar	increased	by	26.4%	to	34.92	EUR	but	remained	by	68.1%	Compared	to	the	levels	of	2019.	The	group	as	a	whole	is	not	considered	a	CGU	for	the	purposes	of	the	value	loss	test	and
instead	each	hotel	operating	unit	is	considered	as	a	CGU	as	it	is	the	most	small	group	of	identifiable	activities	that	generate	Cash	afflusted	that	are	largely	independent	of	the	cash	inscriptions	from	other	activities	or	groups	of	activities.	In	addition,	there	are	four	other	hotels	that	open	in	the	next	four	months.	The	group	limits	its	exposure	to	the	risk
of	foreign	currency	using	Sterling	debt	to	cover	part	of	the	group's	investments	in	the	UK	branches.	The	assessments	as	of	31	December	2020	were	reported	on	the	basis	of	"material	evaluation	uncertainty"	due	to	the	impact	of	the	Covid-19	pandemic	at	that	moment	in	which	a	lower	weight	could	be	attached	to	the	previous	market	tests	to	fully
inform	opinions	of	the	value	as	of	31	December	2020.	Both	these	conditions	of	performance	are	conditions	of	performance	not	based	on	the	market	and	do	not	affect	the	fair	value	of	the	prize	on	the	date	of	concession,	which	is	equivalent	to	the	price	of	actions	less	than	the	operating	price.	Government	assistance	is	an	action	by	a	government	designed
to	provide	a	benefit	specific	for	the	group	or	branches	that	qualify	on	the	basis	of	certain	criteria.	The	government	grants	relating	to	the	capital	received	by	the	group	relating	to	the	activities	are	submitted	in	the	Consolidated	Financial	Financial	Declaration	deducing	the	grant	to	the	loading	of	the	activity	of	the	activity.	Revar	increased	by	73.8%	to
GBP39.48	but	remained	at	44.9%	behind	the	levels	of	2019.	This	APM	is	presented	to	show	the	group's	financial	lever	before	the	IFRS	16	leases	are	applied.	Therefore,	the	temporary	suite	of	alliances,	including	net	debt	to	appreciate	the	alliances	and	a	minimum	limitation	of	liquidities	(for	which	the	liquidity,	the	remaining	structures	available	or	a
combination	of	both	must	not	go	down	below	EUR	50.0	million)	,	remaining	for	another	12	months	period,	until	March	30,	2023.	Included	in	the	above	table	are	the	future	leasing	payments	for	the	lease	agreements,	with	a	leasing	period	of	35	years	with	the	opening	dates	Following	as	follows:	Maldron	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center	(open	February
2022),	Clayton	Hotel	Bristol	City	(Q1	2022),	Clayton	Hotel	Glasgow	City	(Q2	2022),	The	Samuel	Hotel,	Dublin	(Q2	2022),	Maldron	Hotel	Victoria	Manchester	(H1	2024	),	Maldron	Hotel	L	IiverPool	City	(H1	2024),	Maldron	Hotel	Brighton	(H1	2024)	and	Maldron	Hotel	Croke	Park,	Dublin	(H2	2024).	The	total	transaction	sales	value	is	42.4	million	euros
(excluding	VAT).	The	forecast	of	short	-term	commercial	services	remains	difficult	in	the	current	environment.	This	financial	information	were	prepared	in	accordance	with	the	IFRS,	as	adopted	by	the	EU.	Strong	position	of	liquidity	and	generation	of	cash	flow,	the	group	continues	to	maintain	a	strong	liquidity	position	with	significant	financial
resources.	The	strong	budget	of	the	group	guarantees	that	it	is	well	positioned	to	benefit	from	the	opportunities	in	the	future	and	resist	the	challenges.	When	the	passive	of	the	lease	is	hospitalized,	an	adjustment	corresponding	to	the	accounting	amount	of	the	right	to	use	or	comes	or	comes	In	profit	or	loss	if	the	accounting	amount	of	the	activity	of
use	has	been	reduced	to	zero.	For	most	group	companies,	sufficient	tax	losses	brought	by	the	previous	and	generated	generated	periods	have	been	brought	The	current	year,	so	that,	no	other	tax	charges	have	occurred	in	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2021.	The	maximum	credit	risk	is	represented	by	the	accounting	value	on	the	reference	date.	Key
sources	of	uncertainty	of	esteem	-	supporting	value	of	the	property	measured	to	fair	value	(note	12);	e-trasporto	value	of	the	activities	of	good	will	and	the	right	to	use,	including	the	conditions	for	the	basis	of	the	use	value	('Viu')	in	the	value	loss	tests	(Note	10,	11,	13).	The	recoverable	amount	of	a	cash	generation	units	is	the	largest	of	its	viu	and	its
fair	value	less	costs	to	sell.	The	financial	statements	of	the	branches	are	included	in	the	budget	consolidated	from	the	date	on	which	the	control	begins	until	the	date	on	which	the	control	ceases.	This	information	includes	a	definition	of	the	APM,	in	addition	to	a	reconciliation	of	the	APM	with	the	most	directly	reconciled	line	element	presented	in	the
consolidated	budget.	On	the	evaluation	date	of	31	December	2021,	the	real	estate	markets	worked	for	the	most,	with	volumes	of	transaction	and	other	relevant	tests	at	levels	where	there	was	an	adequate	quantum	of	market	tests	on	which	to	base	the	value	opinions.	This	APM	is	presented	to	show	the	group	gear	level	under	bank	alliances.	In	the
second	half	of	2020,	all	hotels	except	for	a	hotel	were	open,	however,	were	periodically	open	only	to	a	limited	ability	to	provide	essential	services.	I	spent	the	last	number	of	months	to	model	my	team.	The	main	transactional	exposure	of	the	group	to	exchange	risk	concerns	the	costs	of	interest	for	its	pound	loans.	Occupation	"Like	for	Likes"	-	Regional
Ireland	Q1	Q2	Q3	Q4	2021	16%	32%	76%	54%	2020	50%	10%	60%	25%	2019	59%	81%	89%	66%	'as	per	type'	ARC4	-	Ireland	Regional	2021	EUR73	EUR100	EUR127	EUR109	2020	EUR87	EUR81	EUR93	EUR75	EUR86	EUT99	EUR108	EUR98	(other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	GMT)	Dilate	Hotel	Group	Plc:
2021	Preliminaries	-4-	3.	A	number	of	strategies,	similar	to	those	of	2020,	were	performed	to	manage	the	impact	of	Covid-19	on	the	group,	including:	-spanying	patterns	of	wage	subsidies,	Others	non	-implementation	relating	to	payroll	and	government	assistance	in	the	form	of	exemptions	for	commercial	rates	and	deposit	of	tax	liabilities,	where
possible,	in	Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom	(note	8);	-Cancellation/postponement	of	all	non	-essential	capital	expenses;	E	-	Proactive	control	of	costs	and	a	rigorous	management	of	the	capital	circulating	in	all	hotels	and	in	the	central	office.	The	impact	of	Covid-19	has	also	influenced	other	areas	of	the	company,	however,	to	a	lesser	extent	compared
to	2020.	The	reversal	of	the	previous	revaluation	losses	detected	through	profits	or	losses	amounts	to	9.4	million	euros.	Now	we	have	a	vast	experience	that	works	in	this	uncertain	environment	and	we	use	our	advantages	of	information	and	company	technology	to	predict	and	identify	our	options.	XIV.	These	prizes	will	turn	on	a	base	at	constant
shares	for	the	performance	between	these	points.	Change	of	the	hospitality	market	and	customer	behavior	-	the	most	wide	impacts	of	the	pandemic	can	be	seen	in	the	eSBitalite	sector,	in	international	travel	and	in	guests'	expectations.	Consequently,	the	group	considered	as	a	probable	change	in	Libor/	Sonia	in	2021.	Any	good	will	present	itself	is
tested	at	least	every	year	by	impairment.	There	is	no	deferred	tax	activity	recognized	in	the	roof	reserve	at	31	December	2021,	due	to	the	uncertainty	of	obtaining	a	tax	benefit	for	the	covers	of	the	cash	flow	during	future	periods.	(More	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021
Preliminaries	-28-	The	group	had	agreed	in	July	2020	that	Alliances	that	included	net	debt	with	the	Ebitda	and	the	interests	would	not	have	been	tested	again	until	June	2022	("previous	alliances").	Some	lease	contracts	include	additional	rental	payments	that	are	are	On	a	percentage	of	revenue/ebitdar	that	the	group	generates	in	the	hotel	over	the
period.	Swap	on	interest	rates	of	9.0	million	euros	are	not	included	in	the	following	tables.	The	right	to	the	right	to	use	is	periodically	reduced	by	value	losses,	if	present	and	adequate	for	certain	Pasivities	wells	of	the	lease.	The	interest	expense	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	were	sensitized	in	the	following	tables	for	a	variable	variation
in	variable	interest	rates.	However,	in	the	second	half	of	the	year,	the	United	Kingdom	hotels	generated	food	entrances	and	drinks	of	8.7	million	GBPs,	which	represent	92.6%	of	the	2019	levels	in	the	equivalent	period,	the	bar	and	hotel	restaurants	and	restaurants	They	benefited	from	the	substantial	loosening	of	government	restrictions	from	July
19th.	Based	on	the	agreement	on	the	structure,	the	net	value	debt	must	be	55%	or	lower.	Cié	is	obtained	by	inserting	the	swaps	on	interest	rates	that	cover	the	variability	in	the	cash	flows	attributable	to	the	risk	of	interest	rate.	The	activities	under	construction	include	sites	in	which	new	hotels	and	significant	development	projects	are	currently	being
developed	in	hotels	that	are	currently	operational.	The	remuneration	of	the	management	of	key	keys	is	defined	as	administrators	of	the	company	and	does	not	extend	to	other	members	of	the	executive	management	team.	While	we	can't	wait,	it	is	certainly	a	demanding	and	exciting	moment	for	dilate.	The	occupation	decreased	to	54.0%	in	the	Q4,
which	is	generally	a	lower	demand	period	as	the	wallet	is	driven	by	internal	demand.	Any	ineffective	part	is	immediately	detected	in	profit	or	loss	as	financial	income/costs.	Cié	has	led	to	reimbursements	of	taxes	on	companies	to	the	presentation	of	the	tax	return	of	2019	during	the	year	of	31	2020.	Theswaps	has	set	the	reference	rate	Sonia	at	1.27%
on	a	notional	of	63.0	million	GBPs	and	1.28%	on	a	notional	of	GBP12.0	million	Sterling	Sterling.	Loans	called.	Consequently,	this	good	will	be	subsequently	portrayed	to	the	closing	pace.	This	this	The	difference	between	the	consideration	paid	for	DHGL	Limited	in	the	form	of	actions	of	the	company	and	the	share	capital	issued	by	DHGL	Limited	on	the
date	of	the	reorganization	which	was	a	nominal	amount	of	95.	Loss	per	action	(EPS)	The	profits	of	the	group	for	the	year	have	Continued	to	be	influenced	by	the	pandemic	restrictions	of	Covid-19,	although	the	trade	began	to	recover	in	the	second	half	of	2021.	On	April	24,	2020,	the	group	completed	the	sale	and	leasing	of	the	Clayton	Hotel
Charlemont	for	64.2	million	of	Euro.	The	group	estimated	that	this	commitment	is	50.0	million	euros	(31	December	2020:	51.2	million	EUR)	spread	in	the	life	of	the	various	lease	contracts	with	the	majority	that	varies	from	20	years	to	34	years.	The	leasing	liabilities	are	initially	measured	to	the	current	value	of	suspended	payments,	discounted	using
the	estimated	incremental	loan	rate	attributable	to	the	lease.	There	was	a	review	of	the	provisions	made	in	previous	periods	of	1.3	million	euros	(2020:	0.03	million	euros)	which	was	credited	to	administrative	expenses.	These	grants,	which	amounted	to	6.9	million	euros,	were	compensated	by	the	related	costs	of	6.9	million	euros	in	administrative
expenses	in	profit	or	loss	(2020:	1.5	million	euros).	The	group's	wallet	includes	47	three	and	four	-star	hotels	with	10,201	rooms	and	a	pipeline	of	over	2,000	rooms.	Crecivi/owners	€	for	credits	and	debts	with	a	period	remaining	less	than	a	year	or	at	the	request	of	sales,	the	accounting	value	net	of	the	provision	of	impairment,	if	the	case,	is	a
reasonable	approximation	of	fair	value.	A	new	position	of	Innovation	Manager	was	established	to	support	our	strategy	in	Changingmarket.	The	groups	of	the	UK	of	the	group	have	been	closed	to	the	general	public	since	the	beginning	of	the	year	before	reopening	The	public	during	May	while	the	vaccination	launch	progressed	throughout	the	United
Kingdom.	Overall,	the	total	revenues	of	the	United	Kingdom	increased	by	75.2%	to	54.3	million	GBP	respect	respect	2020	which	had	normal	trading	levels	until	the	Covid-19	restrictions	were	implemented	in	March	2020	but	remained	at	37.4%	behind	2019.	In	March	2021,	the	subsidy	of	1,361,145	ordinary	shares	was	granted	to	senior	employees	in
the	whole	group	(106	in	total).	The	deferred	Irish	passivities	of	EUR0.2	million	and	tax	liabilities	on	wages	of	2.2	million	euros	do	not	qualify	for	the	extension	and	remain	payable	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2022	(note	8).	The	use	of	government	subsidies	and	assistance	for	an	amount	of	18.8	million	euros	(2020:	8.9	million	euros)	and
the	continuation	of	the	proactive	cost	reductions	have	reduced	the	impact	of	the	revenue	lost	on	Ebitdar.	(IV)	Consolidation	base	The	consolidated	financial	statements	include	society	budgets	and	all	its	subsidiary	companies.	(More	to	Follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	March	01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary
-24-	The	Property	Revaluation	Exercise	Carried	Out	by	the	Group's	External	Valuers	is	a	Complex	Exercise,	Which	Not	only	does	it	take	into	account	the	forecasts	on	future	profits	for	hotels,	but	also	of	a	series	of	other	factors,	including	and	not	limited	to,	market	conditions,	comparable	hotel	sales	transactions,	inflation	and	underlying	value	of	an
activity.	The	deferred	tax	activities	are	detected	for	unused	tax	losses,	unused	tax	credits	and	temporary	differences	deductible	to	the	extent	that	it	is	likely	that	future	taxable	profits	will	be	available	compared	to	which	the	temporary	difference	can	be	used.	The	income	of	the	belonging	to	the	center	for	leisure	are	recognized	in	the	life	of	belonging.
4.	The	expected	revenues	and	the	Ebitda	are	based	on	the	expectations	of	the	future	results	that	take	into	account	the	profits	in	terms	in	terms,	the	impact	of	Covid-19,	the	past	and	adequate	experience	expected	revenue	and	cost	growth;	-The	projections	of	the	cash	flow	take	on	a	long	-term	compound	annual	growth	rate	after	2024	of	2%	(2020:	2%)
in	the	Ebitda	for	CGU	in	the	Republic	of	Di	and	2.5%	(2020:	2%)	in	the	United	Kingdom;	-	the	cash	flows	include	a	disbursement	of	average	annual	capital	on	maintenance	for	hotels	depending	on	the	hotel	condition	or	in	general	4%	of	revenues,	but	does	not	take	any	improvement	in	any	property;	-In	the	case	of	CGU	with	ownership	ownership,	the
VIU	calculations	also	include	a	terminal	value	based	on	the	capitalization	rates	of	ONTERMALAL	(year	ten)	consistent	with	those	used	by	external	properties	evaluators	that	encourages	a	long	-term	growth	rate	of	2	%(2020:	2%)	for	Irish	and	2.5%(2020:	2%)	for	the	property	of	the	United	Kingdom;	-	Cash	flows	are	discounted	using	an	adequate
discount	rate	for	specific	risk	for	each	property.	The	group	continues	to	apply	the	coverage	accounting	to	31	December	2021	and	all	hedges	continue	to	be	effective	(Note	22,	24).	The	depreciation	of	the	rights	to	the	right	to	use	has	decreased	by	1.2	million	euros	to	119.5	million	euros	due	to	the	compromise	of	the	right	to	use	in	2020	and	the	issue	of
the	leasing	responsibility	of	the	Hotel	Ballsbridge	which	subsequently	matured	at	the	end	of	2021,	compensated	by	the	impact	of	the	entire	year	of	Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont,	Dublin,	which	was	rented	since	April	2020	and	the	impact	of	entering	the	lease	for	Maldron	Hotel	Glasgow	City	from	July	2021.	Projections	were	prepared	taking	into	account
all	the	information	reasonably	available	in	the	environment	at	the	environment	at	the	environment	at	the	environment	at	the	environment	at	the	environment	on	the	environment	31	December	2021.	The	rate	of	effective	interest	of	a	financial	liability	is	calculated	on	the	basis	of	the	initial	recognition	of	a	financial	responsibility.	The	Board	of	Directors
tries	to	maintain	a	balance	between	the	high	returns	that	could	be	possible	with	higher	levels	of	and	the	advantages	and	safety	offered	by	a	solid	capital	position.	The	group	ensured	that	the	CAS	spread	applicable	on	loans	and	loans	corresponded	to	the	maximum	possible,	the	agreed	Cas	spread	on	the	swaps	on	interest	rates	(Note	21,	22).	The	lease
of	Ballsbridge	Hotel	matured	on	31	December	2021	and	is	not	included	in	the	number	of	hotels	for	rent	above	31	December	2021.	In	the	absence	of	the	available	and	observable	market	volatilitate,	the	expected	volatility	was	estimated	on	the	basis	of	the	historical	price	of	the	shares	for	a	period	of	three	years.	-	Amendments	to	the	IAS	8	accounting
policies,	variations	in	estimates	and	accounting	errors:	definition	of	accounting	estimates	(issued	on	February	12,	2021).	TEST	OF	GOOD	CONTACTS	The	test	of	the	group	occur	a	good	willingness	every	year	for	impairment	and	more	frequently	if	there	are	indications	that	the	start	could	be	compromised.	Most	of	the	deferred	tax	activities	of	20.2
million	euros	detected	at	31	December	2021	refer	to	tax	losses	and	interest	carried	out	by	the	group.	The	group	examines	every	year	the	transport	quantities	of	other	intangible	activities	to	determine	if	there	is	any	indication	of	loss	of	value.	Conservation	payments	become	due	to	certain	conditions	in	construction	contracts,	usually	twelve	months
after	the	practical	completion	of	the	projects.	The	different	global	restrictions	on	travel	and	numerous	public	health	initiatives	have	led	to	a	significantly	reduced	question	in	the	largest	sector	of	the	hospitality.	Attending	theseisks	to	manage	the	group's	investment	in	a	modern	and	standardized	technological	platform,	together	with	our	trusted	IT
partners.	A	data	protection	and	management	structure	is	supported	by	policies	and	supervised	by	the	Privacy	Committee.	The	current	tax	charge	of	0.3	million	euros	refers	to	taxable	profits	earned	by	group	companies	that	were	not	repaired	by	tax	losses.	-	The	rectified	discount	rate	for	the	weighted	medium	risk	is	9.56%	(31	December	2020:	9.69%).
Group	as	a	leasing	leasing	income	from	lease	contracts	in	which	the	group	acts	as	a	lessor	is	outlined	below:	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	income	operational	(note	4)	355	279	The	group	rents	its	investment	property	and	has	classified	these	lease	contracts	as	an	operation	contracts	because	they	do	not	substantially	transfer	all	the	risks	and	incidental
rewards	to	the	property	of	these	activities	activities	lessee.	At	31	December	2021,	31,517	shares	can	be	exercised	relating	to	the	rescue	schemes	of	the	actions	granted	in	2018	which	ended	in	September	2021	and	employees	have	a	six	-month	period	to	exercise	their	option.	As	of	December	31,	2021,	the	tax	liabilities	held	total	of	26.3	million	euros
should	have	been	paid	during	the	year	that	ended	on	31	December	2022.	There	is	no	space	to	bring	back	losses	during	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2021	at	previous	periods.	In	2021,	there	was	seven	hotels	(one	of	which	opened	in	August	2021,	one	opened	in	January	2022,	one	opened	in	February	2022	and	the	rest	opens	more	ahead	in	2022).
Diluitive	effects	derive	from	payments	based	on	shares	that	are	arranged	in	shares.	We	have	incorporated	any	new	or	updated	processes	in	our	standard	operating	routines.	The	group	applies	the	simplified	approach	to	the	measurement	of	expected	credit	losses	that	use	a	loss	indemnity	for	all	commercial	credits.	Maldron	Hotel	Glasgow	City	was
opened	in	August	2021	and	the	extension	of	five	bedrooms	at	Clayton	Hotel	Cambridge	was	completed	in	October	2021.	The	group	reclassified	these	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	from	non	-current	activities	to	activities	to	activities	Current	on	the	declaration	of	financial	position	as	at	31	December	2021,	the	entrances	will	be	receiving	within	12
months	from	this	date.	The	average	duration	of	the	weighted	lease	of	future	minimum	rents	payable	in	lease	contracts	is	30.1	years	(31	December	2020:	29.4	years).	In	2020,	other	actions	to	strengthen	liquidity	were	taken	such	as	the	cancellation	of	the	2019	final	dividend	originally	recommended	by	the	Board	of	Directors,	the	sale	and	lease	of
Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont	for	64.2	million	euros	in	April	It	is	an	increase	in	equity	in	September	2020,	raising	net	net	proceeds	of	EUR	92.0	million.	The	actual	amortization	and	interest	through	profits	or	losses	will	depend	on	the	composition	of	the	group	leasing	portfolio	in	the	future	years	and	is	subject	to	changes,	led	by:	-	-	of	new	lease	contracts;	-
changes	of	existing	lease	contracts;	-	re	-evaluations	of	leasing	passivities	following	periodic	rental	reviews;	e-Menomations	and	inversions	of	the	previous	accusations	of	reducing	the	right	to	use.	XV.	The	group	included	3.6	million	euros	of	advance	payment	and	initial	direct	costs	in	the	initial	measurement	of	the	right	to	use.	Committee	commissions
supported	in	relation	to	loans	and	loans	are	spent	supported	for	profits	or	losses.	Properties,	systems	and	real	estate	equipment,	plants	and	equipment	amounted	to	1,243.9	million	euros	to	31	December	2021.	(more	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-5-	Following	the
impact	of	Covid-19,	value	loss	tests	were	carried	out	on	the	group	generation	units	of	the	group	("Cgus")	at	31	December	2021.	(X)	Set	(more	to	follow)	DOW	Jones	Newswires	01	March	01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-13-	The	tax/credit	includes	the	current	and	deferred	tax.	Valuers'	expectations	on
Ebitda	are	based	on	their	trading	forecasts	(benchmarking	compared	to	competition,	market	and	actual	services).	Residual	values	and	useful	lives	are	revised	and	adequate	if	appropriate	at	each	report	date.	The	current	slowdowns	of	the	passivities	include	the	rates	for	capital	expenses	for	the	work	in	progress	at	the	end	of	the	year	which	have	not
yet	been	invoiced	and	for	slowdowns	in	relation	to	the	costs	to	enter	new	lease	contracts	and	agreements	for	the	contract	lease	that	have	not	yet	been	invoiced	(2021:	8.5	million	euros,	2020:	6.5	million	euros).	The	group	manages	the	Maldron	Hotel	Limerick	and,	from	the	acquisition	of	Fonteyn	Property	Holdings	Limited	in	2013,	holds	a	loan	on	that
property.	The	use	of	government	subsidies	and	assistance	for	a	total	of	29.3	million	euros	for	the	year	(2020:	12.9	million	euros)	and	the	continuation	of	the	proactive	cost	reductions	have	reduced	the	impact	of	the	revenue	lost	on	Ebitdar.	The	group's	revenues	have	increased	by	millions	to	192.0	million	euros	in	2020.	Euro0.3	million	(2020:	0.3
million	euros)	of	salary	management	costs	relating	to	the	employees	of	the	internal	development	of	the	group	have	been	capitalized	as	these	costs	are	directly	related	to	development	,	to	the	lease	and	other	construction	works	completed	during	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2021.	The	group	does	not	currently	cover	its	interest	rates	variable	on	its
Sterling	RCF.	There	were	no	euro	loans	called	at	31	December	2021.	All	the	groups	of	the	UK	of	the	group	were	open	to	limited	ability	between	January	2021	and	May	2021.	The	group	deferred	taxes	on	VAT	and	wages	equal	to	13.6	million	of	Eur	in	2021	(2020:	EUR13.5	million)	which	should	be	paid	in	2022.	Here	in	Dalata	we	see	2022	as	a	time	to
look	to	the	future.	Confers,	fittings	and	equipment	are	examined	by	impairment	when	events	or	changes	in	circumstances	indicate	that	the	transport	value	may	not	be	recoverable.	The	average	weighted	price	on	the	date	of	the	year	for	the	prizes	exerted	during	the	year	was	4.22	euros.	After	the	end	of	the	year	it	was	confirmed	that	the	Irish	VAT



passivities	of	8.3	million	euros	and	tax	liabilities	on	wages	of	15.6	million	euros	deferred	at	31	December	2021	could	be	further	postponed	to	April	30,	2023.	to	depreciation	of	owners,	plants	and	equipment	in	2021,	the	depreciation	of	owners,	plants	and	equipment	has	increased	by	0.4.4	million	euros	to	27.0	million	euros.	In	order	to	present
information	that	are	more	indicative	of	the	inputs	and	non	-observable	drivers	on	which	discounted	cash	flows	are	based,	the	group	considers	more	appropriate	to	give	an	indication	of	the	average	rates	for	the	hotels.	As	part	of	the	extension	of	the	agreement	on	the	loan	structure,	the	group	has	also	agreed	to	further	flexibility	alliances	in	support	of
the	group	following	the	continuous	impact	of	Covid-19.	Cié	has	led	to	a	reversal	of	the	previous	expenses	of	loss	of	value	of	0.4	million	euros	on	the	right	to	right	to	use	and	0.1	million	euros	on	appliances,	fittings	and	equipment	(notes	(notes	(notes	(notes	(notes	(notes	(notes	(notes	(	These	increases	have	been	compensated	by	the	impact	of	the	entire
year	of	the	decrease	in	the	amount	deriving	from	the	sale	and	leasing	of	Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont,	Dublin	in	April	2020.	The	consolidated	financial	reports	of	Dilato	Hotel	Group	Plc	were	prepared	on	the	basis	of	the	fact	That	the	company	is	a	continuation	of	DHGL	Limited,	reflecting	the	substance	of	the	agreement.	These	performance	measures
cannot	be	calculated	uniformly	by	all	companies	and	therefore	may	not	be	directly	comparable	to	measures	and	popularizations	entitled	in	a	similar	way	of	other	companies.	Impairment	was	born	where	the	accounting	value	of	the	CGU	(which	includes,	where	relevant	and	re	-evaluated	proprietary	and/or	activities	of	right	of	use,	good	will,	appliances,
fittings	and	equipment)	exceeds	its	recoverable	quantity	on	a	value	in	use	('Viu'	)	Base.	Measurement	of	fair	value	The	measurement	of	the	fair	value	of	the	property's	own	use	of	the	group	has	been	classified	as	a	fair	level	3	value	based	on	inputs	to	the	evaluation	technique	used.	EWSS	is	available	for	employers	who	have	undergone	significant
reductions	in	turnover	following	the	Covid-19	restrictions.	If	the	contract	transmits	the	right	to	control	the	use	of	an	activity	identified	for	a	period	of	time	in	exchange	for	consideration,	it	is	recognized	as	a	lease.	The	costs	that	are	not	recoverable	are	written	in	profit	or	losses	as	supported.	The	revaluation	losses	of	2.6	million	euros	and	a	reversal	of
the	revaluation	losses	of	the	previous	period	of	9.4	million	euros	were	reflected	in	administrative	expenses	through	profits	or	losses.	VIU	cash	flows	take	into	account	the	variations	of	market	conditions	following	Covid-19.	24	financial	instruments	and	risk	management	exposing	the	group	is	exposed	to	various	financial	risks	deriving	in	normal
activities	.	Following	the	impact	of	Covid-19,	the	group	has	undergone	tax	losses	of	the	companies	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	Reconciliation:	refer	below	X.	Our	current	pipeline	includes	understand	The	rooms	and	our	acquisition	and	development	team	continue	to	look	for	further	opportunities.	For	more	information,	visit:
www.dalatahotelgroup.com	Conference	Call	and	Webcast	Details	Management	will	host	a	teleconference	and	a	webcast	for	analysts	and	institutional	investors	at	08:30	GMT	today	March	1,	2021.	November	2021	was	the	most	strong	month	for	the	wallet	When	ARRA	reached	91%	of	the	same	month	in	2019	on	the	basis	"Like".	Made	(loss)/profit	for
action	(EPS)	(base	and	diluted)	EPS	rectified	(basic	and	diluted)	is	presented	as	an	alternative	performance	measure	to	show	the	underlying	performance	of	the	group	excluding	the	effects	adequate	to	the	tax	considered	by	the	Management	to	Non	Reflect	the	normal	trading	activities	or	distort	comparability	year	after	year	or	with	other	similar
companies.	There	are	four	other	hotels	due	to	the	opening	of	2024	located	in	Dublin,	Brighton,	Liverpool	and	Manchester,	three	for	the	pre-construction	phase	while	the	construction	of	Maldron	Hotel	Brighton	began	at	the	beginning	of	2022:	new	hotels	will	be	managed	by	Existing	dilate	teams	that	will	make	it	make	sure	that	the	presence	and
application	of	the	culture	of	Thedalata	and	the	Outlook	Outlook	model	at	the	beginning	of	2022	were	interrupted	by	the	restrictions	following	the	emergence	of	the	Moraron	Covid-19	variant.	The	depreciation	is	charged	through	profits	or	losses	on	the	cost	or	on	the	evaluation	less	residual	value	on	the	base	on	the	right	on	the	estimated	useful	life	of
the	activities	that	are	the	following:	50-year	buildings,	fittings	and	equipment	3-15	years	is	not	cushioned.	Each	hotel	operational	activity	is	considered	a	CGU	and	the	generated	cash	flows	are	independent	of	other	group	hotels.	Management	commissions	are	normally	a	percentage	of	hotel	revenue	and/or	profits	and	are	detected	if	earned	and
recoverable	pursuant	to	the	terms	management.	2	operating	segments	The	group	segments	are	shown	in	compliance	with	the	IFRS	8	8	operation	The	group	uses	derivative	financial	instruments	â	€	â	€	â	€	œ	as	the	exchange	of	interest	rates	to	cover	these	exhibitions.	Reconciliation:	Note	21	VIII.	In	relation	to	the	downward	sensitivity,	the	group	has
used	a	zero	interest	rate	as	there	is	a	floor	incorporated	in	the	loan	structures,	which	prevents	the	group	from	benefiting	from	any	reduction	in	the	rates	below	zero,	however	it	translates	into	a	further	Cost	interest	in	the	group	on	covered	loans.	The	value	of	the	ownership	of	the	group	as	of	31	December	2021	reflects	open	market	assessments
conducted	at	31	December	2021	from	independent	external	evaluators.	2021	2020	Segmental	results	-	Ebitdar	EUR'000	EUR'000	Dublin	31.034	17.462	Regional	Ireland	23.374	7.983	UK	20.739	3.431	(other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	DATA	DATA	HOTEL	PLC:	2021	Preliminary	-16-	EBITDAR	for
reportable	segments	75,147	28,876	Segmental	results	-	EBITDA	Dublin	31,034	17,250	Regional	Ireland	23,321	7,956	UK	20,662	3,399	EBITDA	for	reportable	segments	75,017	28,605	Reconciliation	to	results	for	the	year	Segmental	results	-	EBITDA	75,017	28,605	Other	income	655	495	Central	costs	(	10.276	)	(8,128)	Expenses	of	payments	based	on
shares	(2,159)	(2,280)	EBITDA	Rectified	63,237	18,692	adequate	items	The	revaluation	movements	of	the	net	property	through	the	profit	or	loss	of	6,790	(30,836)	Loss	of	value	of	Goodwill	-	(3,226)	repair	Net	of	the	preceding/impossible.	charges)	of	the	rights	of	right	to	use	39	(7,541)	net	inversion	of	the	previous	expenses	of	loss	of	value/(expenses	of
loss	of	value)	of	devices,	fittings	and	equipment	120	(1,015)	loss	for	sale	and	leaseback-	(1	1,	673)	Earnings	remained	reassembly	on	the	right	to	use	277-special	use	of	the	hotel	opening	(1,927)	(81)	Ebitda	group	68.536	(25,680)	depreciation	of	property,	systems	Equipment	(27,033)	(26,607)	amortization	of	the	right	of	law	of	law	uses	the	activities
(19,522)	(20,663)	Amorzation	of	Immothery	Activities	(539)	(558)	Interest	on	leasing	liabilities	(24,409)	(22,405)	other	interests	e	e	e	Costs	(8,469)	(15,548)	gross	loss	of	taxes	(11,436)	(111.461)	Tax	credit	5.107	10,783	loss	for	the	year	attributable	to	the	owners	of	the	company	(6,329)	(100,678)	Ebitda	group	represents	profits	before	lease	interests	,
other	financial	interests	and	finances	costs,	taxes,	depreciation	of	ownership,	plants	and	equipment	and	activities	of	the	right	to	use	and	amortization	of	intangible	activities.	7	Other	passivities	include	deferred	tax	liabilities,	derivative	passivities,	provision	for	current	passivities	and	tax	liabilities	consolidated	profit	or	loss	and	other	total	income	for
the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	2021	2020	Note	Euro'000	EUR'000	continuous	operations	2	191.990	136.821	Cost	of	sales	(61.285)	(52,282)	gross	profit	130.705	84,539	administrative	expenses	3	(109,918)	(158,542)	Other	income	4	655	495	Operating	profit/(loss)	21,442	(73,508)	financial	costs	5	(32	11,436)	(111.461)	credit	d	'	Set	9	5.107
10.783	loss	for	the	year	attributable	to	the	owners	of	the	company	(6,329)	(100,678)	other	overall	items/(loss)	which	will	not	be	reclassified	to	the	revaluation	of	profits	or	losses	of	property	12	14.382	(143,631)	Related	deferred	tax	23	(	1.116)	21.337	13.266	(122,294)	Voices	or	can	be	reclassified	after	the	difference	in	exchange	of	profits	or	losses	on
the	translation	of	foreign	operations	27.25	6	(23,313)	(loss)	Net	investment	coverage	(20,726)	16,804	Food	value	on	cash	flow	of	cash	flow	22	6,208	(6,511)	cash	flow	hedges	-	reclassified	in	profit	or	loss	22	2,637	1.992	related	set	up	related	23	-	(	565)	15,375	(11,593)	Other	complete	income/(loss)	for	the	year,	net	of	tax	28,641	(133,887)	total
income/(loss)	for	the	year	attributed	to	22,312	(234,565)	owners	of	the	company's	profits	for	Basic	Basic	Loss	Action	for	Action	29	(2.8)	(50.9)	cents	diluted	due	to	diluted	loss	for	diluted	loss	for	diluted	for	loss	diluted	due	to	diluted	for	diluted	loss	for	diluted	for	diluted	loss	for	diluted	for	loss	diluted	due	to	the	diluted	loss	of	share	29	(2.8)	cents	(50,
50,	9)	Consolidated	Financial	Position	Centions	as	at	31	December	2021	2021	2021	Note	EUR'000	EUR'000	ASSIT	ASSET	Non	-current	Instalnts	Intangible	Activities	and	Goodwill	11	31.994	31,733	Props,	plants	and	equipment	12	1,243,902	1,202,743	ACTIVITIES	OF	RIGHT	OF	RIGHT	TO	RIGHT	OF	LAW	OF	LAW	23,161.869	411.007	INVESTMENTS
2.078	2.089	Derivatives	assets	232-Defere	by	structures	of	the	structure	of	the	subservation	structure	23.161.	12,344	Costs	for	the	fulfillment	of	the	contract	14	-	22,374	Other	credits	15	6,313	9,059	Non	-current	total	activities	1,797,149	1,691,349	Current	Activities	Counting	of	the	contract	14	36.255	-	Commerce	and	other	credits	15	13,774	9.231
Inventories	16,665.258	Cassaggio	17.11.112	Cassaggio	01.112.	112.112.	Total	assets	1,889,955	1,752,035	Equity	Share	capital	18	2,229	2,227	Share	premium	18	504,895	504,735	Capital	contribution	18	25,724	25,724	Merger	reserve	18	81,264	81,264	Share-based	payment	reserve	18	3,085	3,419	Hedging	reserve	18	(197)	(9,042)	Revaluation
reserve	18	212,572	199,306	Translation	reserve	18	(6.572)	(13.102)	Utili	trattenuti	134.413	138.249	Equity	totale	957.413	932.780	Liabiliti	es	Non-current	liabilities	Loans	and	borrowings	21	313,533	314,143	Lease	liabilities	13	471,877	388,871	Deferred	tax	liabilities	23	42,896	39,404	Derivative	liabilities	22	1,029	9,042	Provision	for	liabilities	20
6,454	6,747	Other	payables	19	1,896	-	Total	non	-Current	Liabilities	837,685	758,207	Current	Liability	Lease	Liability	13	10.049	10.761	Trade	and	other	debts	19	82.792	48,668	Current	tax	liabilities	282	91	Provision	for	liabilities	20	1.734	1.528	current	liability.	Changes	in	the	net	heritage	(other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00
ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary	-9-	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	attributable	to	the	owners	of	the	company	of	the	company	-payment	of	the	merger	of	the	equity	share	capital	Translation	of	re	-evaluation	detained	in	capital	detained	contribution	premium	reserve	reserve	reservations	for	the	total	useful
uer'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EN000	to	1st	January	2021	2.227	504.735	25.724	81.264	3.419	(9.042)	199.306	(13.102)	138.249	932.780	Global	income:	loss	for	the	year	-	-	-	-	-	(6,329)	(6,329)	Other	differences	in	the	exchange	of	global	income	on	the	translation	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-
-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	27,256	-	27,256	Operational	loss	on	Net	-	-	-	-	-	(20,726)	-	(20,726)	revaluation	of	the	investment	hedge	of	-	-	-	-	-	14,382	-	-	14,382	Props	(note	12)	Movement	of	fair	value	on	Cash	flow	hedges	-	-	-	-	6.208	-	-	-	6.208	(note	22)	against	cash	flow	-	reclassified	to	-	-	-	-	2,637	-	-	-	2.637	profit	or	loss	(note	22)	Related	deferred	tax	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-
(1,116)	-	-	(1,116)	(note	23)	Global	total	-	-	-	-	8.845	13.266	6.530	(6,329)	22,312	income	for	transactions	of	the	year	with	the	owners	of	the	SO	Cietã:	Payments	based	on	equity	shares	-	-	-	2,159	-	-	-	-	2,159	(note	7)	Vesting	of	premiums	and	sharing	options	2	160	-	-	(2,493)	-	-	-	2,493	162	(note	7)	Total	transactions	with	the	owners	of	the	2	160	-	-	(334)	-	-
-	2,493	2,321	Company	at	31	December	2021	2.229	504.895	25.724	81.264	3.085	(197)	212.572	(6,572)	134.413	957.413	Declaration	of	revocation	of	the	recovery	of	recovery	of	equity	goods.	Premium	contribution	of	the	capital	Reserve	Reserve	Reserve	Reserve	Reservations	Total	Total	Total	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000
EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	to	1st	January	2020	1.851	504.488	25.724	(10.337)	4,900	(3,958)	351,869	(6,593)	204,897	1.072.841	Global	income:	loss	for	the	year	-	-	-	-	-	-	(100,678)	(100,678)	Other	differences	in	the	exchange	of	global	income	on	the	translation	-	-	-	-	(	-	(	-	-	(	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	23,313)	-	(23,313)	Earnings
foreign	operations	on	the	network	-	-	-	-	-	-	16.804	-	16,804	Recalling	of	the	coverage	of	the	investments	of	the	properties	(note	-	-	-	-	(143,631)	-	-	(143.631)	12)	Transfer	of	the	re	-evaluation	gain	to	retained	-	-	-	-	(30,269)	-	30.269	-	-	30.269	-	-	30.269	-	-	30.269	-	-	30.269	-	-	30,269	-	Useful	for	sale	of	ownership	(note	12)	Movement	of	fair	value	in	cash	-	-
-	(6,511)	-	-	(6,511)	flow	of	flow	(	NOTE	22)	SEPE	of	cash	flow	-	Reclassified	A	-	-	-	-	1,992	-	-	-	1,992	profit	or	loss	(note	22)	deferred	correlated	-	-	-	-	(565)	21,337	-	-	20,772	tax	(note	23)	complete	total	-	-	-	-	((5.084)	(152,563)	(6,509)	(70.409)	(234,565)	for	loss	of	the	transactions	of	the	year	with	the	owners	of	the	company:	based	on	shared	shares	on
shares	-	-	-	-	2,280	-	-	-	2,280	payments	(	Note	7)	Vesting	of	equity	prizes	and	6	247	-	-	(3,761)	-	-	-	3.761	253	Options	(Note	7)	Equal	positioning	issue	370	-	-	93.980	-	-	-	94.350	(note	18)	Costs	-	-	-	(2,379	)	-	-	-	-	(2,379)	positioning	(note	18)	Total	transactions	with	376	247	-	91.601	(1,481)	-	-	3,761	94,504	owners	of	the	company	at	31	December	2.227	50
4.735	25,724	81.264	3.419	(9.042)	199.306	(13.102)	138.249	932.780	2020	Consolity	of	the	Della	Della	della	Cassa	di	Cassa	for	the	31	decemable	2021	2021	2021	2020	Cash	flows	in	cash	EUR'000	loss	EUR'000	for	the	year	(6,329)	(100,678)	for:	deprecation	of	proposed,	Plant	and	Equipment	27,033	26,607	deprecation	of	right-of-use	assets	19.522
20,663	amortisation	of	intangible	assets	539	558	Net	Revaluation	Movements	Through	Profit	or	Loss	(6,790)	30,836	(Net	Reversal	of	Previous	Impairement	Charges)/	Impairement	Charges	of	Right-USA	(39)	7,541	(Net	Reversal	of	Previous	Impioment	Charges)/	Impairement	Charges	of	Fixtures,	Fittings	and	(120)	1.015	Equipment	Impairement	of
Goodwill	-	3,226	Remesurement	Gain	on	right	-of	-USS	assets	(277)	-	Loss	for	sale	e	-	1,673	payments	based	on	shares	expenses	2,159	2,280	interest	on	leasing	liabilities	24.409	22.405	Other	interests	and	financial	costs	8,469	15,548	TAX	TAX	CREATE	(10.783)	63.469	20.891	Increase/(decrease)	on	the	market	and	other	debts	and	arrangement	for
liabilities	31.888	(13,620)	(increase)/decrease	in	current	and	non	-current	credits	(4,223)	12,707	(increase)/decrease	in	inventories	(407)	650	Set	(paid)/refund	(148)	2,176	net	cash	from	the	operational	activities	90,579	22,804	cash	flows	from	investment	activities	purchase	of	property,	systems	and	equipment	(19,973)	(27,915)	payments	to	fully	fulfill
the	contract	(12,915)	(8,065)	Capital	receptions	-	150	costs	paid	for	the	placing	of	new	lease	and	lease	agreements	(3,221)	(7,178)	income	from	the	sale	of	Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont	-	64.190	purchase	of	intangible	activities	(47)	(547)	in	net	cash	(used	in)/from	investment	activities	(36,156)	20,635	cash	flows	from	the	financing	activities	interest	paid
on	leasing	liabilities	(24,409)	(22,405)	other	costs	of	interest	and	PA	financing	Gati	(15,285)	(12,956)	Receipt	of	bank	loans	13,000	61,486	Reimbursement	of	bank	loans	(30,575)	(146,572)	Reimbursement	of	deceased	(8,930)	(5.61	8)	proceeds	from	the	accrual	of	the	prizes	and	share	options	162	253	income	from	the	placement	of	shares	-	94,350	paid
equity	positioning	costs	-	(2,379)	net	cash	used	in	financing	activities	(66,037)	(33.841)	(other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Sevesting	01	March	01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-10-	Net	(decrease)/Increase	in	cash	and	equivalent	in	cash	(11,614)	9,598	equivalent	in	cash	and	cash	at	the	beginning	of	the	year
50.197	40.586	Effect	effect	of	movements	in	exchange	rates	2.529	13	Equivalents	in	cash	and	cash	at	the	end	of	the	year	41.112	50.197	Consolidated	Budget	Banknotes	which	is	part	of	the	consolidated	budget	1	significant	accounting	policies	and	bases	of	the	preparation	Dilato	Hotel	Group	PLC	society)	is	a	company	domiciled	in	the	Republic	of
Ireland.	As	part	of	this	reorganization,	the	noteworthy	obligations	on	loan	for	the	shareholders	(including	the	accrued	interests)	of	DHGL	Limited	were	were	by	the	company	as	part	of	the	consideration	paid	for	share	shares	in	DHGL	Limited.	The	objective	of	the	management	of	market	risk	is	to	manage	and	control	market	risk	exhibitions	within
acceptable	parameters,	while	optimizing	performance.	The	potential	impact	of	these	standards	on	the	group	is	being	reviewed:	-	Amendments	to	the	presentation	of	IAS	1	of	the	financial	statements	and	the	IFRS	2	declaration	of	practice:	disclosure	of	accounting	policies	(issued	on	February	12,	2021).	All	group	loans	and	the	swaps	on	related	interest
rates	had	passed	to	Sonia	by	31	December	2021	(Note	21,	22).	The	dilutive	effect	of	the	suspended	prizes	is	reflected	as	a	further	dilution	of	the	actions	in	the	calculation	of	the	profits	diluted	by	action.	The	group	uses	two	capitalization	rates	are	the	average	weighted	interest	rate	after	the	impact	of	the	coverage	tools	for	pound	loans	that	are	applied
to	qualifying	activities	in	the	United	Kingdom	and	the	average	weighted	interest	rate	for	Euro	loans	that	comes	applied	to	the	qualification	activities	of	the	Republic	of	Ireland.	The	aim	was	to	materially	strengthen	the	group's	financial	position,	to	provide	a	further	space	for	the	start	in	the	event	of	a	more	prolonged	impact	by	Covid-19	Group
ownership	site.	I.	The	fair	value	for	the	initial	recognition	of	the	VAT	liabilities	is	the	net	amount	of	VAT	payable	and	recoverable	from	the	tax	authorities.	In	the	last	year,	we	have	worked	hard	to	formalize	and	implement	a	structure	to	report	our	goals	and	results	on	how	we	deal	with	our	people,	interact	with	our	local	communities,	reduce	our	impact
on	the	environment	and	practice	a	good	company	governmentAn	inversion	of	a	previous	impairment	is	Through	profits	or	losses	and	increases	only	the	accounting	amount	of	the	right	to	use	up	to	a	maximum	of	one	that	would	have	been	if	the	costs	of	loss	of	original	value	had	not	been	recognized	in	in	place.	Instead,	an	estimate	from	the	group	is
carried	out	on	the	number	of	shares	that	should	oppose	on	the	basis	of	the	satisfaction	of	the	performance	condition	related	to	the	INPS	or	the	condition	of	performance	related	to	FCFS,	where	applicable,	and	this,	together	with	the	fair	value	of	the	prize	at	the	date	concession,	determines	the	distribution	of	the	accusation	of	accounting	during	the
maturation	period.	All	the	loans	of	the	group	and	the	swaps	on	related	interest	rates	have	moved	on	to	the	spread	of	Sonia	Piu	CAS	by	31	December	2021.	The	group	believes	that	about	1%	is	reasonable	for	the	sensitivity	to	the	variable	rate	euro	which	is	the	rate	EURIBOR	PIU	high	of	3	months	that	takes	into	account	both	historical	information	and
forward	curves	for	the	periods	examined.	The	fair	value	of	investment	properties	as	of	31	December	2021	is	2.1	million	euros	(2020:	2.1	million	euros).	The	transition	was	effective	for	all	loans	in	pounds	and	loans	on	the	next	date,	post	2	November	2021.	The	costs	of	payments	based	on	shares	are	presented	separately	from	the	central	costs	as	this
expense	refers	to	employees	throughout	the	group.	At	the	current	debt	levels,	the	assessments	on	each	of	the	group	hotels	should	decrease	by	over	55%	to	violate	the	levels	of	the	pact.	Note	10	called	in	detail	the	hypotheses	used	in	ViU	estimates.	Where	a	flow	of	economic	benefits	or	that	the	amount	cannot	be	estimated	in	a	reliable	way	is	not	likely
to	be	requested,	the	obligation	is	disclosed	as	a	potential	responsibility,	unless	the	probability	of	a	flow	of	economic	benefits	is	not	remote.	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	Gross	loss	of	the	tax	(11,436)	(111.461)	tax	on	the	loss	based	on	the	tax	of	the	Irish	company	of	12.5%	(1,430)	(13,933)	Effects	of:	tax	tax	to	a	higher	rate	63	417	non	-deductible
expenses	for	tax	purposes	532	Impact	of	revaluation	(earnings)/losses	not	subject	to	tax	(693)	3,914	foreign	income/(losses)	taxed	with	losses	of	higher	rates	2	(1,001)	used	at	higher	rates	(63)	(417)	pursuant	to/(Over	)	provision	in	relation	to	current	current	tax	Previous	periods	46	(563)	(Over)/Based	on	the	provision	in	relation	to	the	tax	deferred	in
previous	periods	(127)	56	Impact	of	the	variation	of	the	tax	rate	of	the	incident	of	the	delayed	tax	sales	(1,327)	30	impact	between	The	different	rates	and	deferred	to	the	deferred	tax	(1,921)	(538)	other	differences	(189)	302	(5.107)	(10,783)	as	the	group	suffered	a	loss	before	taxes	in	2021,	the	group	recognized	a	credit	of	Tax	of	5.1	million	euros	for
the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	Tensions	increase	or	occur	similar	events,	there	is	a	risk	that	there	could	be	material	economic	effects	on	our	markets,	together	with	greater	uncertainty	in	travel	markets	e	of	international	tourism.	The	loan	costs	incurred	in	the	construction	of	important	activities	or	development	projects	that	require	a
substantial	period	of	time	for	completion	are	capitalized	in	the	financial	period	in	which	they	are	supported.	(XX)	trade	and	other	commercial	debts	and	other	debts	are	initially	registered	in	fair	value,	which	is	usually	the	amount	of	the	original	billing.	Level	3:	input	for	the	activity	or	responsibility	that	are	not	based	on	observable	market	data	(non	-
observable	inputs).	The	corrected	Ebitda	is	presented	as	an	alternative	performance	measure	to	show	the	underlying	operating	performance	of	the	group	excluding	articles	that	do	not	reflect	the	normal	trading	activities	or	distort	the	comparability	or	year	by	year	or	with	other	similar	activities.	Leasing	payments	payable	pursuant	to	leases	currently
on	31	December	2021	should	be	38.7	million	euros	for	the	year	concluded	on	31	December	2022	and	37.1	million	euros	for	the	exercise	that	ends	on	December	31st	2023.	The	accounting	amount	of	the	following	financial	activities	represents	the	number	of	exposure	to	the	maximum	credit	of	the	group.	The	Not	used	transmitted	by	the	companies	of
the	United	Kingdom	Group	at	31	December	2021	can	be	carried	out	indefinitely	and	compensated	by	future	taxable	profits.	Government	restrictions	were	underway	to	vary	for	most	of	the	year,	the	most	impact	impact	which	were	in	H1	2021	when	the	group's	hotels	were	largely	closed	to	everyone	except	the	essential	services.	However,	we	are	also
looking	at	large	European	city	city	that	adapt	to	our	model.	A	discretionary	prize	of	25%	of	conditional	prizes	within	the	2018	LTIP	system	relating	to	these	acquired	employees	and	the	relative	expenditure	of	Euro	of	0.3	million	was	fully	accounted	for	in	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2021	in	relation	to	the	service	of	the	employees	up	to	that	date.
The	accounting	value	of	land	and	buildings,	re	-evaluated	at	31	December	2021,	is	1,088.8	million	of	EUR	(2020:	1,058.5	million	euros).	The	interest	on	loans	and	loans	equal	to	1.9	million	euros	were	capitalized	in	activities	under	construction	on	the	basis	of	the	fact	that	these	costs	were	directly	attributable	to	the	construction	of	qualified	activities
(note	12)	(2020:	1.4	million	euros)Seven	hotels	are	owned,	five	are	managed	in	long	-term	lease	contracts	and	a	hotel	is	actually	owned	by	a	99	-year	lease.	On	the	basis	of	these	judgments,	the	administrators	prepared	these	consolidated	budgets	on	the	basis	of	concern.	The	possible	obligations,	the	existence	of	which	will	only	be	confirmed	by	the
occurrence	or	by	the	non	-occupation	of	one	or	more	future	events,	are	also	disclosed	as	potential	passivities	unless	the	probability	of	a	flow	of	economic	benefits	is	not	remote.	20	Proventation	for	passivities	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	non	-current	insurance	provocation	6,454	6,747	insurance	for	current	liabilities	1.734	1.528	8.188	8.275	The
reconciliation	of	the	movement	in	the	provision	during	the	year	is	the	following:	2021	2021	EUR'000	EUR	'	000	to	1	January	8,275	6,563	provisions	made	during	the	year	-	charged	to	profit	or	loss	2,000	2,500	used	during	the	year	(837)	(758)	turned	to	profits	or	losses	during	the	year	(30)	As	of	31	December	8.188	8,275	This	provision	refers	to	the
actual	and	potential	obligations	deriving	from	the	insurance	provisions	of	the	group	in	which	the	group	is	self	-united.	In	in	The	administrative	expenses	of	158.5	million	euros	included	a	depreciation	of	47.3	million	euros,	net	losses	of	real	estate	revaluation	of	30.8	million	euros,	impairment	of	a	good	voluntary	voluntary	of	3.2	million	euros,
compromise	of	the	activities	of	the	right	of	use	of	7.5	million	euros	and	infatters,	fittings	and	equipment	of	1.0	million	euros	and	losses	for	sale	and	leasing	of	1.7	million	euros.	Therefore,	the	assessments	as	of	31	December	2021	were	not	reported	by	the	evaluators	on	the	basis	of	"uncertainty	of	material	evaluation",	as	established	in	VPS	3	and	in
VPGA	10	of	the	global	evaluation	standards	RICS.	Activities	purchases	are	accounted	for	as	additions	to	owners,	plants	and	equipment.	Dilato's	culture	is	ideal	for	ESG.	A	sale	and	a	lease	is	verified	in	which	there	is	a	transfer	of	an	activity	from	the	group	to	a	buyer/lessor	and	the	group	enters	into	an	agreement	with	that	buyer/lessor	to	rent	the
activity.	Consequently,	the	loans	were	considered	modified	not	substantially,	which	requested	the	cushioned	cost	of	the	loans	on	the	modification	date	and	led	to	a	modification	of	a	modification	of	2.7	million	euros	immediately	recognized	in	profit	or	loss	in	2021	(note	5).	(XVI)	The	inventories	of	the	inventories	are	indicated	at	the	lower	cost	(using	the
first	based	on	the	first	of	the	first,	the	first	according	to	(Fifo)	and	the	net	realizable	value.	We	continue	to	carefully	monitor	the	events	and	we	believe	that	our	updated	company	systems	,	cost	management	strategies	and	structures	will	allow	us	to	act	effectively	in	case	of	negative	impact	on	our	activity.	The	costs	of	buyers	are	a	key	difference
between	viu	and	fair	value	less	disposal	costs	prepared	by	external	evaluators.	1.	The	conditions	VIU	are	detailed	below.	Covid-19	continues	to	influence	business	and	operations	group.	Intra-grruppi	and	unstressed	income	and	expenses	deriving	from	intra-grouging	transactions	are	eliminated	and	transactions.	Further	accounting	policies	The
accounting	policies	applied	in	these	consolidated	consolidates	The	declarations	are	consistent	with	those	applied	in	the	consolidated	financial	statements	as	AT	and	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020.	The	administrators	considered	everything	above,	with	all	the	information	available	and	the	current	liquidity	and	position	of	capital	of	the
group	in	the	evaluation	of	the	concern	during	the	group.	The	esteem	of	the	Equi	values,	the	main	methods	and	hypotheses	used	in	the	estimate	of	the	fair	values	of	the	financial	activities	and	passivities	are	later	explained.	We	have	agreed	extensive	debt	structures	with	our	banking	partners	in	November,	which	also	provides	further	flexibility.
Misfortune	of	the	rights	to	the	right	to	use	and	the	issue	of	interest	charges	the	deforestation	of	the	right	to	use	at	31	December	2021	and	the	issue	of	interest	on	leasing	liabilities	at	31	December	2021	through	profits	or	losses	on	the	terms	of	lease	contracts	They	were	disclosed	in	the	following	table:	amortization	of	the	activities	of	right	of	use
interest	on	the	liabilities	of	the	lease	of	the	Republic	of	Ireland	UK	Republic	of	Ireland	UK	Total	EUR'000	GBP'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	GBP'E000	EUR	'000	During	the	year	2022	13,827	6,723	21,828	14,857	11,568	28,624	During	the	year	2023	13,538	6,676	21,483	14,423	11,518	28,130	During	the	year	2024	11,631	6,676	19,576	14,013	11,465	27,657
During	the	year	2025	11,549	6,676	19,494	13,662	11,404	27,234	During	the	year	2026	11,544	6,331	19,078	13,288	11,335	26.778	Durante	l	'Year	2027	11.240	6.111	18.513	12.886	11.251	26.276	In	the	years	2028-2037	107.259	56.367	174.340	101.427	104.505	225.796	during	The	years	2038-2047	64.376.01134.	ONWARDS	24,748	35,103	66.523
8,689	28.556	42,673	(More	to	Follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	March	01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dalatus	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary	-25-	269.712	186.674	491.869	236.96.96,96,96,96,9	converted	using	the	rate	of	of	0.84028	closure	AL	31	December	2021.	"SEGNATIONAL	RESULT	-	-	For	Dublin,	regional	Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom
represent	the	"Segmental	results	-	Ebitda"	before	the	variable	leasing	costs.	The	hotel	has	reopened	pursuant	to	the	new	management	of	the	group	from	February	15,	2022.	Revenue	relating	to	a	contract	with	a	customer	for	the	sale	of	residential	properties	are	based	on	when	the	performance	obligations	relating	to	the	contract	are	completed.	Both
were	treated	as	a	change	in	leasing	liabilities	and	involved	a	reduction	in	leasing	liabilities	of	1.6	million	euros	and	a	reduction	of	1.3	million	euros	to	the	accounting	value	of	the	right	to	use.	The	hotels	were	authorized	to	reopen	completely	for	leisure	stays	during	the	night	on	May	17	in	England	and	Wales,	on	May	24	in	Northern	Ireland	and	on	June
2	in	Ireland	despite	some	restrictions	on	the	government	that	remained	in	place	at	this	point.	15	Commercial	and	other	credits	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	Non	-current	ACTIVITIES	OTHER	CREDITS	2,271	2.521	Prevalaments	4.042	6.538	6,313	9,059	Current	Activities	of	Commerce	5,519	2,238	2,238	forecast	other	rusive	structure
1,905.22.9.905050505.092.092.092.092.0	092.092.092.092.092.092	5.092.092.092.092.092.092	5092.092	520.	20.087	18,290	non	-current	activities	included	in	other	non	-current	credits	on	31	December	2021	and	at	31	December	2020,	is	a	rental	deposit	of	1.4	million	euros	paid	To	the	owner	for	the	sale	and	leasing	of	Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont.
FITE	of	the	MEDIUM	CHAMBER	(ARC)	-	The	middle	ARCHIOGRIGY	ARCH	(ADR)	is	also	calculated	as	entrances	to	the	rooms	divided	by	the	number	of	rooms	sold.	Viu	is	determined	by	serving	future	cash	flows	generated	by	the	continuous	use	of	these	hotels.	HEALTH	AND	SAFETY	-	As	a	great	hotel	operator,	there	is	a	series	of	risks	associated	with
life	safety,	fire	safety,	risks	for	the	food	and	safety.	The	methodology	of	loss	of	value	and	the	key	hypotheses	used	by	the	group	to	test	the	start	-up	for	compromise	are	outlined	in	notes	10	and	11.	They	also	have	regard	to	recent	data	relevant	on	the	metrics	of	hotel	sales	activities.	Loans	and	loans	such	as	a	a	a	December	2021,	the	group	had	loans
and	loans	of	33.5	million	euros	and	committed	debt	systems	not	designed	by	257.4	million	euros.	Central	costs,	central	costs	amounted	to	10.3	million	euros	in	2021,	representing	an	increase	of	26.4%	in	2020	(8.1	million	euros).	Costs	of	fulfillment	of	the	Eursillion	contract	on	1st	January	2021	22.4	Other	costs	incurred	in	the	fulfillment	of	the	contract
until	now	13.2	loan	costs	in	capitalization	0.7	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	as	at	31	December	2021	36.3	ACCSUTS	OF	RIGHT	OF	USE	And	the	leasing	passivity	as	at	31	December	2021,	the	group's	rights	the	use	of	activities	amount	to	491.9	million	euros	and	the	leasing	liabilities	amounted	to	481.9	million	euros.	Both	in	Ireland	and	in	the	United
Kingdom,	international	travels	were	also	limited	in	the	first	part	of	the	year	and	subsequently	are	subject	to	various	degrees	of	restriction.	Cié	refers	mainly	to	an	increase	in	taxable	earnings	detected	on	the	properties	held	through	other	overall	income	and	other	temporary	differences	on	activities	through	profits	or	losses	during	the	exercise	closed
at	31	December	2021,	which	incorporates	the	impact	of	removing	the	passivities	of	the	kingdom	Combined	with	25%	vote.	Reconciliation	of	net	debt	movement	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020	Sterling	Sterling	Euro	Facility	Facility	Facility	Facility	Total	loans	and	GBP	'GBP'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	to	1st	January	2020	266.500
313.235	102.197	415.432	Cash	flows	Escape	in	inclined	cash	10,000	10.986	50,500	61,486	reimbursements	of	loans	(7,000)	(7,875)	(138,697)	(146,572)	effect	of	changes	not	in	cash	of	the	exchange	movements	-	(16,578)	-	(16,578)	at	31	December	2020	269,500	299.768	14,000	313	movement	During	the	year	9.611	at	31	December	2020	50.197	net
debt	at	31	December	2020	263,571	reconciliation	of	the	net	debt	and	the	passivities	of	Net	debt	as	of	31	December	2020	263,571	leasing	passivities	(28.023.)	Passivitã	(1,578)	Adaptation	of	the	translation	(7,219)	Leaving	passivity	on	31	December	2020	(Note	13)	399.632	Net	debt	and	leasing	passivities	at	31	December	663.203	22	derivatives	â	€	â	€
‹The	group	has	inserted	in	Swaps	interest	rates	With	a	number	of	financial	institutions	to	manage	the	risks	of	the	interest	rate	deriving	from	the	loans	of	the	group	(note	21).	Based	on	the	agreement	on	the	revised	loan	structure	stipulated	in	November	2021,	the	previous	alliances	will	not	be	tested	until	June	2023.	The	depreciation	begins	when	the
activities	will	be	available	for	use.	These	two	alliances	have	been	replaced,	up	to	that	date,	with	a	clear	debt	to	evaluate	the	pact	and	a	minimum	test	of	liquidity,	according	to	which	the	group	must	have	a	minimum	of	50	million	euros	in	cash	and/or	an	amount	not	used	of	the	ACF.	The	revenues	of	food	and	drinks	increased	by	7.3%	to	17.2	million
euros	compared	to	2020,	however,	they	remained	by	67.6%	behind	the	2019	levels	with	hotels	closed	to	the	public	until	June	2.	There	is	no	difference	between	the	margins	available	on	the	market	at	the	end	of	the	year	and	the	margins	that	the	group	was	paying	at	the	end	of	the	year.	The	Sterling	variable	interest	rate	on	these	Swap	interest	rates
passed	to	Sonia	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	At	the	end	of	December	2021,	the	group	had	cash	resources	of	41.1	million	euros	and	not	drawn	structures	debt	of	257.4	million	euros	(2020	(2020:	cash	debt	systems	and	not	designed	by	298.1	million	euros).	The	group	limits	its	exposure	to	the	foreign	currency	using	the	pounds	debt
to	act	as	a	natural	cover	Compared	to	the	impact	of	the	fluctuations	of	pound	rates	on	the	euro	value	of	the	activities	in	the	UK	of	the	group.	The	more	and	more	companies	return	to	their	physical	offices,	we	expect	this	to	be	a	catalyst	for	an	increase	internal	business	trips	and	the	return	of	international	business	travel	and	conferences.	Based	on	the
amendments,	hedge	accounting	is	not	interrupted	exclusively	due	to	the	IBOR	reform.	(xxiv)	ordinary	actions	the	ordinary	actions	are	are	as	a	equity.	Following	a	fundamental	revision	and	a	reform	of	the	main	interest	rate	benchmark	undertaken	globally,	the	group	replaced	Libor	with	an	alternative	reference	rate	without	risks,	Sterling	Overning
average	index	"Sonia"	Pi	a	spread	of	credit	adaptation	agreed	"spread"	cas	"during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	We	understand	that,	despite	the	government	announcements	in	â	€	â	€	â	€‹	Ireland	and	in	the	United	Kingdom	practically	all	the	restrictions	relating	to	the	company,	the	emergence	of	new	variants	e	The	government's	cycle	of
reliefs	could	continue	in	our	operational	markets,	influencing	both	on	the	hospitality	and	on	international	travel	brands,	which	could	hinder	our	corporate	strategy	and	performance.	The	group	removes	the	leasing	responsibility	in	which	leasing	payments	change	to	due	to	variations	of	an	index	or	rate,	variations	in	the	period	of	leasing	planned	or	in
which	a	lease	contract	is	modified	One.	Ebitdar	increased	by	77.7%	compared	to	2020,	but	74.1%	remained	compared	to	the	2019	levels.	10	compromise	at	31	December	2021,	following	the	impact	of	Covid-19	on	the	expected	trading,	In	particular	on	short	-term	profit,	and	the	accounting	amount	of	the	group's	net	activities	of	the	group	is	more	of	its
market	capitalization,	the	group	has	tested	each	liquidity	the	unit	of	generation	("cgu")	for	compromise	as	both	have	been	considered	potential	compromise	indicators.	We	continue	to	focus	on	our	people,	on	our	activity	and	on	our	financial	force	in	the	future,	as	well	as	evaluating	the	opportunities	that	occur	in	these	times.	No	contingencies	are
attacked	to	any	of	these	schemes	as	at	31	december	2021.	for	the	year	ended	31	december	2021,	wages	and	salaries	amuunting	to	eur48.2	million	(2020:	EUR45.5	Million)	Are	State	of	Wage	Subsidies	Received	by	the	Group	come	on	Irish	and	British.	An	inversion	of	a	previous	impairment	is	accounted	for	via	profit	or	loss	and	only	the	contact	quantity
of	appliances,	fittings	and	equipment	is	increased	to	a	maximum	of	one	that	would	have	been	if	the	original	the	original	The	accusations	had	not	been	recognized	in	the	first	place.	Following	the	loan	structure	amended	and	renamed	in	July	2020,	a	change	of	modification	of	4.3	million	euros	was	detected	in	financial	costs	in	terms	of	profit	or	loss	for
the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2020.	These	adjustments	are	indicated	as	discounts	and	sales	compensation.	The	surpluses	in	the	revaluation	are	recognized	in	other	global	income	and	accumulated	in	the	re	-evaluation	reserve,	with	the	exception	of	the	measure	in	which	the	loss	of	loss	of	value	previously	charged	to	profit	or	loss	reversed,	in
which	case	the	inversion	is	recorded	in	profit	or	loss.	The	group	has	a	contractual	agreement	with	I-VRI	according	to	which	I-VRI	purchasing	a	residential	development	that	the	group	is	developing	on	the	website	of	the	former	Tara	Towers	Hotel.	(XIII)	It	is	believed	that	the	real	estate	investments	of	the	investment	property	earn	the	lease	income,	or
for	the	appreciation	of	the	capital	or	for	both,	but	not	for	the	sale	in	the	normal	course	of	the	company.	Financial	costs	also	include	interest	on	leasing	liabilities.	The	exemptions	for	commercial	rates	for	the	whole	year	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	were	available	for	the	group	in	the	Republic	of	Ireland,	in	Northern	Ireland,	Wales	and
Scotland.	Overall,	total	revenues	increased	by	15.1%	to	75.0	million	euros	compared	to	2020,	which	had	normal	trading	levels	until	the	Covid-19	restrictions	were	implemented	in	March	2020.	Elderly	analysis	of	commercial	credits	For	menini	provided	for	credit	loss	Net	Credit	Revisional	2021	2021	2021	Tasso	2021	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	not
passed	for	2,328	0.0%	-	2,328	taken	to	shoot	90	days	1,331	(401)	930	5.969	(450)	5,519	grossly	impromptu	the	net	credits	for	the	loss	of	credit	credit	2020	Tasso	2020	2020	EUR'000	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	Non	point	had	Guarno	802	was	not	passed	802	0.0%	-	802	Past	90	days	527	67.6%	(356)	171	2.620	(382)	2,238	management	does	not	provide
for	significant	losses	by	commercial	credits	that	have	not	been	provided	as	shown	above,	contractual	activities,	accumulated.	income	or	other	credits.	During	the	period,	the	group	incurred	16.3	million	euros	on	the	development	capital	expenses,	including	8.0	million	euros	on	the	development	of	the	new	Maldron	Hotel	Merrion	Road,	Dublin	and	4.8
million	euros	in	relation	to	the	New	Maldron	Hotel	Shoreditch,	London.	Regional	Ireland	in	the	United	Kingdom	and	the	North	has	experienced	the	advantage	of	a	reduction	in	restrictions	and	demand	for	repressed	suspension	in	the	summer	months,	reaching	an	occupation	of	71.1%	in	the	third	quarter	of	2021.	We	understand	that	environmental
changes	e	Climate	are	factors	for	our	guests,	customers,	suppliers	and	owners	doing	business	with	us.	(More	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-11-	The	group	also	prepared	a	reverse	stress	test	that	presupposes	a	complete	block,	like	the	expert	one	In	the	first	quarter
of	2021	in	which	the	hotels	were	closed	to	the	public	and	only	benefited	from	the	demand	for	essential	services.	Esg	is	a	trip	and	we	have	a	long	way	to	travel.	The	amount	recognized	as	an	expense	is	adequate	to	reflect	the	number	of	prizes	and	options	for	which	the	correlated	service	is	expected	and	any	performance	conditions	not	of	the	market	are
satisfied,	so	that	the	amount	recognized	at	the	end	is	based	on	the	number	of	prizes	that	meets	the	service	provision	of	the	service	and	not	of	the	market	related	to	the	date	of	maturation.	At	that	time,	the	company	had	tax	negotiation	losses	forward	of	8.2	million	GBPs	(9.6	million	euros)	which	were	not	recognized	as	an	activity	in	the	legal	accounts	of
this	company.	The	Financial	responsibility	also	derives	when	the	terms	and	cash	flows	of	a	modified	responsibility	are	substantially	different.	The	group	regularly	examines	the	il	Evaluation	of	each	bank	and,	if	necessary,	acts	to	ensure	that	there	are	adequate	equivalent	in	cash	and	cash	based	on	each	bank	based	on	their	credit	rating.	You	can	access
this	call	using	the	contact	details	below	and	the	webcast	will	be	available	on	the	Dilata	website.	Therefore,	the	tax	activities	and	deferred	liabilities	are	recognized	on	the	basis	of	individual	entities	and	are	not	compensated	on	a	group	or	jurisdictional	base.	Cié	incorporates	the	effect	of	market	-based	conditions,	where	applicable	and	the	estimated	fair
value	of	payment	prizes	based	on	equity	shares	issued	with	non	-market	performance	conditions.	I	am	optimistic	and	truly	confident	in	our	ability	to	respond	and	grow	in	this	emerging	environment.	The	changes	were	not	considered	substantial	with	most	of	them	already	included	in	the	quantitative	test.	a.	Due	to	the	policy	of	the	group	of	revaluation
of	land	and	buildings	and	the	allocation	of	good	will	to	individual	CGUs,	it	can	occur	a	impairment	of	the	good	willing	willing	good	will.	In	the	application	of	the	group's	accounting	policy,	the	judgment	is	exercised	by	the	Management	in	determining	the	fair	value	of	land	and	buildings	at	each	report	date,	residual	values	and	useful	lives.	5.	The	group
re	-evaluates	its	own	activities	at	each	reporting	date	using	independent	external	evaluators.	The	UK	portfolio	excludes	all	new	hotels	that	have	not	benefited	from	12	months	of	negotiation.	Information	on	the	lease	contracts	for	which	the	group	is	a	lessee	is	presented	below:	proprietary	other	activities	for	the	right	of	use	of	the	equipment	of	the
equipment	equipment	EUR	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	Net	accountant	on	1st	January	2021	75	411,007	Additions	90,282	24	90.306	am	depositing	for	the	year	(19,460)	(62)	(19,522)	RestaseSasSoesurement	of	the	leasing	passivities	794	-	794	accusation	of	value	loss	(315)	-	(315)	inversion	of	previous	expenses	for	loss	of	value	354	-	354	adaptation	of
translation	9,245	-	-	Net	book	value	at	31	December	2021	491.832	37	491.869	value	of	the	net	book	on	1st	January	2020	386.258	149	386.407	additions	61,670	-	61.670	accusation	of	depreciation	for	the	year	(20,589)	(74)	(20,663)	Remetionment	(1,578	-	1.578)	Load	(7,541)	-	(7,541)	adaptation	of	the	translation	(7,288)	-	(7,288)	net	accounting	value
at	31	December	810	410.932	75	411.007	The	rights	of	right	to	use	include	leasing	activities	that	do	not	satisfy	the	definition	of	investment.	The	Swap	interest	rates	convert	part	of	the	loans	called	the	group	of	the	group	from	floating	to	fixed	interest	rates.	In	January	2021,	the	Board	of	Directors,	on	the	recommendation	of	the	remuneration	committee,
as	permitted	pursuant	to	the	subsidy,	modified	the	terms	and	conditions	of	performance	of	the	2018	LTIP	regime,	to	recognize	the	commitment	in	progress	by	of	some	senior	employees	of	the	group.	On	the	basis	of	the	terms	of	the	contract,	this	takes	place	on	the	legal	completion	of	the	contract	which	occurred	to	the	practical	completion	of	the
development	project	which	should	be	in	the	fourth	quarter	2022.	On	specific	activities,	the	renovations	are,	by	nature,	periodic	rather	than	annual.	Our	information	security	management	system	is	based	on	ISO27001	and	the	audits,	the	training	and	policies	of	employees	support	this	security	framework.	As	of	June	30,	2023,	the	net	debt	with	the
maximum	of	the	Ebitda	pact	is	4.0x	and	the	minimum	of	interest	is	4.0x.	The	capitalization	rates	applied	by	the	group,	which	reflect	the	average	weighted	cost	for	interest	in	relation	to	the	loans	called	euros	and	loans	called	in	pounds	for	the	year,	were	2.4%	respectively	(2020:	1.8%)	e	of	3.6%	(2020:	3.1%).	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	contract	but
not	provided	for	37.783	30.608	CIROS	refers	mainly	to	the	development	of	the	development	of	New	Build	Hotel	Maldron	Merrion	Road	and	residential	development	(including	69	residential	units)	on	the	website	of	the	former	Tara	Towers	Hotel	(note	14)	of	9.5	million	euros	and	e	e	Construction	of	a	new	hotel	in	Shoreditch,	London	(24.1	million	euros)
which	are	contractually	engaged.	The	potential	impact	of	these	amendments	to	the	standards	on	the	group	is	in	the	revision	phase:-a	certain	number	of	strict	shooting	amendments	to	IFRS	3,	IAS	16	and	some	annual	improvements	on	IFRS	1,	IFRS	9,	IAS41	and	IFRS	16	(emitted	May	2020).	From	May	and	June,	there	have	been	several	restrictions	for
the	hospitality	sector,	including	the	restrictions	of	skills	to	internal	events,	the	previous	closing	times	for	restaurants	and	physical	distance	requirements.	The	government	assistance	received	by	the	group	includes	a	renunciation	of	commercial	rates	for	some	hotel	owners	and	also	the	deferral	of	the	payment	of	taxes	on	wages	and	VAT	liabilities	and
has	been	disclosed	in	these	consolidated	financial	statements.	The	group	also	rents	13	hotel	buildings	from	the	property	owners	(31	December	2020:	12	hotels)	and	has	the	right	to	the	benefits	and	entails	the	risks	associated	with	the	functioning	of	these	hotels.	A	deposit	paid	is	also	included	in	the	context	of	another	hotel	leasing	contract	of	the	hotel
of	0.9	million	euros	(2020:	Euro	of	0.9	million)	which	is	load	-bearing	and	refundable	at	the	end	of	the	leasing	period.	As	for	I	like	"Occupancy,	Arr	and	Revpar	Kpis"	Like	per	Mike	"occupancy,	Arr	and	Revpar	KPI	include	a	performance	of	all	hotels,	regardless	of	when	acquired.	Following	the	removal	of	restrictions	in	Ireland	and	in	the	United
Kingdom,	trade	In	the	hotels	it	has	significantly	improved	the	achievement	of	"like	for	mike"	of	the	occupation1	by	62%	in	February.	The	group	was	in	full	compliance	with	its	alliances	at	31	December	2021.	16	Inventories	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	goods	for	the	resale	1,298	917	consumer	stores	367	341	1.665	1,258	inventories	recognized	as	the
cost	of	sales	during	the	year	amounts	to	122.6	million	(2020:	10.9	million	euros).	In	the	Kingdom	The	group	has	carried	out	the	increase	in	the	national	life	salary	April	2022	until	November	2021.	Consequently,	the	adequate	ebitda	represents	the	Ebitda	Ebitda	group	-	movements	of	revaluation	of	the	net	property	through	profits	or	losses	(note	12);	-
the	hotel	pre-opening	of	the	hotel	(note	3)	which	mainly	refer	to	the	expenses	on	wages,	sales	and	marketing	costs	and	the	training	costs	of	the	new	staff	and	are	incurred	by	the	group	before	the	new	hotels	openings;	-	Goodwill	impairment	(Note	10,11);	-Menomations	and	inversions	of	previous	compromise	of	charges	of	fixtures,	fittings	and
equipment	and	teaspoon	(notes	10,12.13);	-The	revenue	gain	on	the	right	to	use	(note	13);	E	-	The	loss	of	accounting	for	the	sale	and	the	lease	(Note	12,	13).	Consequently,	the	group	has	the	risks	and	rewards	of	the	owners	and	the	hotel	reports	as	ownership	properties,	which	reflect	the	substance	of	the	agreement.	The	group	has	updated	its
coverage	documentation	to	reflect	the	changes	to	the	covered	article,	the	coverage	tool	and	the	covered	risk	following	the	IBOR	reform.	For	example,	initial	discounted	cash	flows	based	on	individually	reasonable	inputs	can	involve	an	evaluation	that	disputes	the	price	for	key	metrics	(hotel	value	divided	by	rooms	of	chambers)	in	recent	hotel
transactions.	Furthermore,	following	reviews	of	agreed	rents	and	rectification	of	rents,	which	were	part	of	the	original	lease	contracts,	some	of	the	group	lease	contracts	were	re	-evaluated	during	the	year.	Contractual	cash	flows	that	transport	total	value	6	months	6	-	12	1	-	2	2	-	5	2021	2021	or	less	months	or	less	months	years	euros	euros	euro	and
euro	euro000	euros	bank	loans	(313,533)	(354,267)	(354,267)	(354,267	)	(354.267)	5,273)	(5,593)	(10,363)	(333,038)	trade	and	other	debts	and	accumulations	(45,327)	(45,327)	(43.408)	(23)	(1,896)	-	SWAP	at	interest	rate	(1,029)	(1,004)	(786	)	(249)	31	-	(359,889)	(400,598)	(49,467)	(12,228)	(333,038)	The	equivalent	dissemination	for	the	previous
year	is	the	following:	contractual	cash	flows	that	bring	total	value	6	months	6	-	12	1	-	2	-	5	2020	or	less	months	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR	'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	Banca	Progetto	(314.143)	(314.143)	(4.110)	(4,353)	(15,299)	(315,527)	commercial	and	accumulations	(25,527)	(25,527)	(24,781)	(746)	-	-	Swap	at	interest	rate	(9,042)	(9,036)	(1,293)
(1,366)	(2,634)	(3,743	(3,743	(3,743	(3,743	(3,743	(3,743	(3,743	(3,743	of	interest	(9,042)	(9,036)	(1,293)	(1,366)	(2,634)	(3,743	(3,743))	(348,712)	(373,852)	(30.184)	(6,465	)	(17,933)	(319,270)	c.	These	loans	amounted	to	266.5	million	GBP	(317.2	million	EUR)	at	31	December	2021	(2020:	GBP266.5	million	(EUR296.4	million))	and	are	designated	as
hedges	of	net	investment.	Administrative	expenses	in	2021,	the	administrative	expenses	of	109.9	million	euros	include	amortization	of	46.6	million	euros,	as	indicated	above,	the	net	reversal	of	the	losses	of	real	estate	revaluation	through	profits	or	losses	of	6.8	million	euros	(note	12)	insurance	provisions	of	1.3	million	euros	(note	20),	net	reversal	of
the	previous	expenses	for	loss	of	value	of	the	activities	and	fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment	and	of	EUR	(Note	10,	12.13)	â	€	‹â	€‹	and	a	gain	of	issuing	the	right	to	use	of	the	right	to	the	use	of	0.3	million	euros	(note	13).	The	estimate	of	the	number	of	shares	that	should	oppose	the	prize	maturation	period	is	examined	in	each	report	period	and	the
accounting	commission	is	adequate	accordingly.	The	group	included	early	payments	of	leasing	and	the	initial	direct	costs	of	2.9	million	euros	(2.5	million	GBPs)	as	part	of	the	initial	measurement	of	the	right	to	use.	Reconciliation	of	the	net	debt	movement	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	Sterling	Sterling	Euro	Facility	Facility	Facility
Facility	Total	loans	and	loans	GBP'000	EUR'000	EUR	EUR'000	to	1st	January	2021	269.500	299.768	14.000	313,768	Facultability	of	flows	reduced	cash	-	13,000	13,000	Loan	Repayments	(3,000)	(3,575)	(27,000)	(30.575)	Non	-Cash	Changs	Effect	of	Foreign	Exchange	Movements	-	20.963	-	At	31	December	2021	266.500	317,156	-	317.156	Cash	and
Cash	and	Cash	Equivalents	Acts	at	1	Janogy	2021	50.197	Movement	During	the	Year	(9,085)	at	31	December	2021	41.112	Net	debt	at	31	December	2021	276,044	reconciliation	of	the	net	debt	and	the	lease	of	lease	Net	Debt	at	31	December	December	276,044	Lease	liabilities	as	at	1	January	2021	399,632	Additions	81,210	Interest	on	lease	liabilities
24,409	Lease	payments	(33,339)	Remeasurement	of	lease	liabilities	517	Translation	adjustment	9,497	Lease	liabilities	at	31	December	2021	(note	13)	481,926	Net	debt	and	lease	liabilities	at	31	December	2021	757,970	The	net	debt	is	calculated	in	line	with	bank	alliances	and	includes	external	loans	and	loans	taken	and	due	to	the	banking	club	at	31
December	2020	(rather	than	the	cushioned	cost	of	loans	and	loans)	less	in	cash	and	equivalent	in	cash.	Segments	of	Dublin,	Regional	Ireland	and	United	Kingdom	these	segments	concern	the	hotels	of	ownership	or	for	rent	by	the	group.	Other	guarantee	services	mainly	concern	the	revision	of	condensed	consolidated	financial	statements.	The	group
came	out	of	the	salary	subsidy	regime	for	the	entire	year	closed	at	31	December	2021	(2020:	1	September	2020	to	31	December	2020).	The	intangible	activities	are	amortized	in	the	period	of	their	useful	lives	provided	by	accusing	the	equal	annual	installments	for	profit	or	loss.	Commercial	credits	are	subject	to	the	credit	loss	model	provided	in	the
IFRS	9	financial	instruments.	At	31	December	2021,	the	group	had	266.5	million	GBP	(317.2	million	euros)	of	loans	and	loans	that	had	been	affected	by	the	reform	Ibor.	---------------------------	-----------------------------	-------------	March	1,	2022:	Dilato	Hotel	Group	Plc	("Dilato"	or	the	"group"),	the	most	hotel	operator	in	Ireland,	with	a	growing	presence	in	the
United	Kingdom	and	in	continental	Europe,	announces	its	results	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	Furthermore,	following	the	pandemic,	the	group	temporarily	suspended	the	expenses	in	capital	not	engaged	and	not	essential	for	most	of	the	year	in	order	to	do	it	Cash.	The	cuts	to	payments	of	the	director	have	not	been	canceled	until	1
April	2021.	Other	financial	costs	include	commitment	commissions	and	other	banking	and	professional	commissions.	The	costs	incurred	in	the	fulfillment	of	the	contract	during	the	year	of	33.2	million	euros	(2020:	8.7	million	euros)	refer	directly	to	this	contractual	agreement	with	I-res.	The	comparative	portion	at	31	December	2020	involved	a	loss	of
foreign	currency	of	0.7	million	euros.	Sonia	Plus	spread	has	replaced	Libor	as	a	group	variable	rate	of	the	group	for	the	last	part	of	2021.	The	continuous	relaxation	of	the	restrictions	relating	to	Covid-19	made	an	improvement	in	the	calendar	of	events	for	the	last	quarter	of	the	year	and	the	resumption	of	Some	national	and	international	free	time
visitors.	The	difference	between	the	accounting	amount	of	the	dentated	financial	responsibility	and	the	consideration	paid	is	detected	in	profit	or	loss.	These	tax	losses	can	be	carried	out	indefinitely	for	compensation	compared	to	future	taxable	profits.	The	Equi	values	are	classified	at	different	levels	in	a	hierarchy	of	fair	value	based	on	the	inputs	used
in	evaluation	techniques	as	follows:	level	1:	listed	prices	(not	regulated)	in	the	active	markets	for	identical	activities	or	passivities.	The	group	also	excludes	the	impact	of	the	tax	liabilities	of	the	deferred	VAT	and	wages	payable	at	the	end	of	the	year	as	it	is	almost	debt	nature	and	the	investment	in	the	construction	of	future	activities	or	assets	that	are
just	open	that	they	do	not	yet	have	reached	the	maximum	operational	performance.	Cié	has	led	to	the	recognition	of	a	right	to	use	5.4	million	euros	(4.8	million	GBP),	which	includes	0.1	million	euros	in	initial	direct	costs	and	a	leasing	responsibility	of	5,	3	million	euros	(4.7	million	GBP).	Agile	and	we	continue	to	proactively	manage	the	business	in	an
uncertain	environment	with	potential	further	Covid-19	variants	and	the	current	conflict	in	Ukraine	and	its	potential	more	large	global	implications.	The	group	continues	to	make	use	of	the	work	salary	work	Scheme	in	Ireland	in	2022.	(IX)	Payments	based	on	shares	The	fair	value	of	the	date	of	concession	of	payment	premiums	based	on	shares	and
options	granted	to	employees	are	recognized	as	expenses,	with	a	corresponding	increase	in	the	net	assets,	during	the	maturation	period	prizes	and	options.	For	the	exercise	closed	as	of	31	December	2021,	total	fixed	cash	flows	relating	to	real	estate	activities	and	other	equipment	were	33.3	million	euros	(31	December	2020:	28.0	million	euros).	The
net	activity	of	the	group	are	adequate	to	reflect	the	average	level	of	expenditure	of	the	acquisition	investments	and	the	average	level	of	capital	circulating	for	the	accounting	period.	It	is	the	net	operational	contribution	of	hotels	for	rent	and	ownership	in	every	geographical	position.	The	cost	of	the	acquisition	is	assigned	to	the	activities	and	passivities
acquired	on	the	basis	of	their	relative	equivalent	values	and	no	good	will	be	recognized.	Carol	Phelan	has	been	appointed	Chief	Financial	Officer,	Des	McCann	took	on	the	new	position	of	Chief	Operating	Officer,	while	the	role	of	Shane	Wingerly	was	expanded	to	include	the	responsibility	of	innovation	and	information	technology.	The	incremental	loan
rate	is	calculated	for	each	individual	lease.	(v)	The	revenues	of	the	recognition	of	revenue	represent	the	sales	(excluding	VAT)	of	goods	and	services	net	of	the	discounts	provided	in	the	normal	course	of	the	activity	and	is	recognized	when	the	services	were	rendered.	The	derivatives	â	€	â	€	Â	€	‹Analysis	of	the	discounted	cash	flow	to	determine	the	fair
value	of	the	swaps	on	interest	rates,	taking	into	account	the	inputs	and	current	market	rates	(level	2).	In	cash	in	the	bank	and	in	hand	for	cash	in	the	bank	and	in	hand,	it	is	believed	that	the	accounting	value	reflects	a	reasonable	approximation	of	fair	value.	In	England,	exemptions	for	rates	They	were	available	from	1	January	2021	to	30	June	2021
with	rates	that	decrease	to	66%	for	the	period	from	1	July	2021	to	31	March	2022.	The	group	took	advantage	of	the	practical	expedient	that	allows	the	group	to	update	the	actual	actual	Tasso	for	the	transition	to	Sonia,	without	having	to	change	the	loans	and	loans	that	could	have	involved	a	modification	or	a	loss	of	profit	or	loss.	-	The	rectified
discount	rate	for	the	weighted	average	risk	is	8.72%	(31	December	2020:	8.88%).	In	February	2022,	the	group	began	a	new	operational	lease	contract	with	Hotel	Nikko	Investigation	properties	in	Dã	Âsiseldorf,	Germany.	On	June	2,	2021,	hotels	in	Ireland	re	-entrusted	the	public.	As	of	31	December	2021,	0.5	million	euros	were	received	with	0.3
million	euros	disclosed	as	a	contingent	assets	at	31	December	2021.	There	are	6.1	million	euros	in	fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment	that	have	been	depressed	for	whole	but	are	still	in	use	as	of	31	December	2021	(31	December	2020:	4.8	million	euros).	This	hotel	was	opened	to	the	public	in	January	2022.	The	weighted	average	price	of	these	options	is
from	EUR5.12.	They	have	an	impact	on	the	way	our	customers	travel,	in	particular	our	business	customers.	The	group	is	confident	that	the	tax	losses	suffered	in	2021	together	with	the	amounts	brought	by	previous	years	will	be	completely	used	in	future	periods	(note	23).	These	entities	were	in	possession	of	entities,	with	the	exception	of	Dilate
Management	Services	Limited,	which	was	a	management	company.	During	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,	there	were	no	reclassifications	of	financial	instruments	and	no	transfer	between	the	levels	of	the	hierarchy	of	fair	value	used	to	measure	the	fair	value	of	the	financial	instruments.	The	proactive	control	of	costs	and	the	continuous	use
of	granting	and	government	assistance	have	contributed	to	mitigating	the	financial	impact	of	the	reduction	of	negotiation	levels.	In	the	preparation	of	this	information,	the	accounting	policies	indicated	below	were	applied	consistently	by	all	group	companies.	Among	Factors,	the	estimate	of	discount	rates	considers	the	quality	of	the	property	and	its
position.	The	significant	inputs	and	un	observable	drivers	are	summarized	in	the	following	table:	table:	Input	not	observable	31	December	2021	Regional	Dublin	UK	Totland	Irlanda	average	number	of	activities	of	the	hotel	room	EUR100/GBP100	2	10	1	13	12	8	29	29	Terminal	(year	10)	EUR350K/GBP350K	capitalization	rate	1	-	1	2	9	12	8	29	31
December	2020	Regional	Dublin	UK	Irlanda	Total	number	of	hotel	activities	average	rate	of	rooms	EUR100/GBP100	-	1	-	1	9	12	8	29	Terminal	(year	10)	EUR350K/GBP350K	1	-	1	2	9	12	8	29	*Light	price	represents	the	evaluation	of	a	hotel	divided	by	the	number	of	rooms	in	that	hotel.	Consequently,	any	adjustments	to	the	terms	of	the	leases	affected
were	treated	as	a	remaining.	The	group	believes	that	the	report	of	these	APM	provides	useful	additional	information	which,	if	seen	in	collaboration	with	the	IFRS	financial	information,	provides	the	interested	parties	with	a	complete	understanding	of	the	underlying	financial	and	operational	services	of	the	group	and	its	operational	segments.	(VIII)
lease	contracts	at	the	beginning	of	a	lease,	the	group	evaluates	whether	a	contract	is	or	contains	a	lease.	The	group	also	applies	the	compromise	of	the	IAS	36	of	the	activities	to	any	unit	of	the	generation	of	cash,	which	have	the	right	to	the	right	to	use	that	were	previously	compromised,	to	evaluate	whether	the	previous	compromises	should	be
reversed.	Dilata	successfully	manages	the	two	largest	hotel	brands	in	Ireland,	the	hotels	of	Clayton	and	Maldron.	This	is	a	metric	of	the	sector	commonly	used	and	provides	an	indication	of	the	performance	of	the	revenue	below.	The	activity	and	monetary	passivities	called	in	foreign	currencies	on	the	report	date	are	retranslated	to	the	respective
functional	currency	of	the	relevant	rates	of	the	sentence	of	to	the	reference	date.	The	good	will	acquired	in	a	corporate	combination,	for	the	purposes	of	the	value	loss	test,	is	assigned	to	the	units	that	generate	cash	that	should	benefit	from	the	of	the	combination.	These	payments	are	expected	to	amount	to	164.5	million	euros	for	the	year	ended	on	31
December	2022	and	EUR10.5	million	for	the	year	ended	on	31	December	2023.	However,	January	and	February	are	traditionally	our	most	quiet	months.	Tax	activities	and	deferred	liabilities	are	compensated	if	there	is	a	legally	applicable	right	to	compensate	for	the	current	tax	and	tax	activities	and	refer	to	income	taxes	collected	by	the	same	tax
authority	on	the	same	taxable	entity	or	on	different	entities,	but	intend	to	establish	the	current	Passivity	and	tax	activities	on	a	clear	basis	or	their	tax	activities	and	passivities	will	be	made	simultaneously.	2	The	registered	address	of	this	company	is	Van	Heuven	Goedhartlaan	935a,	1181	LD	AmStelveen,	Netherlands.	(Other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones
Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary	-15-	If	the	financial	responsibility	is	considered	not	substantially	modified,	the	cushioned	cost	of	the	responsibility	is	traced	By	serving	the	cassard	flows	modified	at	the	original	actual	interest	rate	and	the	gain	or	loss	of	resulting	modification	is	detected	in
profit	or	loss.	39,291	shares	were	also	issued	in	2021	as	part	of	the	Shareholder	Schemes	granted	in	2017.	Reconciliation:	Refer	below	Reference	to	Financial	2021	20203	Reconciliation	of	APM	(XI),	(XII),	(XIII)	declarations	EUR'000	EUR	'000	Net	Cash	from	operating	operating	operating	from	the	operational	functioning	from	operational	functioning
from	operation.	Activities	Declaration	of	cash	flows	90,579	22,804	Other	costs	of	interest	and	finance	paid	declaration	of	cash	flows	(15,285)	(12,956)	Considering	the	capital	of	renovation	paid	(4,298)	(9,751)	fixed	leasing	payments:	-	interest	paid	in	contrast	with	the	passivities	Leasing	contract	of	cash	declaration	(24,409)	(22,405)	-	The	refund	of	the
leasing	passivities	declaration	of	cash	flows	(8,930)	(5,618)	37,657	(27,926)	exclude	the	correction	elements	with	a	cash	effect:	net	impact	from	tax	defractions	of	the	Covid	government	-19	Note	8	(12.776)	(13,484)	Soput	Schemes1	Pre	-opening	costs	Note	2	1,927	81	debt	debt	Commissions	Note	21	1.202	550	Free	cash	influence/(outflow)	(APM	XI)	at
28,010	(40,779)	weighted	average	actions	in	circulation	-	Basic	B	note	29	222.831.030	197.751.585	Flow	of	Cass	A/B	12.6	(20.6)	Total	leasing	costs	paid2	33.458	30,964	Other	costs	of	interest	and	financing	paid	for	cash	flows	15,285	12,956	total	leasing	costs,	interest	and	financial	costs	paid	C	48,743	43,920	free	cash	flow	before	leasing	and	costs
Financial	D	=	76,753	3.141	A+C	LEASING	DEBTING	SERVICE	COVER	(APM	XIII)	D/C	1.6x	0.1x	1	The	group	deferred	taxes	on	VAT	and	wages	pursuant	to	the	government	support	regimes.	Net	and	debt	leasing	passivity	with	net	debt	and	rectified	EBITDA	lease	passivity	(see	VII	definition)	divided	by	"corrected	ebitda"	(see	definition	II)	for	the	year.
Included	in	the	euro	of	80.1	million	tax	losses	carried	out	at	31	December	2021,	it	is	a	balance	of	11.9	million	euros	(31	December	2020:	11.2	million	euros)	relating	to	the	expenses	of	interest	brought	to	the	kingdom	United.	Following	the	amended	and	reformulated	loan	structure	in	November	2021,	the	group	recognized	a	modification	of	2.7	million
euros	in	financial	costs	in	profit	or	loss	(note	5)	for	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2021.	Reconciliation	:	refer	under	IX.	The	EUR/GBP	exchange	rate	expected	was	0.90	in	2021	(2020:	0.90).	In	the	Republic	of	Ireland,	Northern	Ireland,	Wales	and	Scotland	exemptions	are	in	force	until	March	31,	2022	and	66%	of	the	company	rates	are
extended	until	31	March	2022	in	England.	The	group	uses	its	judgment	to	select	the	More	appropriate	evaluation	methods	and	implements	hypotheses	that	are	mainly	based	on	observable	market	conditions	(Equipped	level	2	values)	existing	on	the	report	date.	We	regularly	commit	ourselves	to	ours	And	the	interested	parties	and	the	ESG	Committee
considers	our	culture,	status	and	factors	that	influence	our	values	and	behaviors.	These	APM	are	sometimes	indicated	as	"non	-gaap"	measures	and	include,	among	others,	the	adequate	ebitda	adequate	adequate	(Loss),	free	cash	flow	for	action	and	rectified	EPS.	The	group	excludes	activities	that	have	not	yet	reached	the	complete	operational
services	and	the	activities	under	construction	at	the	end	of	the	year	and	therefore	did	not	generate	a	return	to	show	the	underlying	performance	of	the	group.	The	following	table	establishes	the	calculation	for	the	basic	loss	and	diluted	by	action	for	the	years	closed	at	31	December	2021	and	31	December	2020.	However,	government	restrictions	in
Ireland	requested	the	closure	of	most	of	the	construction	sites	during	the	Covid	block	19	In	the	first	quarter	of	the	first	2021	quarter	which	slowed	down	the	contracted	expenditure.	The	regional	portfolio	of	Ireland	has	had	difficult	trading	conditions	in	the	first	half	of	the	year,	since	the	hotels	remained	open	for	essential	activities	only	in	line	with
government	restrictions.	The	group	has	not	adopted	these	amendments	to	the	standards	in	advance	and	instead	intends	to	apply	them	from	their	date	of	effectiveness,	as	determined	by	the	date	of	the	EU	approval.	There	is	a	risk	that	we	do	not	meet	these	requirements	in	our	activity,	with	consequent	injury,	loss	of	human	lives	or	hotels.
Consequently,	the	coverage	reports	continue	to	be	fully	effective	at	31	December	2021	and	the	coverage	accountant	continues	to	be	applied.	The	accounting	policies	for	the	reform	of	the	benchmark	of	interest	rates	-	Phase	2	-	Amendments	to	the	IFRS	9,	IAS	39,	IFRS	7,	IFRS	4	and	IFRS	16	were	applied	in	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2021	as
there	were	no	new	amendments	which	were	not	effective	in	the	year	closed	at	31	years.	December	2020	or	previous	periods.	This	hotel	represents	the	first	group	of	the	group	in	continental	Europe	and	is	in	line	with	the	ambition	of	the	group	to	establish	a	presence	in	large	commercially	attractive	European	city	city.	The	financial	information
presented	in	document	do	not	include	complete	statutory	budgets	for	2021	or	2020	and	therefore	do	not	include	all	the	information	required	for	complete	annual	legal	budgets.	4	The	registered	address	of	these	these	È	st	Mary	Street,	Cardiff,	Wales,	CF10	1GD,	United	Kingdom.	There	were	two	approaches	available	to	determine	the	CAS	diffusion
applicable	to	the	transition	to	Sonia.	The	group	continues	to	monitor	the	impact	of	Covid-19	on	the	operating	results	of	the	group	and	also	the	impact	of	the	departure	of	the	United	Kingdom	by	the	European	Union.	The	system	of	wage	subsidies	(EWSS)	in	Ireland	is	particularly	important	as	it	allows	us	to	keep	people	at	work.	The	relief	from	the
merger	is	used	by	the	group	where	possible.	Below	are	the	leasing	cash	flows	not	detected	not	canceled	the	flows	of	lease	contracts:	at	31	December	2021	to	31	December	2020	Republic	of	UK	Republic	of	Ireland	UK	Total	UK	EUR'000	GBP'000	EUR'000	EUR	'000	GBP'000	EUR	'000	Year	ended	31	December	2021	-	-	-	25,515	7,486	33,842	During	the
year	2022	23,230	12,976	38,672	22,492	7,526	30,863	During	the	year	2023	22,376	12,355	37,079	22,358	7,605	30,817	During	the	year	2024	20,205	12,436	35,005	20,205	7,673	28,740	During	the	year	2025	19,965	12,508	34,851	19,965	7,753	28,589	During	the	year	2026	20,048	12,601	35,044	20,048	7,772	28,693	During	the	years	2027	-	2036
198,375	133,205	356,900	198,375	82,545	290,191	During	the	years	2037	-	2046	134,791	146,098	308,659	134,791	91,183	236,215	From	2047	onwards	59,953	118,790	201,323	56,181	63,051	126,313	498,943	460,969	1,047.533	519,930	282.594	834.263	Rules	amounts	were	converted	using	the	closing	change	rate	of	0.84028	at	31	says	Mbre	2021
(0.89903	to	31	d	ecember	2020).	This	documentation	identifies	the	coverage	tool,	the	article	or	the	coverage	transaction,	the	nature	of	the	risk	of	coverage	and	its	risk	management	objectives	and	the	strategy	to	undertake	the	cover	transaction.	See	additional	financial	information	that	contains	definitions	and	reconciliations	of	alternative	performance
measures	("APM")	and	others	2	Dublin	performance	statistics	reflect	a	performance	of	the	entire	year	of	all	hotels	hotels	This	portfolio	excluded	the	Ballsbridge	Hotel	Elichã	©	The	hotel	has	not	been	mistaken	since	the	beginning	of	2020	3	3	portfolio	of	ownership	and	rental	lease	includes	only	hotels	that	are	operational	at	the	end	of	the	year,	so	it
excludes	the	Ballsbridge	hotel	such	as	leasing	accrued	on	31	December	2021.	(II)	2007	Irish	hotel	operations	acquired	for	the	purposes	of	the	loss	of	value,	the	start	-up	was	assigned	to	each	of	the	CGUs	representing	the	Irish	hotels	acquired	in	2007.	The	recoverable	amount	is	È	greater	than	fair	value	less	costs	to	sell	and	viu.	The	group	returns	to
the	previous	alliances	that	include	net	debt	towards	Ebitda	and	interests	will	cover	the	tests	for	tests	on	30	June	2023.	Tax	passivities	on	Irish	wages	of	10.0	million	euros	(2020:	7.8	million	EUR	)	relating	to	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2021	have	been	deferred	as	part	of	the	debt	deposit	system.	The	right	of	assets	relating	to	one	of	these
lease	contracts	had	previously	been	compromised,	the	resulting	difference	of	Euro	of	0.3	million	was	recognized	as	a	profit	to	remove	the	rights	of	right	to	use	in	profit	or	loss	(note	2).	The	performance	period	of	this	prize	is	from	1	January	2021	to	31	December	2023.	Effective	date	of	the	EU	1	January	2022.	Dublin	Hotel	Portfolio	EursLillion	2021
2020	2019	Room	Revenue	52.1	43.5	176.3	Food	and	Beverage	Revenue	17.2	16.0	53.0	Other	Revenue	5.7	5.7	16.1	Total	Revenue	75.0	65.2	245.4	Ebitdar	31.0	17.5	119.7	Ebitdar	Margin	Hotel%	41.4%	26.8%	')	2	occupation	37.8%	30.4%	87.7%	Average	Chamber	rate	(EUR)	92.29	90.76	124.79	Revar	(EUR)	34.92	27.62	109.40	Revpar%	Variation	of
the	The	year	closed	at	31	December	2020	26.4%	Revpar%	variation	of	the	year	ended	on	31	December	2019	(68.1%)	portfolio3	of	property	and	hotels	for	rent	in	Dublin	15	16	16	Of	the	Chambers	4,091	4,488	4,482	the	Dublin	Hotel	portfolio	is	made	up	of	seven	hotels	in	Maldron,	seven	hotels	Clayton	and	The	Gibson	Hotel.	The	group	revised	and
analyzed	both	the	statistics	of	the	forward	curve	for	the	remaining	remaining	Tenor	and	historical	interest	rates	for	a	period	of	10	years,	which	includes	periods	of	volatility	of	interest	rates.	The	interest	on	loans	and	loans	equal	to	0.7	million	euros	were	capitalized	at	the	costs	of	fulfilling	contracts	on	the	basis	of	the	fact	that	these	costs	were	directly
attributable	to	the	construction	of	qualifying	activities	(note	14)	(2020:	Euro,	3	million)The	increase	in	deferred	tax	activities	detected	on	the	basis	of	tax	losses	and	interest	carried	out	by	10.0	million	euros	at	31	December	2020	in	EUR17.0	million	euros	to	31	December	2021,	concerns	the	increase	in	tax	losses	and	interest	Repeated	during	the
exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	and	the	impact	of	removing	the	deferred	taxes	detected	in	relation	to	the	losses	and	tax	interests	of	the	United	Kingdom	to	the	rate	of	25%.	Ebitdar	segments	margin	segments	ebitdar	margin	represents	the	"ebitdar	segments"	as	a	percentage	of	total	revenue	for	the	following	group	segments:	Dublin,	regional
Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom.	The	contract	for	sale	is	evaluated	in	line	with	the	IFRS	15	entries	by	contracts	with	customers	and	revenue	are	recognized	when	the	performance	obligations	relating	to	the	contract	are	satisfied.	The	group	does	not	exchange	financial	instruments.	The	group	does	not	take	any	obligation	to	publicly	issue	any	review	or
updates	to	these	forecast	declarations	to	reflect	future	events,	circumstances,	unexpected	events,	new	information	or	other	except	for	what	is	required	by	law	or	by	any	appropriate	regulation	authority.	As	of	31	December	2021,	29	properties	were	re	-evaluated	by	independent	external	evaluators	engaged	by	the	group	(31	December	2020:	29).
Leasing	liabilities	are	monitored	within	the	group's	function	function.	Sonia	is	calculated	using	the	cumulative	compound	method,	composed	using	a	delay	of	5	days.	There	Further	differences	in	the	tax	liabilities	of	VAT	or	wages	in	the	United	Kingdom	in	2021.	Reconciliation:	refer	below	in	2021	2020	reconciliation	of	APM	(XVII)	financial	statements
EUR'000	EUR000	EUR000	Of	loss	for	the	year	(6,329)	(100,678)	income	excludes	the	correction	elements	not	applicable	pursuant	to	the	AU	171:	net	reversal	of	the	previous	expenses	of	loss	of	value/(costs	of	loss	of	value)	of	the	activities	and	the	fixtures	of	Right	to	use,	fittings	and	note	2	(159)	8,556	Equipment	of	current	equipment	attention	of	note
2	(277)-assets	of	right	to	the	use	additional	loss	for	sale	and	note	12-	(5,977)	amortization	of	the	leseback	of	the	amount	of	the	right	to	the	right	to	'Use	of	the	right	to	use	of	leasing	costs	(328)	(454)	pursuant	to	IAS	17	(other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-39-	fixed
leasing	costs	(less	fixed	(33.264)	(30,641)	tax	impact	of	IFRS	16	(2,105)	(3,096)	profit/(loss)	for	the	year	(a)	1,469	(89,222)	excluding	the	impact	of	IFRS	16	Remove	the	impact	of	adaptation	of	the	elements	of	adjustment	of	the	IFRS	161:	pre-opening	of	the	hotel.	Expenses	Note	2	1.927	81	Net	revaluation	movements	through	profits	or	losses	as	if
(6,835)	30,792	IAS	17	still	applied	IMP	authors	of	Goodwill	Note	2	-	3.226	Edit	(Earnings)/Loss	on	note	5	(2,704)	4.272	Loss	of	modified	debt	structure	for	sale	and	leasing	of	-	7.650	Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont2	Tax	impact	of	adequate	articles	275	(544)	corrected	loss	for	the	year	excluded	in	the	impact	of	IFRS	16	(B)	(5,868)	(43,745)	Weighted	average
shares	(c)	note	29	222.831.030	19751.585	in	circulation	-	Basic	profits/(loss)	per	action	(45.1)	excluding	the	impact	of	IFRS	16	(A/C)	0.7	cents	cents	(APM	XVII)	rectified	loss	for	action	(22.1)	excluding	the	impact	of	IFRS	16	(b/c)	(2.6)	cents	cents-basic	(APM	XVII)	1	Activities	of	right	to	use	are	not	recognized	under	the	previous	accounting	standard,



IAS	17	lease	contracts.	Consequently,	the	group's	projections	are	subject	to	a	greater	of	uncertainty	compared	to	pandemics	as	governments	all	over	the	world	continue	to	implement	measures	to	protect	public	health,	implement	vaccine	programs	and	support	activities	and	employment.	(VI)	Sales	sales	And	compensation	the	group	recognizes	the
revenue	on	the	basis	of	gross	revenue	and	makes	various	deductions	to	arrive	at	net	revenues	as	reported	in	profit	or	loss.	The	extension	of	the	group	structures	and	the	deferral	of	the	tests	of	the	pact	related	to	the	ABITDA,	places	the	group	in	a	strong	position	to	be	able	to	avoid	possible	violations	in	the	alliances	following	the	recovery	delayed	by
Covid-19.	12	PROPOSE	Fixings,	plants	and	equipment,	land	and	activity	in	the	context	of	total	construction	and	equipment	EUR'000	EN000	EN000	EN000	EN000	EN000	at	1,000	December	2021	Evaluation	1,088,847	-	-	1.088,847	Cost	-	79.094	147.714	226.808	Accumulato	Impemotion	per	l'impossibilitÃ		)	*	-	-	(71,753)	(71,753)	Net	carrying	amount
1,088,847	79,094	75,961	1,243,902	At	1	January	2021,	net	carrying	amount	1,058,548	61,886	82,309	1,202,743	Additions/(reversal	of	additions)	through	capital	expenditure	(85)	12,870	7.597	20,382	complaints	from	Assents	under	Construction	to	land	and	buildings	323	(390)	67	-	and	fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment	for	the	activities	that	have	entered
the	capitalized	labor	costs	(note	6)	138	35	81	Loan	costs	in	capitalization	(	Note	5)	-	1,942	-	1,942	revaluations	for	earnings	through	Oci	20,037	-	-	20,037	revaluation	losses	through	Oci	(5,655)	-	-	(5,655)	magazines	for	revaluation	losses	through	profits	or	losses	9,404	-	-	9,404	Rounding	losses	through	profits	or	losses	(2,567)	-	-	(2,567)	compromise	of
fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment	-	-	(5)	(5)	inversion	of	previous	expenses	for	loss	of	value	of	fixtures,	fittings	and	-	125	125	equipment	Affirmation	of	the	depreciation	charge	for	the	year	(11,240)	-	(15,793)	(27,033)	Adjustment	translation	19,944	2.751	1.653	24,348	at	31	december	2021,	Net	Carrying	Amount	1,088,847	79.094	75.961	1,243,902	The
equivalent	disclosure	for	the	prior	year	December	2020	1,058,548	-	-	1,058,548	Cost	-	61,886	137,231	199,117	Accumulated	depreciation	(and	impairment	charges)	*	-	-	(54.922)	(54.922)	netto	netto	Amount	1.058.548	61.886	82.309	1.202.743	to	1	January	2020,	net	transport	amount	1.324.468	59.600	87.247.	As	Use	Use	Capitalized	Labor	Costs	(Note
6)	30	69	66	165	Capitalized	Borrowing	Costs	(Note	5)	-	1,392	-	1,392	Disposal	of	Property,	Plant	and	Equipment	(68,902)	(536)	(2,462)	(71.900)	Net	Revaluation	Losses	Through	Oci	(	143.631)	-	-	(143,631)	net	re	-evaluation	losses	through	profits	or	losses	(30,807)	-	-	(30,807)	compromise	of	appliances,	fittings	and	equipment	-	-	(1,015)	(1,015)
depreciation	charge	for	the	year	(11,134)	-	(	15,473)	(26,607)	Adaptation	of	the	translation	(18,319)	(2,136)	(1,126)	(21,581)	to	31	December	2020,	the	amount	of	net	transport	1.058.548	61.886	82.309	1.202.743	*ACCUCCULATORY	AC	of	depreciation,	revaluated	on,	disposal	and	impairments.	-	United	Kingdom:-	The	discount	rates	adequate	to	the
risk	go	between	7.5%	and	11.75%	(31	December	2020:	7.0%	and	11.25%).	Consequently,	individual	inputs	can	change	from	the	previous	period	or	may	appear	individually	unusual	and	therefore	must	be	considered	as	a	whole	in	the	context	of	the	overall	evaluation.	EBITDA	corrected	by	excluding	the	impact	of	IFRS	16	profits	before	adapting	the
costs	of	articles,	interest	and	finance,	taxes,	amortization,	amortization	of	intangible	activities	as	defined	above	and	reformulated	to	remove	the	impact	of	the	adoption	of	IFRS	16,	replacing	the	Depreciation	of	IFRS	16	activities	and	leasing	responsibility	interests	with	leasing	costs	calculated	pursuant	to	IAS	17.	The	remaining	three	of	these	hotels	are
evaluated	every	year	by	independent	external	evaluators,	since	the	interest	of	the	property	in	the	property	is	to	ownership	of	the	group.	28	Undadrattura	of	the	subsidiary	A	list	of	all	subsidiaries	on	31	December	2021	is	indicated	below:	country	of	Activities	of	incorporation	of	the	controlled	activities	DHG	GLOVER	LIMITED1	Holding	Irlanda	100%	-	-
DHG	Fleming	Limited1	Ireland	of	Financing	Financing	Irlanda	100%	DHG	Harton	Limited1	Ireland	Holding	100%	-	Cenan	BV2	Notherrass	Financing	Company	-	100%	DHGL	Limited1	Ireland	Holding	-	100%	Dailate	Limited1	Ireland	Holding	Company	-	100%	Hanford	Commercial	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Ancestration	Ancestor
Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Ogwell	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Caruso	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	E	Catering	-	100%	Ci	Hotels	Limited1	Irelanda	Hotel	Hotel	Ireland	Hotel	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Tulane	Business	Management	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Dilata	Support	Services	Limited1	Ireland
Hotel	Management	-	100%	Fonteyn	Property	Holdings	Limited1	Irlanda	Hotel	Management	-	100%	Fonteyn	Property	Holdings	n.	2	Limited1	Ireland	Asset	Management	-	100%	SUVANNE	Management	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Carasco	Management	Limited1	IRe	Land	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Amelin	Commercial	Limited1	Ireland
Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Lintal	Commercial	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Bernara	Evaluation	Limited1	Ireland	Property	Investment	-	100%	Pillo	Hotels	Limited1	Ireland	Dormant	Company	-	100%	Loadbur	Limited1	Ireland	Property	Holding	Company	-	100%	Heartide	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	PONDGlen	Limited1
Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Candleval	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Songdale	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Palaceglen	Limited1	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Adelka	Limited1	Ireland	of	Real	Estate	Property	-	100%	Bayvan	Limited1	Ireland	Holding	Company	Properties	-	100%	Leevlan	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and
Catering	-	100%	DHG	Arden	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	DHG	Barrington	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	10	0%	DHG	Corddin	Limited1	Ireland	holding	ownership	-	100%	DS	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Galsay	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	Merzolt	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	DHG	Burlington	Road
Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	DT	Sussex	Road	Operations	Limited1	(in	Liquidation)	Ireland	Dormant	Company	-	100%	100%	DHG	Eden	Limited1	Ireland	Hotel	and	Catering	-	100%	DHG	Dalton	Limited1	Ireland	holding	ownership	-	100%	Williamsberg	Property	Limited1	Ireland	holding	holding	holding	-	100%	Oak	Lodge	Management
Company	Limited	Warranty1	Ireland	Management	Company	-	100%	DHG	Indigo	Limited1	Ireland	Holding	-	100	%	1	The	recorded	address	of	these	companies	is	4	â	Â	â,	Burton	Court,	Burton	Hall	Drive,	Sandyford,	Dublin	18.	This	period	was	chosen	due	to	the	nature	of	the	hotel	activities	and	set	up	with	the	evaluation	basis	used	by	independent
external	properties	evaluators	when	to	perform	their	hotel	values	(note	12).	Further	details	are	provided	in	the	"Properies,	plants	and	equipment"	section	of	the	budget.	The	losses	suffered	in	2021	cannot	be	brought	back	to	previous	periods.	The	deferred	tax	activities	are	examined	at	each	report	date	and	are	reduced	to	the	extent	that	it	is	not	more
likely	that	the	related	tax	benefit	will	be	made.	The	revenues	of	the	group	from	hotel	for	rent	and	ownership	derive	mainly	from	the	sales	of	rooms	and	the	sales	of	food	and	drinks	in	restaurants,	bars	and	banquets.	As	of	December	31,	2021,	there	were	no	value	loss	indicators	and	the	administrators	concluded	that	the	accounting	value	of	other
immaterial	activities	was	not	compromised	at	31	December	2021.	-	Two	interest	rates	with	a	date	of	entry	into	force	of	26	October	2018	And	an	expiry	date	of	26	October	2023,	what	the	reference	rate	Sonia	on	75.0	million	GBP	of	all	loans	called	pounds.	The	standards	issued	but	are	not	yet	effective,	the	following	The	standards	have	been	approved
by	the	EU,	they	are	available	for	early	adoption	and	are	they	are	From	1	January	2022	as	indicated	below.	The	main	operating	costs	that	derive	are	the	paychecks,	the	cost	of	goods	for	the	resale,	the	commissions	paid	to	the	online	travel	agents	on	the	sales	of	the	rooms	and	other	operating	costs.	EU	date	of	the	EU	1	January	2022.	The	method	to
recognize	the	resulting	gain	or	loss	depends	on	the	fact	that	the	derivative	is	designated	as	a	cover	tool	and,	in	this	case,	on	the	nature	of	the	article	to	be	covered.	The	following	table	establishes	an	analysis	of	leasing	payments	for	leasing	payments,	showing	the	receipt	of	non	-discounted	leasing	payments:	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	less	than	a
year	285	310	from	one	to	two	years	274	277	two	to	three	years	274	265	Find	at	four	274	265	four	to	five	years	274	265	more	than	five	years	1,159	1,371	total	payments	of	not	discounted	leasing	2.540	2,753	pound	amounts	were	converted	using	the	closing	change	rate	of	0.84028	at	31	December	2021	(	31	December	2020:	0.8903).	The	actions
granted	to	the	administrators	in	2017	pursuant	to	the	LTIP	are	held	in	a	limited	equity	trust	and	cannot	be	sold	or	treated	in	any	way	for	a	period	of	five	years	and	30	days	from	the	date	of	maturation.	The	effective	management	and	mitigation	of	these	risks	remain	at	the	top	of	the	risk	agenda	and	we	continue	to	maintain	the	health	and	safety
environments	of	high	-level	hotels.	In	addition,	in	November	2021,	the	group	took	further	actions	to	provide	greater	flexibility	and	liquidities	of	its	debt	structures.	A	deferred	tax	activity	was	recognized	in	relation	to	Irish	losses	and	tax	interests	and	in	the	United	Kingdom,	on	the	basis	of	the	fact	that	it	is	likely	that,	after	the	return	of	tax	losses	to
previous	periods,	there	will	be	sufficient	taxable	profits	in	the	periods	future	to	use	the	losses	and	tax	interests	brought	The	occupations	increased	from	19.1%	for	the	first	met	of	2021	to	55.3%	in	the	second	quarter	2021	since	the	hotels	targeted	the	return	of	domestic	free	time.	The	average	weighted	interest	rate	for	2021	was	3.55%	(2020:	2.76%),
of	which	(2020:	1.94%)	relating	to	the	margin.	Following	the	evaluation	as	of	31	December	2021,	following	a	better	forecast	of	the	services,	an	inversion	of	previous	impairments	relating	to	one	of	the	group's	CGUs	was	recognized	in	profit	or	loss.	The	sterling	variable	rate	on	the	group's	loans	passed	from	Libor	to	Sonia	during	the	exercise	closed	at
31	December	2021	(Note	1,	22,	24).	The	group	recorded	a	net	re	-evaluation	gain	of	21.2	million	euros	in	the	revaluation	of	its	real	estate	activities	for	2021	of	which	6.8	million	euros	were	recorded	through	profits	or	losses.	During	the	exercise	closed	as	of	31	December	2021,	the	government	of	the	United	Kingdom	substantially	issued	an	increase	in
the	tax	rate	on	companies	from	19%	to	25%,	with	effect	from	1st	April	2023.	In	the	United	Kingdom,	the	group	He	benefited	from	the	exemptions	of	the	commercial	rates	of	GBP3.7	million	(4.3	million	euros)	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	(for	the	period	from	1	April	2020	to	31	December	2020:	GBP3.3	â	€	â	€	‹Million	(3.6	million	euros)).
Recovery	in	our	London	hotels	was	slowly	due	to	its	dependence	on	international	travel,	however,	the	gradual	recovery	in	the	second	half	of	the	year	led	to	a	maximum	of	73.9%	of	employment	in	October.	The	group	uses	a	net	investment	coverage	with	loans	called	in	pounds	to	cover	the	risk	of	gearbox	from	investments	in	some	United	Kingdom
operations.	Historically,	the	EPS	for	the	purposes	of	measurement	of	the	LTIP	performance	has	been	adequate	to	exclude	the	items	that	are	considered	unique	and	therefore	do	not	reflect	the	normal	trading	activities	or	by	distorting	the	comparability	or	with	other	similar	companies.	The	group	has	updated	its	coverage	documentation	and	coverage
reports	to	reflect	the	changes	to	the	covered	article,	the	covering	tool	and	the	risk	for	the	updated	reference	rate.	The	prolonged	year	of	the	mandate,	until	26	October	2025,	is	not	currently	without	ideas.	The	start	-up	is	the	future	economic	benefits	deriving	from	other	goods	in	a	corporate	combination	that	are	not	identified	individually	and
recognized	separately.	separately.	Following	the	agreement	on	the	extended	and	modified	loan	structure	carried	out	on	November	2,	2021,	the	group	recorded	a	modification	of	2.7	million	euros	in	profit	or	loss	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,	mainly	due	to	of	the	impact	of	the	extension	of	cash	flows.	In	preparing	this	financial
information,	the	key	sentences	and	estimates	that	affect	these	financial	statements	were	the	following:	significant	judgments	-	which	bring	value	of	the	property	measured	to	fair	value	(note	12).	Nine	hotels	are	owned	and	six	are	managed	in	lease	contracts.	When	these	lease	contracts	are	signed,	these	costs	will	be	reclassified	in	rights	to	use.	The
differences	are	explained	below.	In	Ireland,	the	group	benefited	from	the	exemptions	for	commercial	rates	of	7.3	million	euros	for	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2021	(for	the	period	from	27	March	2020	to	31	December	2020:	5.5	million	euros).	As	of	December	31,	2021,	there	are	tax	losses	not	recognized	for	the	Clayton	Hotel	Birmingham
trade	of	7.9	million	GBP	(9.4	million	euros).	The	portfolio	of	ownership	and	rental	of	the	United	Kingdom	includes	only	hotels	that	are	operational	at	the	end	of	the	year,	therefore	excludes	the	Clayton	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center	which	was	open	to	the	public	in	January	2022	4	The	statistics	on	the	performance	of	regional	Ireland	reflect	one
Performance	for	the	entire	year	of	all	hotels	in	this	portfolio	5	performances	in	the	United	Kingdom,	the	statistics	reflect	a	performance	of	the	entire	year	of	all	hotels	in	this	portfolio	excluded	Maldron	Hotel	Glasgow	City	open	in	August	2021	6	other	non	-current	activities	include	investment	properties,	deferred	tax	activities,	derivative	activities	and
other	credits	(which	include	costs	of	3.8	million	euros	associated	with	future	lease	contracts	for	hotels	currently	in	or	in	planning	(31	December	2020:	6.3	million	EUR)).	The	group's	debt	structures	are	now	consisting	of	a	term	of	loan	structure	of	200	million	euros,	with	an	expiry	date	of	26	October	2025	and	an	RCF	of	364.4	million	euros:	304.9
million	euros	with	one	Date	of	expiration	of	26	October	2025	2025	59.5	million	euros	with	a	date	of	matrity	of	30	September	2023.	We	have	openly	communicated	with	all	our	interested	parties	and	we	have	always	focused	on	guaranteeing	the	health	and	safety	of	our	guests,	our	people	and	our	suppliers.	The	group	also	considered	the	relevant
negative	tests	in	determining	the	recovery	of	deferred	tax	activities:	-	the	quantum	of	the	profits	must	be	earned	to	use	the	tax	losses	carried	out;	E-forecasts	for	future	taxable	profitable	income	are	subject	to	intrinsic	uncertainty	that	has	increased	due	to	the	continuous	impact	of	Covid-19	on	the	hospitality	sector.	The	group	has	chosen	not	to	take
advantage	of	the	alternative	accounting	treatment	established	in	IFRS	16	-	Concessions	for	rent	related	to	19	Covid	-19	during	the	year	31	December	2021	or	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2020.	At	31	December	2021,	the	rate	of	Interest	The	swaps	cover	100	%	of	the	sterling	group	mandate	called	GBP176.5	million	loans	for	the	period	to
26	October	2024.	(XIX)	trade	and	other	commercial	credits	and	other	credits	are	initially	indicated	to	their	fair	value	and	subsequently	at	cushioned	costs	,	less	any	loss	of	credit	provided	for	provision.	-	discount	rates	suitable	for	risk	and	capitalization	rates	(year	10)	are	specific	for	each	property;	-	Dublin	activities:-	The	discount	rates	adapted	to	the
risk	go	between	7.75%	and	9.75%	(31	December	2020:	8.25%	and	9.75%).	Cié	has	led	to	an	inversion	of	the	previous	expenses	for	loss	of	value	of	0.4	million	euros	on	the	right	to	use	(note	13)	and	Euro	of	0.1	million	devices,	fittings	and	equipment	(note	12).	Branch	branches	are	entities	controlled	by	the	group.	The	prizes	granted	from	2017	to	2020
include	the	EPS	performance	conditions,	while	the	March	2021	prizes	include	the	performance	conditions	relating	to	FCFS.	The	right	Consequently,	a	significant	element	of	the	benefits	that	the	group	continues	to	enjoy	that	it	has	been	recognized	in	the	fair	value	of	the	activity	before	the	sale	and	e	In	general,	the	group	monitors	capital	using	a
relationship	between	net	debt	and	EBITDA	corrected	after	a	fixed	rent	that	excludes	the	effects	of	IFRS	16,	in	line	with	its	bank	alliances.	Dividends	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,	the	group	did	not	make	dividends	payments	(year	closed	at	31	December	2020:	Eurnil).	Covid-19	has	changed	the	world	in	many	ways,	yet	in	Dilata	we
remain	focused	on	the	supply	in	a	sustainable	way	for	all	our	interested	parties	as	we	have	always	done,	and	this	guide	us	in	the	way	we	adapt	to	a	changing	world.	The	group	assesses	whether	the	derivative	designated	in	each	roofing	report	should	be	effective	in	compensating	the	variations	of	the	cash	flows	of	the	covered	article	using	the
hypothetical	derivative	method.	The	net	earnings/	losses	in	foreign	currency	on	financing	activities	refer	mainly	to	loans	that	were	not	part	of	the	net	coverage	of	investments	(note	24).	Euro	loans	sterling	euro	in	total	loans	loans	Eursillion	Gbpmillion	Eursillion	term	176.5	-	210.1	Rotative	credit:	-	Designed	in	Sterling	90.0	-	107.1	-	Designed	in	Euro	-	-
-	Impact	IFRS	9	Attack	-	(3.7)	Loans	and	demolition	demolitionsDecember	31,	2021	266.5	-	313.5	on	November	2,	2021,	the	group	has	come	true	to	extend	the	mature	of	its	12	-month	debt	structures	with	its	banking	club.	The	variations	of	Libor/Sonia	rates	had	a	minimum	impact	due	to	most	loans	in	pounds	(note	22).	Geopolitical	risks	at	the	time	of
drafting,	there	are	greater	geopolitical	risks	outside	the	group	control.	The	income	of	the	subsidies	received	was	compensated	by	the	related	costs	in	terms	of	sales	costs	and	administrative	expenses	in	profit	or	loss.	The	tax	effect	of	these	tax	losses	not	recognized	as	at	31	December	It	is	2.0	million	GBP	(2.4	million	euros)	if	the	losses	were	to	be	used
at	the	tax	rate	of	25%	companies	which	will	be	in	force	from	1st	April	2023.	Relative	variable	leasing	costs	to	leasing	payments	connected	to	a	which	are	excluded	from	the	measurement	of	the	leasing	liabilities	as	they	are	not	related	to	an	index	or	rate	or	are	not	considered	fixed	payments	in	substance.	The	leasing	payments	included	in	the
measurement	of	the	lease	of	the	lease	include	the	following:--fixed	setting	(including	fixed	payments	in	essence)	less	any	leasing	incentives;	-	variable	leasing	costs	that	depend	on	an	index	or	rate,	initially	measured	using	the	index	or	rate	as	a	start	date;	-	amounts	expected	to	be	paid	based	on	a	guarantee	of	residual	value;	-	the	operating	price	based
on	a	purchase	option	that	the	group	is	reasonably	sure	to	exercise;	E	-	sanctions	for	the	early	cessation	of	a	lease	unless	the	group	is	reasonably	certain	of	not	ending	soon.	I	made	other	changes	to	the	way	the	senior	executive	team	works	and	communicates	to	ensure	that	we	are	in	the	best	position	to	face	the	challenges	and	make	use	of	the
opportunities	in	sight.	Market	risk	the	market	risk	is	the	risk	that	the	variations	in	market	prices	and	indices,	such	as	interest	rates	and	exchange	rates,	affect	the	group's	income	or	the	value	of	its	financial	instruments	participations.	If	a	financial	liability	is	considered	not	substantially	modified	(less	than	10	percent	different)	(see	politics	(XXVI)),	the
cushioned	cost	of	the	responsibility	is	followed	by	discounting	the	cassation	flows	modified	at	the	original	actual	interest	rate	and	resulting	the	profit	or	The	loss	of	modification	are	detected	in	financial	costs	in	profit	or	loss.	The	group	does	not	use	derivatives	â	€	â	€	â	€	‹for	commercial	or	speculative	purposes.	Living	with	the	pandemic	-	For	the
whole	2020	and	2021,	the	group	and	the	company	adapted	and	reacted	the	Tochallenges	deriving	from	the	pandemic.	The	rectified	ebit	represents	the	Operational	of	the	group	for	the	year	reiterated	to	remove	the	impact	of	the	adjustment	of	the	elements	as	defined	in	APM	(i)	and	the	impact	of	the	adoption	of	IFRS	16	replacing	the	amortization	of
the	rights	of	right	to	use	with	fixed	leasing	and	amortization	of	leasing	costs.	-	In	December	2021,	the	group	entered	a	35	-year	lease	of	the	Clayton	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center.	The	group	does	not	currently	cover	its	interest	rates	variable	on	its	revolving	credit	lines.	Budget	|	The	strong	support	of	the	activities	provides	safety,	flexibility	and	engine
for	future	growth	31	December	Euro	31	December	2020	2021	Non	-current	activities,	plants	and	equipment	1,243.9	1,202,7	ACTIVITIES	OF	RIGHT	TO	USE	491.9	411.0	Intangible	activities	and	Goodwill	32.0	31.7	Contractual	fulfillment	costs-22.4	Other	non-cureurnt	assets6	29.4	23.5	Current	Assets	Trade	and	Other	Receivables	and	Inventories	15.4
10.5	Contract	full	Costs	36.3-Cash	and	Cash	Equivalents	41.1	50.2	Total	Assets	1,890.0	1.752.0	Equity	957.	313.5	314.1	Lease	Liabilities	481.9	399.6	Trade	and	Other	Painabils	84.7	48.7	Other	passivities	7	52.5	56.8	Equity	and	total	passivities	1,890.0	1,752.0	(more	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07	:	00	GMT)	DJ
Dacata	Group	Coll	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-6-	The	group's	balance	remains	robust	with	robust	with	robust	with	robust	with	robust	with	robust	with	robust	with	robust	with	robust	with	robust	C	Robust	with	robust	group	with	robust	property,	plants	and	equipment	of	1.2	billion	euros	in	privileged	places	in	Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom.	If	these
indicators	exist,	the	recoverable	amount	of	the	activity	is	estimated.	Where	the	accounting	value	of	a	property	in	the	budget	is	greater	than	its	cost	of	the	tax	base,	the	group	recognizes	a	deferred	tax	responsibility.	The	main	evaluation	technique	used	are	the	discounted	cash	flows	that	use	discount	rates	suitable	for	the	specific	risk	for	activities	and
capitalization	rates	of	the	terms.	As	of	31	December	2021,	the	VAT	liabilities	in	total	Irish	of	8.5	million	and	tax	liabilities	of	17.8	million	euros,	relating	to	both	2020	and	2021,	can	be	paid	during	the	year	that	ended	on	31	December	2022.	For	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2021,	Dalata	recorded	revenues	of	192.0	million	euros	and	one	loss
after	taxes	of	6.3	million	euros.	Also,	they	I	don't	think	there	is	any	material	uncertainty	relating	to	events	or	conditions	that	can	question	significant	on	the	group's	ability	to	continue	as	concern.	Dermot	Crowley,	CEO	of	the	Hotel	Dalata	group,	commented:	"While	looking	back	2021,	I	am	extremely	proud	of	the	agility	and	commitment	shown	by	our
teams	in	an	environment	that	is	constantly	in	return.	13	group	of	leases	as	a	lessee	.,	Which	includes	land	and	related	buildings	and	related	fixtures	and	fittings	and	other	equipment,	relating	to	vehicles,	machinery	and	IT	equipment.	To	the	extent	that	the	coverage	is	ineffective,	these	differences	are	recognized	in	profit	or	loss.	Potential	ordinary
actions	are	only	dealt	with	As	a	dilutive	treating	if	their	dilution	translates	into	a	reduction	in	profits	per	action	or	in	an	increased	loss	per	action.	At	31	December	2021,	the	interest	rate	The	swaps	cover	100%	of	the	mandate	of	the	group	called	Loans	of	GBP176.5	millions	for	the	period	to	26	October	2024.	In	2020,	the	pre-opening	costs	relating	to
two	new	hotels,	one	of	which	was	opened	in	2021,	with	the	second	due	to	the	opening	PI	It	is	ahead	in	2022.	In	this	way,	he	also	indirectly	acquired	100%	equity	P	recently	held	by	DHGL	Limited	in	each	of	his	branches.	The	profits	diluted	by	action	are	calculated	by	dividing	the	loss/profit	for	the	year	available	to	ordinary	shareholders	by	the	average
weighted	number	of	ordinary	shares	in	circulation	and,	when	dilutive,	adequate	for	the	effect	of	all	potentially	diluous	actions.	2	In	the	previous	year,	the	accounting	for	the	loss	of	sale	and	leasing	of	Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont	differs	pursuant	to	the	IFRS	16	compared	to	the	previous	accounting	standard,	IAS	17.	When	an	acquisition	does	not
represent	a	company,	it	is	explained	as	a	Purchase	of	a	group	of	activities	and	passivities,	not	as	a	corporate	combination.	THE	Consolidated	budgets	are	included	according	to	the	case.	This	deposit	is	refundable	to	the	group	at	the	end	of	Di	leasing	term.	The	group	has	further	commitments	in	relation	to	appliances,	fittings	and	equipment	in	some	of
its	rental	hotels.	Reconciliation:	Note	2	III.	The	payable	amounts	can	also	change	slightly	if	there	are	changes	in	the	numbers	of	the	room	delivered	through	construction.	The	threshold	performance	for	the	TSR	condition	are	a	performance	measure	with	respect	to	a	tailor	-made	comparator	group	of	20	peers	listed	in	the	travel	and	leisure	sector,	with
25%	maturation	if	the	group's	TSR	in	the	period	of	Performance	is	classified	to	the	median	with	respect	to	the	TSR	of	the	comparator	group	and	if	the	group's	performance	of	the	TSR	of	the	group	is	equal	to	or	greater	than	the	quarterfier	than	the	comparator	group,	the	remaining	75%	of	the	Verrava	Award.	As	of	31	December	2021,	the	recoverable
amounts	of	the	ten	CGUs	were	based	on	the	VIU,	determined	by	serving	the	future	cash	flows	generated	by	the	continuous	use	of	these	hotels.	The	group	has	some	derivative	financial	instruments	â	€	â	€	Â	€	that	cover	exposure	to	interest	rates	on	a	part	of	these	loans	(note	22).	(Other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00
GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-14-	The	reduction	test	process	requires	significant	management	and	estimates	relating	to	future	flows	of	Futuri	case	should	be	generated	by	the	unit	of	the	generation	of	cash.	The	group's	debt	structures	are	now	consisting	of	a	payroll	structure	of	200	million	euros,	with	a	maturity	date	of	26
October	2025	and	a	rotation	line	of	364.4	million	euros	("RCF")	:	304.9	million	euros	with	a	maturity	date	of	26	October	2025	and	59.5	million	euros	with	an	expiry	date	of	30	September	2023.	The	revenues	of	the	Center	for	Leisure	are	recognized	in	the	life	of	adhesion	while	the	Other	elements	are	recognized	when	it	comes	service.	(More	to	follow)
Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary	-30-33	Different	Tax	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	Different	tax	20.161	20.161	20.161	Different	tax	passivities	(42,896)	(39.404)	Net	deferred	tax	liabilities	(22,735)	(27,060)	2021	2020	Movements	in	the	year	Euro'000	EUR'000	to	1st	January	-
Net	responsibility	(27,060)	(55,831)	credit	for	the	year	-	For	profit	or	loss	(Note	9)	5,441	7,997	(Charge)/Credit	for	Year	-	to	other	comprehensive	income	(1,116)	20,774	at	31	december	-	Net	Liability	(22,735)	(27,060)	The	majority	of	the	deferred	tax	liabilities	result	from	the	the	Group's	Policy	of	Ongoing	Revaluation	of	Earth	and	buildings.	As	of	31
December	2021,	owners,	plants	and	equipment,	including	fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment	in	leasing	properties,	with	a	transport	amount	of	1,080.0	million	euros	(2020:	1,055.1	million	euros)	were	engaged	as	safety	for	Loans	and	loans.	Following	the	assessment	of	the	loss	of	value	carried	out	at	31	December	2021,	there	was	no	reduction	in	good	will
relating	to	these	CGUs.	The	costs	of	acquiring	a	buyer	arranged	who	are	taken	into	consideration	by	external	evaluators	during	the	calculation	of	the	price	of	the	fair	value	of	the	activity	are	significant	for	these	activities	(2021:	9.96%,	2020:	9.92%).	Any	costs	and	commissions	directly	attributable	to	the	modified	financial	responsibility	are	recognized
as	adaptation	to	the	accounting	amount	of	the	modified	financial	responsibility	and	amortized	in	the	remaining	mandate	again	compensating	the	actual	interest	rate	on	the	tool.	The	group's	policy	is	to	manage	exhibitions	in	commercial	foreign	currency	and	through	the	network	of	exhibitions	where	possible.	As	of	December	31,	2021,	reversal
assessments	were	carried	out	for	value	reduction	on	the	group's	CGUs,	where	there	was	a	previous	loss	of	value	of	activities	and	fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment.	In	line	with	the	IFRS	9,	a	modification	gain	of	2.7	million	euros	was	recognized	in	profit	or	loss	in	Following	the	structure	of	a	modified	and	renamed	structure.	There	are	no	other	conditions
that	train	this	prize.	The	final	evaluation	also	includes	a	deduction	of	the	costs	of	the	complete	buyer	based	on	evaluators	estimates	to	a	For	activities	located	in	the	Republic	of	Ireland	(31	December	2020:	9.92%)	and	6.8%for	the	activities	located	in	the	United	Kingdom	(31	December	2020:	6.8%).	There	is	no	deferred	tax	activity	recognized	in	the
roof	reserve	at	31	December	2021	due	to	uncertainty	in	obtaining	a	tax	benefit	for	covers	of	the	cash	flow	during	future	periods.	Lease	contracts	for	real	estate	activities	for	the	lease	contracts	of	the	property	for	its	hotel	operations	and	offices	spaces.	The	group's	approach	to	capital	management	assured	that	it	continues	to	maintain	a	very	strong
financial	position	and	an	adequate	level	of	gears	despite	the	continuous	impacts	of	the	Covid-19	pandemic.	The	group	also	extended	the	period	for	which	the	amendments	applied	that	they	provided	flexibility	during	the	Covid-19	time	has	influenced	trading.	Passivity	in	Leasing	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	Currente	10.761	9.667	388.871	352.434
Leasing	liabilities	on	1st	January	399,632	362.101	Additions	81,210	51,946	leasing	interests	(note	5,405	Lievants	(33,339).	Lease	Liabilities	at	31	December	481,926	399,632	Current	10,049	10,761	Non-Current	471,877	388,871	Lease	Liability	Acts	at	31	December	481,926	399,632	additions	during	the	year	Ended	31	december	2021	relative	to	the
group.	35	years	of	Maldron	Hotel	Glasgow	City.	The	hotels	continue	to	maximize	the	rate	through	dynamic	prices	strategies.	For	the	financial	passivities	at	floating	rate,	the	original	actual	interest	rate	is	adequate	to	reflect	the	current	market	terms	at	the	time	of	the	modification.	The	fair	value	of	the	group	(as	then	led	by	DHGL	Limited)	to	that	date
was	estimated	at	40.0	million	euros.	2	Activities	of	Valut	property	ATE	exclude	the	activities	under	construction	e	fixtures	and	equipment	in	hotels	in	leasing.	During	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020,	the	group's	hotels	were	subject	to	several	national	clubs	and	national	teams	Restrictions	in	Ireland	and	in	the	United	Kingdom	since	March
2020.	-	The	average	weighted	terminal	capitalization	rate	is	6.72%	(31	December	2020:	6.88%).	Derivatives	â	€	â	€	â	€	‹are	transported	as	activities	when	the	fair	value	is	positive	and	as	a	passive	when	the	fair	value	is	negative.	The	group	entered	the	Covid-19	pandemic	in	2020	with	a	strong	budget	and,	despite	the	material	impact	that	Covid-19	had
on	the	group's	financial	performance,	the	group	remains	in	a	strong	position	with	a	significant	financial	headroom.	The	exchange	differences	deriving	from	the	translation	of	foreign	operations	are	recognized	in	other	complete	incomes	and	are	included	in	the	translation	reserve	within	the	net	assets.	In	September	2021,	despite	the	revenues	of	the
room	for	our	Irish	wallet	which	were	50%	behind	it	that	we	got	in	September	2019	on	a	"like"	base,	the	number	of	hours	worked	reached	85%	of	the	levels	for	September	2019	showing	the	value	of	AWSSS	to	maintain	employment	in	one	of	the	most	important	sectors	of	Ireland.	Activities	of	right	to	use	are	revised	on	an	annual	basis	or	every	time
events	or	changes	in	circumstances	indicate	that	the	accounting	amount	may	not	be	recoverable.	The	CAS	diffusion	methodology	is	based	on	the	median	difference	(diffusion)	between	Libor	and	Sonia	calculated	in	the	previous	five	-year	period.	The	leasing	liabilities	are	subsequently	remained	during	the	lease	period	following	the	completion	of	the
revisions	of	the	rents,	the	revaluation	of	the	lease	or	in	which	a	lease	is	modified.	The	arrangement	was	obvious	to	reflect	the	temporal	value	of	money	although	the	effect	is	not	significant.	The	group	is	exposed	to	the	risk	of	transactional	foreign	currency	on	the	negotiation	activities	conducted	by	branches	in	currencies	other	than	their	currency	and
to	the	risk	of	translation	into	foreign	currency	on	the	portion	of	foreign	operations	to	the	euro.	(XXX)	Regulation	of	articles	consistent	with	the	way	in	which	corporate	services	are	measured	and	managed	internally,	the	group	group	Both	statutory	measures	prepared	pursuant	to	the	IFRS	and	some	alternative	performance	measures	("APM")	which	are
not	requested	pursuant	to	the	IFRS.	The	medium	-weighted	average	incremental	loan	rate	for	the	new	lease	contracts	stipulated	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	is	6.8%	(2020:	5.59%).	While	we	can't	wait,	and	in	the	absence	of	further	material	restrictions	Covid-19,	we	remain	optimistic	about	the	recovery	during	the	business.	In
September	2020,	the	company	completed	the	placement	of	new	ordinary	shares	of	Eur0.01	each	in	the	share	capital	of	the	company.	2.	Adjustment	of	the	items	to	the	re-evaluation	costs	of	the	Net	2020	EBITDA	EURMILLION	PROPERTY	through	profits	or	losses	6.8	(30.8)	Costs	of	hotel	pre-opening	(1.9)	(0.1)	net	reversal	of	previous	loss	costs	-	(7.6)
Requesting	of	removal	on	the	rights	of	right	to	use	0.3	-	Net	inversion	of	the	previous	expenses	of	loss	of	value/(expenses	of	loss	of	value)	of	appliances,	fittings	and	equipment	0.1	(1.0)	good	loss	Voluta	-	(3.2)	For	sale	and	leaseback	-	(1.7)	Regulation	of	elements1	5.3	(44.4)	The	corrected	Ebitda	is	presented	as	an	alternative	performance	measure	to
show	the	underlying	operating	performance	of	the	group.	In	relation	to	the	sensitivity	upwards,	the	group	believes	that	a	reasonable	variation	of	the	Sterling	variable	interest	rate	would	be	an	increase	of	1.4%,	being	the	Sonia	Tasso	higher	by	3	months	more	diffusion,	based	on	the	current	forward	curvesIn	February	2022,	the	group	also	opened	its
new	Maldron	Hotel	Manchester	center,	which	is	renting	a	35	-year	lease	contract	there	were	no	other	subsequent	events	that	would	require	an	adjustment	or	disclosure	in	these	consolidated	financial	statements.	The	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	paid	were	included	in	the	investment	activities	in	the	report	cash	flows	as	they	do	not	derive	mainly	from
the	main	activities	that	produce	the	group's	entrances.	This	risk	is	mitigated	by	profits	from	the	United	Kingdom	which	are	called	in	sterling.	The	group	also	documents	its	evaluation,	both	at	the	beginning	and	on	a	semi	-annual	basis,	on	the	fact	that	the	derivatives	â	€	â	€	â	€	Â	used	in	the	cover	transactions	are	highly	effective	in	compensating	the
variations	of	the	cash	flows	of	covered	items.	It	is	estimated	that	the	discounted	tax	activity	in	relation	to	the	tax	losses	of	the	United	Kingdom	and	the	interest	transported	by	55.7	million	euros	is	estimated	to	be	recovered	in	full	during	the	year,	which	ends	on	December	31,	2030,	with	the	majority	recovered	by	the	end	of	the	year	which	ends	on
December	31,	2026.	The	group	also	modeled	serious	but	plausible	scenarios	taking	into	account	different	hypotheses	on	the	Covid-19	impacts	in	progress	on	the	trading	levels,	structurally	reduced	levels	of	international	travel	and	high	inflation	with	Labor	deficiency.	On	the	evaluation	date	of	31	December	2021,	the	real	estate	markets	worked	for	the
most,	with	volumes	of	transaction	and	other	relevant	tests	at	levels	in	which	there	was	an	adequate	quantum	of	market	tests	on	which	to	base	the	value	opinions,	and	therefore	the	assessments	to	the	December	31,	2021	was	not	reported	by	the	evaluators	on	the	basis	of	"uncertainty	of	material	evaluation",	as	indicated	in	the	VPS	3	and	in	VPGA	10	of
the	global	evaluation	standards	RICS.	The	assessments	as	of	31	December	2020	were	reported	on	the	basis	of	"material	evaluation	uncertainty"	due	to	the	impact	of	the	Covid-19	pandemic	at	that	moment,	when	a	lower	weight	could	be	attached	to	the	prehentic	market	tests	to	fully	inform	opinions	And	the	value	as	of	31	December	2020.	Therefore,
there	is	a	potential	passive	in	this	regard	for	an	amount	of	0.05	million	GBP	(Euro0.06	million)	at	31	December	2021	(2020:	GBPNIL).	The	group	also	applies	the	compromise	of	the	IAS	36	of	the	activities	to	any	unit	of	cash	generation,	with	appliances,	fittings	and	Previously	compromised	and	that	have	not	been	re	-evaluated,	to	evaluate	whether
previous	compromises	must	be	reversed.	The	group	made	use	of	relief	from	the	merger	to	simplify	the	future	future	And	consequently,	91.6	million	Eur	have	been	recognized	in	the	merger	reserve	since	the	difference	between	the	nominal	value	of	each	action	(EUR01	each)	and	the	amount	paid	(EUR	2.55	per	share)	after	deducting	i	costs	of	the
placement	of	shares	of	2.4	million	euros.	As	AT31	in	December	2021,	the	group	had	11	new	hotels	in	the	pipeline	(eight	in	the	United	Kingdom,	three	in	Ireland)	which	are	due	to	Oopen	from	the	quarter	to	1	2022	onwards,	which	contribute	to	future	growth.	We	will	continue	to	strengthen	our	people,	always	our	most	great	resource,	through
opportunities	for	development	and	growing	growth.	(Loss)/profits	for	action	excluded	IFRS	16	(base)	and	rectified	loss	for	excluding	IFRS	16	(base)	basic	(loss)/profit	for	reduced	action	to	remove	the	impact	of	the	adoption	of	IFRS	16,	including	the	replacement	of	IFRS	16	to	the	right	of	the	use	-oreciation	assets,	leasing	responsibility	interests,	net
reversal	of	the	previous	loss	of	value	loss/(expenses	of	loss	of	value)	of	activities	and	fixtures	of	right	of	use,	fittings	and	equipment	and	remediation	of	removing	IAS	17.	A	positive	cash	flow	in	the	back	table	indicates	the	variable	rate	for	swaps	on	interest	rates,	based	on	curves	forward	curves,	it	is	expected	that	it	is	higher	than	fixed	rates.	Where	a
sale	and	a	lease	of	an	activity	has	occurred,	the	activity	is	deceased	and	a	leasing	responsibility	is	recognized	and	a	corresponding	activity	of	right	to	use.	On	the	basis	of	its	risk	assessment,	the	group	has	modeled	serious	but	plausible	scenarios	that	could	affect	the	group's	profitability	taking	into	account	the	different	hypotheses	on	the	continuous
Covid-19	impacts	on	the	trading	levels,	the	structurally	reduced	levels	of	international	business	travel	and	the	High	inflation	with	labor	deficiency	with	labor	deficiency.	Note	10	called	in	The	hypotheses	used	in	VIU	estimates	for	testing	tests.	All	the	financial	information	presented	in	euros	were	rounded	up	to	a	thousand	or	millions	more	close	and	this
is	clearly	indicated	in	the	budget	budget	applicable.	Due	to	the	uncertainty	about	the	future	use	of	these	tax	losses,	the	remaining	deferred	tax	activities	were	deceased	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020.	The	Management	evaluates	and	updates	the	sentences	and	estimates	that	are	the	basis	of	this	trial	on	the	basis	continuous.	The
following	standards	and	interpretations	are	not	yet	approved	by	the	EU.	27	subsequent	events	(others	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-35-	In	February	2022,	the	group	started	a	new	operational	lease	contract	with	Art-	real	estate	of	the	Hotel	Nikko	in	dã	£
Âsiseldorf,	Germany.	To	mitigate	this,	all	new	hotel	developments	and	potential	expansion	plans	are	rigorously	evaluated	and	approved	by	the	beginning	of	the	Board	of	Directors,	with	regular	advancement	updates	provided	later.	(i)	The	concern	for	2021	saw	the	group	start	his	recovery	seriously	from	the	impact	of	Covid-19.	The	group	uses	its
incremental	loan	rate	as	a	discount	rate,	which	is	defined	as	the	estimated	interest	rate	that	the	lessee	should	pay	to	borrow,	for	a	similar	term	and	with	similar	safety,	the	funds	necessary	to	obtain	a	'Activities	of	value	similar	to	the	right	of	right	to	use	in	a	similar	economic	environment.	These	amounts	were	received	in	January	2022.	EURMILLION
Passivitate	Activities	of	Right	of	Right	to	the	contract	for	the	right	to	use	as	of	January	1,	2021	399.6	411.0	additions	81.2	90.3	accusation	of	depreciation	on	the	right	to	the	right	to	use-	(	19.5)	Interest	of	leasing	24.4-accusation	of	problems-(0.3)	inversion	of	previous	value	loss	expenses-0.4	remaining	leasing	liabilities	0.5	0.8	leasing	payments	(33.3	)
-	adaptation	of	the	translation	9.5	9.2	to	31	December	2021	481.9	491.9	The	activities	of	right	of	law	are	recorded	a	less	modern	and	difficulty.	Viu	is	evaluated	on	the	basis	of	the	estimated	future	cash	flows	discounted	to	their	current	value	using	a	gross	tax	rate	of	taxes	that	reflects	the	current	assessments	of	the	market	market	The	temporal	value
of	the	money	and	the	specific	risks	for	the	activity.	The	activities	and	liabilities	of	foreign	operations	are	translated	into	euros	to	the	sentence	of	the	exchange	rate	on	the	date	of	reporting.	Other	passivities	VAT	at	31	December	2021	of	Eur0.7	million	refer	to	the	passivities	of	VAT	in	the	United	Kingdom	supported	in	the	fourth	of	the	fourth	2021.	As
the	world	emerges	from	the	shade	of	the	pandemic,	with	the	climatic	crisis	that	becomes	more	important	,	as	people	behave	inevitably	will	change.	This	evaluation	model	considers	the	current	value	of	net	cash	flows	to	be	generated	by	the	property	for	a	period	of	ten	years	(with	a	terminal	value	hypothesized	at	the	end	of	the	year	10).	A	change	in	an
individual	quantitative	variable	would	not	necessarily	lead	to	an	equivalent	change	in	the	overall	result	and	would	require	the	application	of	the	judgment	of	the	evaluators	in	terms	of	how	variable	change	could	potentially	have	an	impact	on	the	overall	assessments.	His	exposures	on	financial	risk	are	mainly	related	to	the	credit	merit	of	the
counterparties	and	the	risks	relating	to	the	variations	of	interest	rates	and	exchange	rates	in	foreign	currency.	The	group	received	government	assistance	in	the	form	of	grants	for	an	amount	of	1.9	million	GBP	(2020:	GBP0.1	million)	and	the	exemptions	of	the	rates	of	GBP3.7	million	during	the	year	(2020:	GBP3.3	million)The	impairment	of	good	will	is
recorded	through	profits	or	losses	although	the	re	-evaluation	gains	on	the	property	are	brought	to	the	reserves	through	other	complete	incomes	on	condition	that	there	have	been	no	previous	expenses	for	loss	of	value	through	profits	or	losses.	Reconciliation:	Reference	below	2021	2020	reconciliation	of	APM	(XVI)	reference	in	the	financial
statements	EUR'000	EUR'000	Operating	profit/(Loss)	of	global	income	21.442	(73.508)	Add	back:	Total	adaptation	items	according	to	the	Budget	Note	2	(5,299)	44,372	Domoperation	of	€	ownership,	plant	and	equipment	Note	2	27.033	26,607	amortization	of	the	rights	of	right	to	the	use	of	note	2	19.522	20.663	loving	of	the	activities	intangible	note	2
2	558	Fixed	leasing	costs	less	(33.264)	(30,641)	EBITDA	Rectified	excluding	the	impact	of	IFRS	16	(APM	XVI)	29,973	(11,949)	XVII.	The	implementation	of	our	business	model	depends	on	the	therapy	and	growth	of	our	strong	culture,	which	we	believe	can	be	a	competitive	force	and	supports	us	in	contact	with	our	company	objectives.	Net	debt	to
evaluate	the	net	debt	(see	definition	VI)	divided	by	the	evaluation	of	the	ownership	activities	provided	by	the	external	evaluators	at	the	end	of	the	year.	The	incremental	loan	rate	esteemed	for	each	leasing	activity	derives	from	the	interest	rates	without	specific	risks	of	the	country	during	the	relevant	leasing	period,	adequate	to	the	financial	margin
reachable	by	each	tenant	and	specific	adaptations	of	activities	designed	to	reflect	the	position	and	condition	of	the	'underlying	activities.	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	lease	income	from	investment	ownership	355	279	income	from	managed	hotels	300	216	655	495	4	Other	other	investment	rental	rents	in	the	field	of	investment	refer	to	the	following
properties:	-	two	commercial	properties	that	are	rented	to	third	parties	for	leasing	for	leasing	terms	of	25	and	30	years;	-a	subtitle	of	part	of	Clayton	Cardiff	Hotel,	United	Kingdom,	which	is	rented	to	third	parties	for	a	20	-year	lease	period,	with	11	years	remaining	at	31	December	2021;	e-un-leasing	of	part	of	Clayton	Whites	Hotel,	Wexford,	which	is
rented	to	third	parties	for	a	10-year	leasing	period,	which	began	in	2020.	The	impact	of	the	IBOR	reform	is	limited	to	variable	pound	rates	applicable	for	the	group	loans	and	loans	and	the	swaps	on	interest	rates.	Any	profit	on	a	business	purchase	is	immediately	detected	in	profit	or	loss.	Following	the	amendment	and	reaffirmation	of	the	agreement
on	the	structure	in	November	2021,	this	alliance	must	not	be	tested	up	June	30,	2023,	however,	continues	to	be	monitored	by	the	group	and	serves	to	establish	margins	on	the	group's	loans.	These	equivalent	dividends	will	be	issued	to	participants	in	the	form	of	additional	actions	on	maturation	maturation	With	satisfaction	of	the	performance	criteria.
Each	scheme	is	for	three	years	and	employees	can	choose	to	buy	shares	in	the	six	-month	period	following	the	end	of	the	three	-year	period	at	the	discounted	fixed	price	set	at	the	beginning	of	the	three	-year	period.	EursLillion	2021	2020	2019	Variance	to	2020	Revenue	192.0	136.8	429.2	40.3%	Segments	Ebitdar1	75.1	28.9	182.8	160.2%	Adjusted
Ebitda1	63.2	18.7	162.2	238.3%	(LOSS)/Profit	Before	Tax	(11.4)	(111.5)	89.7%	for	share	(cents)	(2,8)	(50.9)	42.4	94.5%	basic	rectified	(loss)/profit	for	action1	(cents)	(6.4)	(27.2)	42.0	76.5	%	free	cash	flow1	28.0	(40.8)	100.6	168.6%	free	cash	flow	for	share1	(cents)	12.6	(20.6)	54.5	161.2%	group	performance	indicators	of	the	(as	reported)
Occupation%	39.7%	30.9%	82.6%	Average	Chamber	rate	(EUR)	1	100.71	88.77	113.14	13.5%	Revpar	(EUR)	1	40.02	27.45	93.43	45.8%	to	such	a	two	met:	strong	operational	services	such	as	Pandemic	recedes	-	growth	of	40%	revenues	in	EUR192.0	million,	45%	of	the	levels	reported	in	2019	-	following	the	reopening	of	the	hotels	at	the	end	of	the
According	to	the	quarter	of	2021,	"as	for	Like"	Group	Revpar1	increased	from	19%	of	the	2019	levels	for	the	first	six	Months	from	2021	to	58%	in	July	and	78%	in	November	as	the	events	and	the	company	business	business	returned	-	-	Ebitda	1	rectified	of	63.2	million	euros	and	loss	before	taxes	of	11.4	million	euros	-	Free	cash	flow1	of	28.0	million
euros	(2019:	Euro	of	20.6	million)	after	interest	payments,	Rent	Andrefurbishing	Capex1	(H2	2021:	EUR49.0	million)-	Management	of	our	central	management	teams	in	hotels	e	In	the	central	office	throughout	the	pandemic	provided	that	has	allowed	us	to	quickly	expand	to	satisfy	the	highest	demand	and	customer	expectations	while	the	restrictions
have	continued	to	focus	on	creation	A	long	-term	value,	well	positioned	for	the	resumption	of	demand	and	for	satisfying	the	changing	needs	of	our	customers	with	our	financial	position,	stable	and	expert	teams	and	continually	focus	on	up	-	initial	growth	will	be	mainly	through	a	further	recovery	of	the	existing	portfolio	and	the	new	hotels	financed	in	a
mainly	way	with	long	-term	leases	while	the	cash	flow	generation	returns	to	pre	-pandemic	levels	-	current	pipelines	of	over	2,000	rooms	in	places	Main	that	will	see	the	imprint	of	the	United	Kingdom	overcoming	Dublin	of2025	-	-	Regional	United	Kingdom	and	London	remains	the	main	objective,	but	also	looking	at	the	large	European	city	for	the
growth	of	the	works	-	End	of	post	year,	announced	the	entry	into	continental	Europe	With	operational	operational	interest	in	the	hotel	Nikko,	Dusseldorf-Commitment	for	responsible	operations	and	the	growth	of	the	commercial	activities	established	responsible	to	support	further	improvements-established	a	framework	following	an	assessment	of
materials	extended	with	the	main	parts	interested	in	short	environmental	objectives	term	to	reduce	energy	emissions	and,	food	waste	and	the	consumption	of	water-committed	to	divert	100%	of	waste	from	the	landfill	by	the	end	of	2022	and	collection	of	carbon	emissions	from	suppliers	to	support	the	3	m	assure-of-grade	scope	reached	in	our	Council-
Development	of	systems	and	processes	that	allow	us	to	collect	reliable	data	and	to	support	better	reports,	measurement	and	target	-evaluation	setting	various	decarbonisation	paths	in	line	with	the	target	initiative	criteria	based	on	robust	science	sciences	budget	budget	provides	opportunities	-	supported	budget	From	activities	with	1.2	billion	euros	in
ownership,	plants	and	equipment	-	conservative	gears	with	net	debt	with	the	value	of	24%	(31	December	2020:	23%)	-	cash	and	debt	structures	that	are	not	drawn	from	EUR298.	5	million	(31	December	2020:	298.1	million	euros)	-	Debt	structures	extended	to	October	2025	with	the	pact	so	(net	debt	to	the	ebitda	and	the	coverage	of	the	interests	not
restored	until	June	2023)	2021	negotiation	overview	-	The	negotiations	have	significantly	improved	once	the	restrictions	facilitated	the	restrictions	to	allow	hotels	completely	reopen	in	May	(United	Kingdom	)	and	June	(Ireland)-Like	for	Mike	"of	group	employment1	increased	by	20.8%	for	the	first	six	six	From	2021	to	63.9%	in	the	third	quarter	and
59.3%	in	the	fourth	quarter-trade	in	December	it	was	influenced	by	the	restrictions	related	to	Covidi	following	the	homicron	variant	which	was	reduced	to	a	reduction	in	employment	levels	e	to	the	cancellation	of	events,	although	to	a	minor	and	short-term	size	Thanesperienced	during	the	previous	waves	of	the	pandemic	well	positioned	for	the
challenges	that	must	face	the	hospital	industry,	including	inflation-eccellent	team	decentralized	to	optimize	prices	and	distribution	-Forza	stable	and	committed	work	makes	it	easier	to	recruit	and	retain	talents	-	the	commitment	with	our	people	is	a	top	a	top	priority	-	Offers	extended	training	and	development	programs,	a	progression	and	flexibility	of
career	-	continues	concentration	on	innovation	And	investments	in	technology	-	Eliminates	Micro	Simphony	Food	Andbeverage	System	and	Opera	Cloud	through	our	leasing	portfolio	is	o	Ra	completes	the	current	pipeline	of	over	2,000	rooms	offer	an	exciting	background	for	the	future	-	after	the	recent	opening,	at	the	beginning	of	2022,	of	two	hotels
in	Manchester	(607	rooms),	this	year	we	are	opening	four	more	hotels,	which	They	include	over	900	rooms	in	Bristol,	Glasgow	and	Dublin	(X2)	-	The	construction	of	Maldron	Hotel	Shoreditch	in	London	is	progressing	well	and	should	open	in	H22023.	Other	lease	contracts	that	the	group	has	applied	the	short	and	low	value	exemptions	available
pursuant	to	the	IFRS	16,	where	applicable	and	recognizes	the	payments	of	leasing	associated	with	short	-term	lease	or	leasing	for	which	the	underlying	activity	is	Is	of	low	value	as	an	expense	on	a	base	on	the	right	in	the	lease.	Cié	is	reflected	in	the	insunctions	of	the	Tariff	of	the	Chamber	Invagetage,	shown	in	the	table	above,	which	show	movements
from	year	to	year,	which	have	generally	been	used	as	the	base	For	2022.	In	2021,	Cié	was	a	saving	of	7.3	million	euros	in	the	Irish	hotels	of	the	group	(2020:	5.5	million	euros)	and	GBP3.7	million	(4.3	million	euros)	in	its	hotels	in	the	United	Kingdom	(2020:	GBP3.3	â	€	â	€	‹million	(3.6	million	euros)).	Following	the	initial	recognition,	loans	loans	Loans
are	indicated	at	cushioned	cost	with	any	difference	between	cost	and	reimbursement	value	detected	in	profit	or	loss	in	the	period	of	loans	on	the	basis	of	effective	interest.	The	activities	that	do	not	generate	independent	cash	flows	are	combined	in	unit	of	cash	generation.	During	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,	the	leasing	amendments,
which	were	not	included	in	the	original	lease	contracts,	were	made	to	two	of	the	group	lease	contracts.	When	the	dilutive	effect	is	calculated,	the	operating	price	is	adequate	from	the	value	of	future	services	that	must	still	be	received	in	relation	to	the	prizes.	The	incremental	costs	directly	attributable	to	the	issue	of	ordinary	actions	are	detected	as	a
deduction	with	a	net	assets,	net	of	any	tax	effects.	37.0	million	ordinary	shares	were	issued	at	2.55	euros	each,	which	collected	92.0	million	euros	after	costs	of	2.4	million	euros.	Effective	tax	rate	is	the	group's	tax	credit	for	the	year	divided	by	loss	before	the	tax	presented	in	the	consolidated	income	statement.	The	interest	expense	on	loans	and	loans
are	recognized	using	the	method	of	effective	interest.	21	Loans	and	Loans	Non	current	passivities	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	Bank	Loan	313.533	314.143	Total	loans	and	loans	313.533	314,143	The	cushioned	cost	of	loans	and	loans	at	31	December	2021	is	EUR313.5	million	(31	December	2020:	EUR314.	1	million).	Loss	Equity	Strayning
Weakening	Straying	Weakening	of	Euro	of	Euro	of	Euro	EUR	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	Decrease/(Incasse)	On	Interest	Costs	On	Sterling	741	(2,373)	741	(2,373)	Loans	Impact	On	Tax	Credit	(	71)	228	228	(71)	decrease/(increase)	of	loss	670	(2,145)	670	(2,145)	(decrease)/increase	in	the	equity	net	d.	The	consideration	transferred	to	the
acquisition	is	generally	measured	to	value	as	well	as	the	identifiable	identifiable	activities	acquired.	These	mainly	related	to	Ireland	to	the	Covid	restrictions	support	system	and	Failte	Ireland	Ireland	tourism	Grant	and	Northern	Ireland	to	the	large	tourism	and	hospitality	support	system.	EursLillion	2021	2020	School	Safe	School	for	employed
(Ireland)	36.0	9.7	Scheme	of	temporary	wage	subsidies	(Ireland)	-	6.3	Coronavirus	Job	Kingdom	of	Work	Conservation	(United	Kingdom)	2.0	4.7	Other	government	subsidies	relating	to	income	6.9	1.5	subsidies	relating	to	income	44.9	22.2	government	subsidies	of	capital	-	0.2	total	subsidies	44.9	22.4	The	group	received	wage	subsidies	from	the	Irish
government	for	an	amount	of	36.0	million	euros	In	2021	in	the	form	of	the	system	of	wage	subsidies	(EWSS),	which	replaced	the	system	of	temporary	salary	subsidies	(TWSS)	on	September	1,	2020.	The	following	September	2020.	The	following	September	2020.	The	following	in	the	below	the	amounts	refer	Only	to	the	non	-discounted	interests
provided	to	be	supported	pursuant	to	the	passivities	of	exchange	of	interest	rates:	31	December	2021	which	bring	12	months	more	than	the	total	or	less	1	year	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	interest	the	RATE	OF	Interest	(1,029)	(1,004)	(1,035)	31	The	table	on	the	back	indicates	the	periods	in	which	the	cash	flows	associated	with	the	cash	flow
of	cash	flows	affect	the	profit	or	loss	and	accounting	amounts	of	the	relative	relationship	the	tools	of	coverage	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021.	These	were	modeled	individually	and	collectively.	The	company's	registered	office	is	4	Â	Â	â,	Burton	Court,	Burton	Hall	Drive,	Sandyford,	Dublin	18.	The	group	also	has	tax	losses	carried	out	by
the	previous	periods,	€	3.0	million	of	the	2020	losses	will	be	reported	in	2022	e	Compensated	by	the	profits	generated	in	2019,	which	should	generate	tax	reimbursements	of	the	future	company	of	1.6	million	euros	in	2022.	The	more	and	more	companies	return	to	the	offices,	I	believe	that	there	providing	a	catalyst	for	the	of	the	travel	of	international
societies.	On	23	December	2021,	a	conditional	granting	of	255,700	ordinary	shares	to	the	senior	employees	of	the	group	(87	in	total)	was	granted.	We	are	also	aware	of	the	challenges	that	currently	face	the	hospitality	sector,	including	staff	deficiencies	and	e	Through	the	purchases	of	paychecks,	electricity	and	gas,	linen	and	purchases	of	food	and
drinks	and	we	will	continue	to	manage	them	while	we	pass	until	2022.	We	remain	sure	that	the	group	can	face	any	risks	while	"we	live	with	pandemic".	The	group	opted	for	the	roll	on	this	capital	gain	by	reducing	the	future	cost	of	the	tax	base	of	capital	activities.	The	Management	is	not	expected	significant	losses	from	commercial	credits	that	have
not	been	provided	as	shown	in	note	15,	contractual	activities,	accrued	income	or	other	credits.	The	movements	in	the	number	of	sharing	options	and	the	average	weighted	average	price	(Waep	")	are	as	follows:	2021	2020	Waep	Waep	EUR	options	for	shareholding	action	in	circulation	at	the	beginning	of	the	year	2,594.186	2.63	1.784.122	3.89	granted
During	the	year	granted	-	-	2,104.301	2.31	dedicated	during	the	year	(695,586)	3.36	(1,211,336)	3.88	exerted	during	the	year	(39.291)	4.09	(82,901)	2.98	pending	to	the	suspended	End	of	the	year	1,859.309	2.59	2,594,186	2.63	of	residence	for	weight	share.	On	31	December	2021	it	is	2.5	years	(31	December	2020:	3.2	years).	The	line	of	line	"Central
costs	"Includes	the	costs	of	the	central	functions	of	the	group,	including	operational	support,	technology,	sales	and	marketing,	human	resources,	finance,	company	services	and	business	development.	Reconciliation:	consult	under	31	December	31	December	reconciliation	of	the	APM	of	net	debt	-	definitions	(	Vi),	(VII),	reference	in	Financial	2021	2020
(VIII),	(IX),	(X)	declarations	EUR'000	EUR'000	Praeting	and	the	declaration	of	loans	of	loans	313.533	314.143	Position	exclude	the	accounting	impact	of	the	IFRS	9	3,623	(375)	external	loans	and	loans	designed	21	317.156	313.768	less	in	cash	and	equivalent	financial	declaration	cash	(41.112)	(50.197)	position	(more	than	To	follow)	Dow	Jones	March
01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	PLC:	2021	Preliminary	-37-	Net	debt	(APM	VI)	(a)	note	21	276.044	263.571	263.571	Passivity	-	Current	and	non	-current	financing	declaration	481.926	399.632	Net	debt	positioning	and	leasing	passivities	(APM	VII)	(B)	Note	21	757.970	663.203	EBITDA	Rectified	(C)	Note	2	63.237	18.692	Ebitda
excludes	the	impact	of	IFRS	16	(APM	XVI	)	(D)	29,973	(11,949)	Net	debt	to	EBITDA	adequate	excluded	the	impact	of	IFRS	161	(A/	9.2x	N/	A	(APM	VIII)	D)	Net	debt	and	leasing	passivity	in	Ebitda	adequate	(APM	IX)	(b/	12.0x	35.5x	c)	Evaluation	of	the	real	estate	activities	provided	by	the	external	evaluators	(e)	1.146,274	1.124.256	2	net	debt	for	value
(APM	X)	(A/	24%	23%	e)	1	net	debt	to	EBITDA	Rectified	which	excludes	L	'Impact	of	IFRS	16	is	not	applicable	in	2020	as	an	adequate	Ebitda	excluded	the	impact	of	the	IFRS	16	was	negative.	Capital	expenses	of	renovation,	the	group	generally	assigns	about	4%	of	the	annual	revenues	for	capital	expenses	to	ensure	that	the	portfolio	remains	fresh	for
its	customers	and	adheres	to	the	brand's	standards.	Consequently,	it	is	not	possible	for	the	group	to	perform	a	quantitative	sensitivity	for	a	modification	of	the	values	of	the	property.	After	the	end	of	the	year,	it	was	confirmed	that	the	Irish	VAT	liabilities	of	8.3	million	euros	and	tax	liabilities	on	wages	of	15.6	million	euros	deferred	at	31	December
2021	could	be	further	deferred	to	30	April	2023.	in	Consider	the	tests	available	in	support	of	the	available	tests	recognition	of	the	deferred	tax	activities,	the	group	takes	into	consideration	the	impact	of	both	positive	and	negative	tests	including	the	historical	financial	performance,	the	projections	of	the	taxable	income	and	the	issued	tax	legislation.
The	group	acquired	Hotel	La	Tour	Birmingham	Limited	in	July	2017.	Activities	of	Hotel	Activities	of	the	Hotel	represent	the	value	of	property,	plants	and	equipment	according	to	the	consolidated	declaration	of	the	financial	position	to	December	2021.	Therefore,	the	estimate	of	the	cash	flows	that	take	into	account	the	continuous	the	impacts	of	the
pandemic,	ready	to	support	VIU	estimates,	are	a	key	source	of	uncertainty.	I	would	like	to	recognize	the	support	of	Irish	and	British	governments	in	helping	the	hospitality	sector	to	navigate	in	the	difficulties	caused	by	the	Covid-19	pandemic	and	the	related	restrictions.	The	provision	also	includes	an	estimate	for	the	claims	supported	but	not	yet
reported	and	supported	but	not	quite	reported.	Occupation	"Like	for	Mike"	5	-	United	Kingdom	Q1	Q2	Q3	Q4	2021	13%	30%	69%	66%	2020	58%	8%	36%	19%	2019	71%	83%	88%	81%	"Like"	ARCE5	-	UK	2021	GBP62	GBP78	GBP95	GBP91	2020	GBP80	GBP61	GBP73	GBP70	2019	GBP81	GBP91	GBP93	GBP89	Garnities	€	Government	SCHOPS.
Following	the	evaluation	as	of	31	December	2021,	an	inversion	of	the	previous	expenses	of	loss	of	value	of	0.4	million	euros	relating	to	the	rights	to	the	right	to	use	and	to	0.1	million	euros	for	fixtures	and	fittings	and	equipment	is	was	recognized	in	profits	or	losses	relating	to	one	of	the	one	of	the	most	Irish	Cgu	of	the	group	(Note	10,	12).	However,	if
it	is	not	expected	to	occur	a	covered	transaction,	the	net	cumulative	gain	or	the	loss	accumulated	in	equity	is	reclassified	in	profit	or	loss.	The	revenues	and	the	associated	cost	will	be	detected	in	this	contract	in	terms	of	profit	or	loss	when	the	obligation	to	perform	in	the	contract	has	been	satisfied.	12	hotels	are	owned	and	one	is	managed	in	a	lease.
The	group	evaluates	at	the	beginning	of	the	lease	if	it	is	reasonably	certain	not	to	interrupt	the	option	and	re	-evaluate	whether	a	significant	event	or	change	occurs	in	the	circumstances	within	its	control.	We	recognize	that	the	changes	in	behavior	are	recurring	and	that	these	changes,	while	providing	opportunities	for	us,	also	involve	risks.	The
modified	conditions	established	were	that	the	employee	had	to	be	a	beneficiary	of	the	2018	LTIP	regime,	which	was	in	work	on	January	25,	2021	and	was	not	a	director	or	a	of	society	.	The	group	is	Two	0.8	million	euros	(2020:	00.7	million	euros)	by	a	key	institutional	owner	pursuant	to	a	contractual	agreement	in	which	the	owner	reimburse	the	group
for	certain	amounts	spent	in	capital	expenses	in	that	specific	property.	Despite	the	impact	of	Covid-19,	the	group	remains	in	a	strong	liquidità	position	with	cash	and	structures	not	designed	by	298.5	million	euros	at	31	December	2021.	During	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,	the	company	issued	39,291	shares	on	the	expiry	of	the
shareholding	options	granted	as	part	of	the	regime	granted	in	2017.	In	2021,	unrealized	revaluation	earnings	of	20.0	million	euros	and	unrealized	losses	of	5.7	million	euros	were	reflected	through	other	global	income	and	in	the	Realization	Reserve	in	Equity.	The	significant	inputs	are	not	observable	are:	-	Cassi	di	Cassa	for	forecasting	of	the
evaluators.	In	addition,	in	2021	the	external	food	security	audit	program	restarted	the	external	food	safety	audit	program	and	continued	our	Talata	maintenance	program	which	is	accredited	by	the	Veritas	Office.	EBIT	modified	for	the	purpose	of	evaluating	the	annual	bonus,	the	EBIT	is	modified	to	remove	the	effect	of	the	fluctuations	between	the
annual	and	budget	EUR/GBP	exchange	rate	and	other	items	considered,	by	the	remuneration	committee,	to	exit	the	framework	of	the	goal	budget	set	for	the	year.	The	group	also	examined	the	forward	curve	in	foreign	currency	for	the	loan	content.	Adjustment	of	articles	that	do	not	reflect	normal	commercial	activities	or	distort	comparability	or	year
after	year	or	with	other	similar	companies.	8.	The	net	debt	with	the	EBITDA	corrected	before	taking	into	account	the	accounting	impact	of	the	IFRS	16	at	31	December	2021	is	9.2x	(31	December	2020:	not	pertinent	due	to	the	losses).	The	safety	of	our	platforms	It	is	therefore	of	crucial	importance.	The	Cas	spread	was	agreed	in	11.9	basic	points	for
loans	that	roll	quarterly	and	3.3	basis	points	for	loans	that	roll	monthly.	monthly.	City	needs	the	return	of	international	business	trips,	as	well	as	major	events	and	conferences	for	employment	and	the	ARR	to	fully	recover.	(More	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-7-
The	group	announced	in	July	2020	that	previous	alliances	that	include	net	debt	with	the	Ebitda	and	the	coverage	of	interest	would	not	be	tested	until	June	2022.	The	group	complies	with	its	alliances	as	of	31	December	2021.	The	accounting	value	of	land	and	buildings	(re	-evaluated	at	31	December	2021)	is	1,088.8	million	(	2020:	EUR1,058.5	million).
Further	checks	are	also	underway,	including	the	monitoring	of	systems,	external	safety	tests	and	routine	of	continuity	of	corporate	continuity.	In	the	United	Kingdom,	the	group	received	government	subsidies	in	the	form	of	the	Coronavirus	work	conservation	system	for	an	amount	of	1.8	million	GBP	(2.0	million	euros)	in	2021,	the	number	of	employees
on	the	reduced	regime	during	everything	The	year	before	the	regime	ended	30	September	2021.	Sensitivity	analysis	on	the	transactional	risk,	the	group	performed	an	analysis	of	sensitivity	on	the	impact	on	the	loss	of	the	group	net	of	taxes	and	proper	capital,	the	rates	of	foreign	currency	("FX")	were	different.	The	profile	of	the	interest	rate	of	the
financial	liabilities	that	bring	interests	of	the	group,	according	to	the	management	of	the	group,	is	the	following:	nominal	amount	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	Variable	rate	tools	Financial	Passivities	-	Loans	317.156	313.768	Effect	of	the	Interest	rates	(210.049)	(196.323)	107.107	117.445	These	financial	liabilities	that	lead	interests	not	equivalent	to
the	amortized	cost	of	loans	and	loans	and	instead	represent	the	quantities	designed	of	loans	and	loans	that	are	due	to	external	financiers.	These	leasing	passivities	have	led	to	a	reduction	in	leasing	liabilities	of	1.6	million	euros	and	a	reduction	of	1.3	million	euros	to	the	accounting	value	of	the	right	to	use	activities,	as	one	of	the	activities	of	use	right
had	been	was	compromise.	As	of	31	December	2021,	the	26.3	million	euros	in	Irish	deferred	VAT	and	passivities	on	wages,	relating	to	2020	and	2021,	were	paid	during	the	year	that	ended	on	31	December	2022.	During	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2021,	There	was	no	new	system	(509	employees	had	the	patterns	granted	in	2020).	-	The
weighted	average	terminal	capitalization	rate	is	7.56%	(31	December	2020:	7.69%).	The	entrances	for	metrics	of	the	available	chamber	("Revar")	for	2020	and	2021	are	strongly	distorted	by	the	impact	of	the	periods	of	government	restrictions	on	employment	when	the	hotels	were	largely	closed	to	all	except	the	essential	services.	The	adaptation
articles	are	disclosed	in	note	2	and	note	29	to	the	consolidated	financial	statements.	In	the	United	Kingdom,	the	VAT	passivities	of	0.4	million	GBP	(EUR0.5	million)	and	the	tax	liabilities	of	GBP0.3	million	(EUR0.3	million)	were	deferred	in	2020	and	were	paid	by	installments	during	2021.	The	amount	is	based	mainly	based	on	a	basic	mainly	based	on
the	seat	mainly.	on	the	settings	envisaged	determined	by	external	loss	regulators.	Cié	has	been	declared	in	the	recognition	of	an	activity	of	use	of	55.3	million	EUR	(GBP46.6	million),	which	includes	6.2	million	EUR	(5.2	million	GBP)	of	initial	direct	costs	e	A	leasing	liability	of	EUR	49.1	million	(EUR	GBP41.4	million).	Premium	invested	following	the
impact	of	Covid-19	on	the	group,	the	performance	conditions,	the	TSR	and	the	profits	for	action	("EPS"),	as	part	of	the	2018	LTIP	regime,	have	not	been	satisfied.	The	use	of	these	rates,	in	line	with	the	applicable	accounting	standards,	reflects	the	intention	of	the	group	to	use	these	activities	for	current	trading	purposes.	There	was	no	RCF	called	in
Euro	to	31	December	2021.	where	applicable,	the	statistics	on	the	services	disclosed	for	January	and	February	2022	Clayton	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center	and	Maldron	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center,	open	at	the	beginning	of	2022	and	Hotel	Nikko,	Dusseldorf	who	was	detected	in	February	2022.	Leasing	costs	variable	according	to	revenue/ebitdar
these	these	Indexing	Linggio	payments	for	rent	to	the	hotel	cash	flows	and	reduce	fixed	payments.	The	movements	in	the	number	of	equity	prizes	are	as	follows:	2021	2020	Awards	in	place	at	the	beginning	of	the	year	3,842,928	2.361,766	granted	during	the	year	1.616,845	2.282,533	equivalent	dividends	-	42.006	for	the	year	(	393.596)	(2906)	non
628,524)	(264,092)	Exercised	during	the	year	(93,172)	(549,379)	Outstanding	at	the	end	of	the	year	4,344,481	3,842,928	2021	2020	Grant	date	Awards	Awards	March	2018	-	728,288	March	2019	822,781	847,276	March	2020	2,081,588	2,267,364	March	2021	1,184,412	-	December	2021	255,700	-	Outstanding	at	the	end	of	the	Year	4,344,481
3,842,928	Measurement	of	Fair	Values	(More	to	Follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	March	01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dalate	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary	19-	The	Fair	Value,	on	the	date	of	concession,	the	conditional	prizes	based	on	TSR	were	measured	using	a	Monte	Carlo	simulation	model.	The	area	of	climate	change,	sustainability	and
responsible	activities	is	a	strategic	attention	area	for	the	edge;	A	subcommittee	of	the	Board	of	Directors	of	ESG	is	underway,	an	environmental	management	committee,	in	charge	of	developing	appropriate	strategies.	Based	on	certain	lease	contracts,	the	group	is	committed	to	spending	a	percentage	of	turnover	on	capital	costs	in	relation	to	fixtures,
fittings	and	equipment	in	hotels	for	rent	for	the	life	of	the	lease	contract.	The	difference	between	the	accounting	value	of	noteworthy	obligations	for	shareholders	(55.4	million	euros)	before	the	reorganization	and	their	fair	value	(29.7	million	euros)	to	that	date	represents	a	contribution	from	the	shareholders	of	25.7	million	euros	that	a	separate
capital	contribution	reserve	has	been	credited.	Net	debt,	net	debt	is	calculated	in	line	with	bank	alliances	e	external	loans	and	loans	taken	and	due	to	the	banking	club	at	the	end	of	the	year	(rather	than	the	cushioned	cost	of	the	Del	Loans	and	loans),	less	cash	and	cash.	(XXVI)	derecognition	of	financial	liabilities,	the	group	removes	a	financial
responsibility	from	its	declaration	of	financial	position	when	it	is	extinct	(when	its	contractual	obligations	are	discharged,	canceled	or	expired).	EXTERNAL	RALUSIONS	OF	THE	EARTH	AND	BEDICHIFICS	OF	THE	GROUP	have	been	performed	in	accordance	with	the	evaluation	standards	of	the	Royal	Institution	of	Chartered	Surveyors	(RICS)	and	the
measurement	of	the	fair	value	IFRS	13.	Additional	financial	information	alternative	performance	measures	("APM")	and	others	Definitions	The	group	reports	some	alternative	performance	measures	("APM")	which	are	not	defined	on	the	basis	of	international	financial	reporting	standards	("IFRS"),	which	is	the	framework	according	to	which	the
consolidated	consolidated	financial	financial	statements	are	prepared.	The	variable	leasing	costs	connected	to	future	performance	or	to	the	use	of	an	underlying	activity	are	excluded	from	the	measurement	of	the	leasing	liabilities	and	from	the	right	to	the	right	to	use.	As	of	June	30,	2023,	the	net	debt	with	the	limit	of	the	Ebitda	pact	is	4.0x	and	the
minimum	of	interest	is	4.0x.	Based	on	the	agreement	on	the	magazine	structures	reached	in	November	2021,	the	previous	alliances	will	not	be	tested	until	June	2023.	Cié,	combined	with	the	emergence	of	the	murderous	variant	and	the	government	restrictions	associated	in	December	2021,	entailed	cancellations	of	events	and	bookingDuring	the
exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,	the	company	issued	93,172	EUR0.01	shares	per	share	following	the	maturation	of	the	prizes	granted	in	relation	to	the	2018	LTIP,	pursuant	to	the	2017	LTIP	plan	(note	7).	EUR212.6	million	remains	in	the	revaluation	reserve	at	31	December	2021	in	relation	to	the	incoming	increases	that	are	not	revived	of	the
previous	year.	Consequently,	the	revenues	will	be	recognized	at	a	time	in	the	future	in	which	the	obligation	performance	is	satisfied,	rather	than	over	time.	19	trade	and	other	debts	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	non	-current	passivities	other	debts	1,896	-	1,896	-	-	Commercial	passivit	Payabils	12.621	5,917	Accessions	30,810	19,610	Contract
liabilities	10.514	9.044	Added	value	Set	9,205	4.834	Payroll	Taxes	20.642	9.263	82.792	48.668	Total	84.688	48.668.	to	construction	projects.	The	group	also	has	the	values	of	the	group's	activities	tested	in	scenario	to	test	the	levels	of	the	pact	and	the	group	is	expected	to	comply	with	all	alliances	during	this	period.	During	the	exercise	closed	at	31
December	2021,	the	equivalent	in	cash	and	cash	were	detained	in	line	within	predetermined	limits	depending	on	the	credit	rating	of	the	relevant	banking/financial	institution.	The	Dublin	portfolio	excludes	the	Ballsbridge	Hotel	as	the	hotel	has	not	actually	exchanged	since	March	2020.	Where	a	derivative	financial	instrument	is	designated	as	a
coverage	of	the	variability	of	the	cash	flows	of	a	recognized	activity	or	responsibility,	the	actual	part	of	Any	profit	or	loss	on	the	derivative	financial	instrument	is	recognized	in	other	complete	income	and	accumulated	in	the	coverage	reserve.	These	APM	are	mainly	used	for	the	following	purposes:	-	to	evaluate	the	underlying	results	of	the	operations;
And	-	To	discuss	and	explain	the	group's	services	with	the	community	of	investment	analysts.	Cié	does	not	always	reflect	the	profile	of	effective	capital	expenses	incurred	by	the	group.	Cié	has	an	impact	on	the	way	we	attract,	develop	and	keep	our	people.	The	loan	structures	not	drawn	at	31	December	2021	were	257.4	million	euros	(2020:	247.9
million	euros).	Ebitdar	segments	increased	by	160.2%	to	75.1	million	euros	in	2021,	although	58.9%	remain	compared	to	the	2019	levels.	Regional	UK	and	London	remains	our	main	goal	for	growth	at	this	time.	Consequently,	the	"regulation	articles"	are	excluded,	which	do	not	reflect	the	commercial	activities	or	distorted	comparability	or	with	other
similar	companies.	Deferred	deferred	Irish	euro	passivity	of	0.2	million	and	tax	liabilities	of	2.2	million	euros	do	not	qualify	for	the	extension	and	remain	payable	during	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2022.	The	following	are	the	contractual	deadlines	of	the	financial	liabilities	of	the	group	al	December	31,	2021,	including	the	estimate	of	payments	of
non	-discounted	interest.	The	revenues	are	recognized	when	the	hotel	room	is	occupied	and	the	service	is	provided;	-	Food	revenues	and	drinks	relating	to	the	sales	of	food	and	drinks	in	the	hotel	property.	On	the	basis	of	the	group's	financial	projections,	it	is	estimated	that	the	discounted	tax	activity	in	relation	to	the	Irish	tax	losses	carried	out	for	the
24.4	million	euros	to	be	recovered	in	full	within	the	year	that	ends	on	December	31,	2027,	with	the	majority	recovered	by	the	end	of	the	year	ending	on	31	December	2022.	H2	2021	"Like	for	Mike"	Revar1	increased	to	65.85	EUR	(67%	of	H2	2019).	The	hotels	were	authorized	to	reopen	to	the	public	on	June	2,	which	led	to	an	increase	in	employment
and	the	recovery	of	Revar	in	the	second	half	of	the	year,	with	EUR77.77's	H2	Revpar	representing	97%	of	the	levels	of	the	2019.	The	Board	of	Directors	and	the	Executive	Management	remain	concentrated	on	more	large	market	dynamics	and	on	the	changes	that	are	in	common.	The	group	also	supported	more	high	margins	on	loans,	as	shown	by	the
increase	in	the	average	weighted	interest	rate	of	the	3.55%	group	(2020:	2.76%)	of	which	2.68%	(2020:	1.94%	)	relating	to	the	margin.	-	Four	Swaps	on	interest	rates	were	used	with	a	date	of	entry	into	force	of	26	October	2023	and	a	mature	date	of	26	October	2024	which	covers	the	reference	rate	Sonia	on	the	term	pounds	called	loans.	In	addition,
the	group	is	committed	to	non	-cancellable	rents	and	other	contractual	obligations	due	to	the	agreements	for	the	contract	who	have	not	yet	started.	The	cost	includes	the	expenses	directly	attributable	to	the	acquisition	of	ownership,	plants	and	equipment	unless	it	is	acquired	as	part	of	a	company	combination	within	the	IFRS	3	business	3	where	the



cost	considered	is	its	fair	value	of	acquisition	date.	The	Board	of	Directors	examines	the	group's	capital	structure	on	a	continuous	basis,	included	as	part	of	the	normal	strategic	and	financial	planning	processes.	The	group	wants	to	encourage	the	vigorous	research	of	the	opportunities	and	excluding	certain	one	-off	items,	guide	the	behaviors	that	we
seek	from	the	managers	and	encourage	the	direction	to	invest	in	long	-term	interests	of	shareholders.	Trading	in	December	was	influenced	by	the	growing	concerns	for	the	Old	Variant	during	that	month,	although	they	resided	rapidly.	The	group	measures	the	activity	of	right	to	the	use	of	the	leaseback	to	the	proportion	of	the	previous	amount	of
transport	of	the	activity	relating	to	the	right	of	use	detained	by	the	group.	The	total	sales	value	of	the	transaction	is	42.4	million	euros	(excluding	VAT),	which	is	due	in	the	quarter	of	the	second	2022	(to	the	practical	completion).	In	line	with	phase	2	-	Amendments	to	IFRS	9,	IAS	39,	IFRS	7,	IFRS	4	and	IFRS	16,	the	group	has	started	the	practical
expedient	that	allows	the	group	to	update	the	actual	interest	rate	for	the	passage	to	Sonia,	without	having	to	Having	to	modify	loans	and	loans	and	therefore	there	was	no	impact	of	modification	of	profit	or	loss.	The	fair	value	esteemed	pursuant	to	this	evaluation	model	would	increase	or	decrease	whether:	-	The	cash	flow	of	the	evaluators	was	more	or
less	than	expected;	E/O	-	The	rectified	discount	rate	for	the	risk	and	the	terminal	capitalization	rate	were	lowest	or	higher.	The	key	sentences	and	the	hypotheses	used	to	estimate	future	cash	flows	in	value	loss	tests	are	subjective	and	include	the	expected	Ebitda	(as	defined	in	note	2),	discount	rates	and	duration	of	the	discounted	cash	flow	model(ii)
declaration	The	consolidated	financial	statements	have	been	compared	to	compliance	with	international	financial	reporting	standards	("IFRS")	and	their	interpretations	issued	by	international	international	accounting	Council	('IASB')	adopted	by	the	EU	and	those	parts	of	the	2014	Act	Company	applicable	to	the	Company	that	refer	to	the	IFRS	and
article	4	of	the	IAS	Regulation.	The	value	of	these	activities	within	the	cost	model	is	849.8	million	euros	(2020:	834.2	million	euros).	Finish	on	Dalata	Dalata	Hotel	Group	Plc	was	founded	in	August	2007	and	listed	as	PLC	in	March	2014.	The	increase	was	led	by	the	additional	accusations	on	the	new	conference	center	at	Clayton	Cardiff	Lane,	Dublin
and	extension	with	44	rooms	rooms	and	movements	in	foreign	currency.	The	evaluation	methods	are	as	follows:	-	Level	1:	listed	prices	(not	regulated)	in	the	active	markets	for	identical	activities	or	passivities.	We	have	also	seen	that	other	related	risks	emerge	that	the	asrestrical	have	started	to	relieve	from	the	Metã	of	2010,	including	the	supply
chain	and	the	inflationary	pressures	of	the	costs.	Webelieve	our	experience	and	financial	force	make	us	a	favorite	partner	for	the	new	hotel	developments	and	WeContinue	to	evaluate	the	risks	associated	with	the	expansion	of	the	business	in	the	United	Kingdom	and	in	Europe.	The	group	influx	of	the	group	of	5.9	million	euros	(excluding	the	impact	of
the	net	payment	of	loans	and	movements	in	exchange	rates)	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	despite	the	demanding	trading	environment.	Following	a	revision	for	the	reduction	of	value	of	the	CGUs	containing	a	good	voluntary	to	31	December	2021,	a	good	will	not	was	necessary	(2020:	22.6	million	euros	for	a	CGU	relating	to	an	Irish
hotel	and	EUR0.6	million	(	GBP0.6	million)	for	a	CGU	relating	to	a	British	hotel).	The	entire	fair	value	of	a	coverage	derivative	is	classified	as	a	non	-current	activity	or	a	non	-current	responsibility	if	the	remaining	maturity	of	the	coverage	tool	is	more	than	twelve	months	and	as	a	current	or	current	activity	if	the	mature	of	the	coverage	tool	is	less	than
twelve	months.	The	income	from	managed	hotels	represents	the	commissions	and	other	income	earned	by	the	services	provided	in	relation	to	the	partner	hotels	that	are	not	owned	or	for	rent	the	group.	On	the	basis	of	these	projections	and	in	all	scenarios,	the	group	is	expected	to	comply	with	all	alliances	and	has	sufficient	liquidity	in	the	12	-month
period	from	the	signature	of	these	consolidated	budgets	and	in	fact	the	more	long	of	that.	Expansion	and	development	strategy	-	while	we	continue	to	grow	our	activity,	there	is	the	risk	that	a	small	number	of	value	opportunities	and	value	at	additional	value	or	value	will	be	available	or	that	more	risky	options	are	taken.	These	costs,	mainly
construction	costs,	have	been	used	to	satisfy	the	contract	and	should	be	recovered.	(XII)	The	property,	plants	and	equipment	and	buildings	are	initially	declared	at	the	cost,	including	the	transaction	costs	directly	attributable	(or	a	fair	value	if	acquired	through	company	combinations)	and	subsequently	to	fair	value.	The	hotels	fully	reopened	to	the
public	in	England	and	Wales	on	May	17,	2021	and	in	Northern	Ireland	on	May	24,	2021.	The	hotel	was	reopened	to	the	public	pursuant	to	the	group	management	since	15	February	2022.	Added	to	the	rights	of	law	The	use	includes	81.2	million	euros	(68.7	million	GBP)	of	leasing	liabilities	and	9.1	million	euros	(7	million	GBP)	relating	to	early
payments	and	initial	direct	costs.	As	of	31	December	2020,	the	loans	and	loans	called	in	euros	are	classified	as	a	passive	in	the	Republic	of	Ireland	(note	21).	Following	the	impact	of	Covid-19,	value	loss	tests	were	carried	out	on	the	group	of	the	group	at	31	December	2021	(note	10).	Therefore,	although	the	Cas	spreads	are	slightly	different	on	the
covered	article	and	on	the	coverage	tool	following	the	IBOR	reform,	it	has	a	marginal	impact	and	the	coverage	tools	continue	to	effectively	cover	the	risks	of	the	interest	rate	on	covered	articles.	Costs	for	fulfilling	the	contract	The	costs	of	fulfillment	contract	refer	to	the	contractual	agreement	of	the	group	with	i-res	stipulated	on	November	16,	2018,
all	the	69	Residential	Units)	on	the	website	of	the	former	Tara	Towers	Hotel.	Cié	would	therefore	entail	one	or	more	of	the	modified	inputs	for	the	preparation	of	a	discounted	rein	-discounted	cash	flow.	The	hypotheses	and	conditions	to	determine	the	impairment	of	start	-up	reflect	the	best	estimates	and	judgments	of	the	management,	but	these
elements	involve	significant	intrinsic	uncertainties,	many	of	which	are	not	under	the	control	of	management.	As	of	December	31,	2021,	the	group	owns	27	hotels	(31	December	2020:	27	hotels)	and	has	an	effective	property	of	a	further	hotel	that	manages	(31	December	2020:	a	hotel).	We	have	a	consolidated	picture	for	health,	safety	and	safety	in	our
hotels	and	investments	in	our	health	and	safety	processes	remains	a	priority.	Although,	the	Cas	spreads	are	slightly	different	on	the	covered	object	and	on	the	coverage	tool,	it	is	marginal	and,	consequently,	the	roofing	reports	continue	to	be	fully	effective	with	31	December	2021	and	the	coverage	accountant	continues	to	be	applied	(	Note	21,	24).
Future	cash	flows	expected	are	intrinsically	uncertain	and	therefore	susceptible	to	change	materially	over	time	(note	10).	At	that	point,	any	gain	or	cumulative	loss	on	the	covering	tool	recognized	in	equity	remains	in	equity	and	is	recognized	when	the	forecast	transaction	is	ultimately	recognized	in	profit	or	loss.	This	APM	is	presented	to	show	the
group's	financial	lever	after	including	the	accounting	estimate	of	the	leasing	liabilities	following	the	application	of	IFRS	16.	Consequently,	a	merger	reserve	of	10.3	million	euros	(negative)	was	built	in	the	consolidated	declaration	of	the	financial	position.	It	also	includes	the	capital	expenses	engaged	in	other	group	hotels.	The	following	amounts	refer
only	to	the	non	-discounted	interests	envisaged	to	be	supported	for	of	interest	rates	exchange	liabilities.	Related	payments	are	recognized	as	an	expense	in	the	period	in	which	the	event	or	condition	that	triggers	those	those	It	occurs	and	are	included	in	administrative	expenses	in	profit	or	loss.	For	the	purposes	of	the	tests	for	the	reduction	of	value,
the	activities	are	grouped	in	the	most	small	group	of	activities	that	generate	cash	inspections	from	continuous	use	that	are	largely	independent	of	the	cash	inspection	of	other	activities	or	groups	of	activities	(the	unit	of	generation	of	cash	").	The	net	debt	to	evaluate	the	pact	and	the	minimum	liquidity	test	will	remain	in	force	until	that	date.	Pursuant
to	the	IFRS	16,	the	property	is	deceased	at	the	time	of	the	sale	of	the	activity	and	replaced	with	An	activity	of	right	to	use	following	the	leaseback.	7.	Based	on	the	previous	accounting	standard,	the	entire	difference	must	be	recorded	immediately	as	a	loss	of	profit	or	loss.	(Other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:	00	ET	(07:00	GMT)
DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminary	-33-	Following	a	fundamental	review	and	of	the	reforms	of	interest	rates	undertaken	globally,	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	S	Oscted	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group
replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	Group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	by	the	group	replaced	in	the	group	replaced	in	the	group	replaced	in	the	group	replaced	by	the	Libor	group,	as	its
Sterling	variable	interest	rate,	in	Sonia	more	a	spread	of	adaptation	of	the	agreed	credit	"Cas	spread"	from	2	November	2021	.	The	portion	of	December	31,	2021	involved	a	foreign	currency	of	0.8	million	euros	and	a	corresponding	increase	in	Goodwill.	A	similar	approach	was	adopted	for	Euribor,	which	is	the	variable	on	loans	and	loans	called	in
euros.	This	non-recurring	initiative	was	introduced	by	the	support	patterns	of	the	Covid-19	government	and	allows	the	temporary	conservation	of	an	element	of	taxes	collected	during	2020	and	2021	on	behalf	of	the	tax	authorities.	The	profits	diluted	per	action	are	calculated	on	the	basis	of	the	profit/loss	of	the	year	attributable	to	the	owners	of	the
company	and	the	average	weighted	number	diluted	with	shares	and	potential	actions	in	circulation.	The	self	-assurance	program	began	in	July	2015	and	the	growing	levels	of	data	on	complaints	is	becoming	available.	The	performance	conditions	not	based	on	the	market	attached	to	the	prizes	have	not	been	taken	into	consideration	in	the	measurement
of	fair	value	al	al	Date.	The	accounting	value	of	loans	and	loans	at	a	mobile	rate	and	loans	is	considered	a	reasonable	approximation	of	fair	value.	Bank	loans	for	bank	loans,	the	fair	value	was	calculated	on	the	basis	of	the	current	value	of	the	cash	flows	envisaged	and	of	interest	expected	discounted	to	effective	interest	rates	on	the	reference	date.	-
terminal	capitalization	rates	must	be	between	5.00%	and	9.25%	(31	December	2020:	5.00%	and	9.25%).	The	amount	that	can	be	recovered	as	of	December	31,	2021	of	each	of	these	CGUs	who	associated	the	start	is	based	on	the	VIU.	As	of	31	December	2021,	the	recoverable	amount	of	this	CGU	was	3.6	million	euros	(2020:	3.1	million	euros).	The
group	marks	its	rental	business	and	ownership	of	the	geographical	region	within	which	hotels	operate	are	Dublin,	regional	Ireland	and	the	United	Kingdom.	The	issuer	is	the	only	responsible	for	the	content	of	this	announcement.	Other	intangible	activities	(others	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel
Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-22-	Other	intangible	activities	of	1.2	million	euros	at	31	December	2021	represent	A	software	license	contract	stipulated	by	the	group	in	2019.	Due	to	the	impact	of	the	Covid-19	pandemic	from	March	2020,	this	report	did	not	apply	for	2021	and	2020.	Different	of	the	right	to	use	assets	pursuant	to	IFRS	16,	the	right	the
activities	of	use	are	amortized	on	a	basis	at	constant	shares	until	the	end	of	their	estimated	useful	life,	generally	the	end	of	the	lease	period.	In	addition,	the	impact	of	the	revaluation	losses	not	subject	to	the	tax	reduced	the	rate	of	the	actual	income	tax	in	the	previous	year,	compared	to	the	year	closed	at	31	December	2021.	Level	2:	inputs	other	than
the	listed	prices	included	in	the	level	1	that	are	observable	for	the	activity	or	responsibility,	directly	(that	is,	how	or	indirectly	(that	is,	derived	from	prices).	Viu	estimates	were	based	on	the	following	key	hypotheses:	-	The	projections	of	the	cash	flow	are	based	on	the	results	and	the	operational	forecasts	by	managing	a	tenyear	period	in	case	of
ownership	property.	Team	experts	in	our	central	office	and	in	each	of	our	hotels	they	allowed	us	to	manage	quick	changes	in	demand	levels.	Cié	was	compensated	for	expenditure	for	capital	expenses	committed	and	essential	of	20.0	million	euros,	payments	of	the	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	of	12.9	million	euros,	costs	paid	to	enter	new	lease	and
agreements	for	the	Leasing	of	3.2	million	euros,	fixed	leasing	payments	of	33.3	EUR	MILI	and	other	payments	of	the	costs	of	interest	and	financing	of	15.3	million	euros	(which	includes	the	payment	of	the	commissions	of	the	debt	structure	of	1.2	millions	of	euros	in	relation	to	the	agreement	on	the	modified	and	renamed	structure).	Loans	and	loans
decreased	from	31	December	2020	(314.1	million	EUR)	due	to	net	reimbursements	of	loans	for	a	total	of	17.6	million	EUR	and	the	impact	of	the	accounting	agreement	of	the	structure	modified	and	renamed	in	November	2021	of	4.0	million	euros,	compensated	by	foreign	changes	that	have	increased	the	translated	value	of	the	loans	traced	in	pounds
by	21.0	million	euros.	The	rectified	measures	of	profitability	represent	the	appropriate	IFRS	measures	adequate	to	show	the	underlying	operating	services	of	the	group	and	exclude	the	articles	that	do	not	reflect	the	normal	commercial	activities	or	distort	the	comparability	or	year	after	year	or	with	other	similar	companies.	-	The	weighted	average
terminal	capitalization	rate	is	6.54%	(31	December	2020:	6.52%).	Based	on	these	data,	the	highest	and	low	medium	EUR	rates:	FX	GBP	rates	were	used	for	the	purposes	of	sensitivity,	respectively,	0.92	and	0.71.	The	initial	cost	includes	the	initial	amount	of	the	adequate	leasing	liabilities	for	early	payments	and	installments	on	the	start	date,	costs
Initial	and,	where	applicable,	reclassifications	from	intangible	activities	or	accounting	adjustments	relating	to	the	sale	and	ally.	The	group	monitors	the	net	value	of	value,	which	is	a	temporary	alliance	pursuant	to	the	agreement	on	the	group's	loan	structure	and	is	24%	a	December	2021	(31	December	2020:	23%).	3	statutory	information	and	another
2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	amortization	of	properties,	systems	and	equipment	27.033	26,607	Amortation	of	the	activities	of	use	of	use	19.522	20,663	variable	ligament	costs:	land	and	buildings	130	271	pre-opening	costs	of	the	hotel	1.927	81	Hotel	Pre-Hotel	Pre-Hotel	Pre-Hotel	Pre-Hotel	Pre-Hotel	Pre-Hotel	Pre-Hotel-Insine	The	costs	refer	to	the
costs	incurred	by	the	group	before	opening	new	hotels.	These	swaps	set	the	reference	rate	Sonia	between	0.95%	and	0.96%.	The	net	value	of	value	must	be	equal	to	or	less	than	55%	at	each	test	date	until	31	December	2022.	When	measuring	the	fair	value	of	an	activity	or	responsibility,	the	group	uses	the	market	data	observable	as	possible,	With	non
-financial	activities,	be	measured	on	the	basis	of	the	maximum	and	to	the	best	use.	Reconciliation:	Below	Refer	Reference	in	Financial	2021	2020	Reconciliazion	of	APM	(XV)	Statements	EUR	EUR'000	Loss	Before	Tax	Statement	of	(11,436)	(111,461)	Comprehensive	Interest	On	Lease	Liability	Note	2	24.409	22.405	Other	Interest	and	Finance	Costs
Note	2	2	8,469	15.548	Remove	Impact	of	Adjusting	Items	Note	2	(5,299)	44,372	Foreign	Exchange	Movements2	(621)	(2)	Modified	EBIT	-	APM	(XV)	15,522	(29,138)	2	Foreign	Exchange	Movements:	UK	EBITDA	-	GBP	17,458	2.867	UK	FX	FX	Rates	-	Euro	19,398	3,186	UK	Ebitda	translated	to	effective	FX	rates	-	Note	Euro	2	20.662	3,399	Impact	of
movements	in	foreign	currency	(A)	(1,264)	(213)	of	ownership	depreciation,	plants	and	equipment,	active	rights	and	12,413	12,010	Amorzation	on	the	Activities	of	the	United	Kingdom	of	the	GBP	of	ownership,	plants	and	equipment,	active	rights	and	13,793	13,344	amorzation	on	the	United	Kingdom	activities	translated	to	FX	rates	foreseen-EURO	of
PRO	Priet,	plants	and	equipment,	of	right	of	use	S	and	14,436	13,555	amorzation	on	the	United	Kingdom	activities	translated	to	actual	FX	rates	-	Euro	impact	of	movements	in	changes	(b)	643	211	exchange	movements	(A+B)	(621)	(2)	excluding	IFRS	16	16	16	Due	to	the	significant	impact	of	the	adoption	of	IFRS	16	on	the	consolidated	budgets	of	the
group	from	2019	onwards,	further	APMs	were	included	to	provide	the	reader	with	further	information	to	help	explain	the	underlying	operating	performance	of	the	group.	The	group	recorded	a	basic	loss	per	share	of	2.8	cents	(2020:	loss	per	share	of	50.9	cents;	2019:	useful	for	action	of	42.4	cents)	and	a	rectified	base	loss1	per	share	of	6.4	cents
(2020:	loss	per	share	of	27.2	cents;	2019:	useful	for	action	of	42.0	cents).	These	include	the	three	segments	to	report	the	group.	An	increase	in	normal	share	capital	and	the	share	premium,	in	the	event	that	the	price	paid	per	action	is	higher	than	the	cost	per	action,	it	is	found	that	reflects	the	issue	of	shares	following	the	maturation	of	the	prizes	and
options.	There	are	no	other	transactions	of	related	parties	that	require	dissemination	in	accordance	with	IAS	24	in	these	consolidated	financial	statements.	The	variable	leasing	costs	considered	fixed	in	substance	are	included	as	part	of	the	leasing	liabilities	and	not	in	the	following	table.	Our	new	hotels	are	all	built	for	health	and	safety	standards	and
all	renovations	include	health	and	safety	as	the	main	consideration.	Further	software	licenses	were	stipulated	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	of	€	0.05	million	(2020:	00.05	million	euros).	The	transition	was	effective	for	all	loans	in	pounds	and	loans	to	their	next	date	of	rollover,	post	2	November	2021.	The	level	of	repressed	demand
for	residence	stays	also	offered	the	opportunity	to	give	in	to	the	rate	with	ARCH	who	exceeded	The	levels	of	2019	in	many	of	our	hotels.	Cié	has	led	to	a	recognition	of	a	right	of	right	to	use	and	to	be	recognized	both	for	leasing,	in	the	consolidated	declaration	of	the	financial	both	for	their	respective	cash	flows	removed	from	the	Teazzini	for	the	leasing
table	above;	E	-	The	agreement	for	the	lease	for	the	Malding	Hotel	in	Birmingham,	which	is	reflected	in	the	in	As	of	December	31,	2020,	there	is	no	more.	The	costs	of	1.2	million	euros	incurred	in	relation	to	the	modification	have	been	capitalized	and	will	be	amortized	to	profits	or	losses	on	the	basis	of	effective	interest	rate	during	the	loan	structure
period.	The	exchange	movements	represent	the	difference	in	the	conversion	of	the	ABITDA	from	the	hotels	of	the	United	Kingdom	to	actual	exchange	rate	in	2021	compared	to	the	budgetary	exchange	rates,	after	amortization.	The	times	and	amounts	payable	are	subject	to	changes	depending	on	the	start	date	of	these	lease	contracts	and	the	final
bedroom	numbers.	Parking	revenues	are	recognized	when	the	service	is	provided.	These	sites	and	capital	investments	made	are	recorded	at	the	cost.	Our	institutional	owners	remain	engaged	in	our	long	-term	partnerships	and	our	shareholders	have	supported	us	through	the	equity	positioning	in	September	2020	and	are	influenced	by	the	continuous
suspension	of	dividends.	Remuneration	of	administrators	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	salary	and	other	emoluments	1.623	1,525	earnings	on	the	accrual	of	the	prizes	granted	in	2018	pursuant	to	LTIP	3	-	Prizes	gains	granted	in	2017	in	2017	pursuant	to	2017	with	the	LTIP	2017	-	612	expenses	expenses	Taxes	438	433	-	Contribution	defined	117	112
compensation	of	the	former	director	102	-	2.283	2,682	disclosed	amounts	are	inclusive	of	the	remuneration	of	people	connected	as	defined	by	the	law	on	the	2014	Societies.	The	average	weighted	interest	rate	includes	the	impact	of	the	coverage	on	covered	parts	of	the	underlying	loans.	The	assessments	for	the	reduction	were	carried	out	on	the	group
of	the	group	at	31	December	2021.	Safety	of	information	and	data	protection	-	as	in	the	case	of	all	companies,	we	recognize	the	threats	associated	with	IT	criminality,	risks	of	information	technology	and	the	need	from	The	data	we	hold.	The	resulting	difference	was	recognized	as	a	profit	of	remaining	on	the	rights	to	use	in	profit	or	loss.	The	group	has
chosen	not	to	recognize	the	rights	to	the	right	to	use	and	the	liabilities	of	the	lease	for	short	-term	lease	contracts	Confers,	fittings	and	equipment	that	have	a	lease	of	12	months	or	less	and	leasing	of	low	value	activities.	The	income	of	the	management	commissions	is	included	in	other	income.	The	amount	recognized	as	an	expense	is	not	adequate	for
market	conditions	that	are	not	satisfied.	These	estimates	and	judgments	are	based	on	historical	experience	and	other	factors,	including	expectations	of	future	events,	which	are	believed	to	be	reasonable	in	circumstances	and	are	subject	to	continuous	revaluations.	We	remain	vigilant	in	the	light	of	the	current	challenges	that	face	the	hospitality
industry,	in	particular	the	inflationary	pressures	and	the	lack	of	labor.	The	group	also	implemented	a	dedicated	development	with	the	skills	and	skills	relevant	to	identify	and	evaluate	potential	opportunities	and	crafts.	The	group	adopted	the	phase	2	amendments	issued	by	the	IASB	in	interest	rates	reform	of	the	benchmark	-	phase	2	amendments	to
IFRS	9,	IAS	39,	IFRS	7,	IFRS	4	and	IFRS	16.	This	analysis	assumes	that	all	the	other	variables,	in	Particular	in	foreign	currency,	in	particular	in	foreign	currency	exchange	rates,	remain	constant.	(c)	Cover	reserve	The	roof	reserve	includes	the	effective	part	of	the	cumulative	net	variation	in	the	fair	value	of	the	coverage	tools	used	in	the	covers	of	the
cash	flow,	net	of	the	deferred	tax,	where	applicable.	The	resulting	difference	of	0.3	million	euros	has	been	recognized	as	a	profit	gain	on	the	activities	of	right	of	use	in	profit	or	loss.	The	revenues	of	operational	leasing	by	activities	of	sub-level	use	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	amounted	to	0.1	million	euros	(31	December	2020:	00.1
million	euros).	In	a	sale	and	subsequent	leasingback,	the	seller	maintains	the	economic	rent	of	the	activities	of	the	activity	for	the	period	of	the	lease.	The	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,	following	an	internal	group	renovation,	the	following	entities	were	united	in	their	mother	entities,	DHGL	Limited,	-	Dilate	Management	Services	Limited,
Cavenford	Dac,	Vizmol	Limited,	Sparrowdale	Limited	and	Swintron	Swintron	2021	2020	reconciliation	with	rectified	loss	for	the	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	loss	of	taxes	(11,436)	(111,461)	financial	costs	32.878	37.953	useful/(loss)	before	tax	and	financial	costs	21,442	(73,508)	adjustment	of	the	items	(	Note	2)	Net	proprietary.	Recalitation
movements	through	profits	or	losses	(6,790)	30,836	compromise	of	the	good	will-3.226	(net	inversion	of	the	previous	loss	of	loss	of	value)/	expenses	of	loss	of	value	of	the	activities	of	right	to	use	(39)	7,541	net	reversal	of	the	previous	accusations	of	insufficiency,	fittings	and	(120)	1,015	loss	of	equipment	for	sale	and	leaseback-1.673	gain	of	removing
the	right	to	use	(277)-the	pre-opening	of	the	hotel	1.927	81	profit/loss	rectified	on	the	gross	of	taxes	and	Finance	Costs	16.143	(29.136)	Financial	costs	(32,878)	(37,953)	adjustment	of	the	items	in	the	financial	costs	Edit	(earnings)/loss	on	the	modified	debt	structure	(note	5)	(2,704)	4.272	loss	rectified	loss	of	taxes	(19,439)	(62.817)	Tax	credit	5.107
10.783	Tax	tax	credit	regulation.	Tax	registration	to	reactivate	articles	42	(1,	830)	corrected	loss	for	the	year	(14,290)	(53,864)	30	approval	of	the	financial	statements	The	financial	statements	were	approved	by	the	administrators	on	February	28,	2022.	The	following	table	shows	the	weighted	average	interest	rates	sensitized	in	which	the	variable	rate
is	sensitized	upwards	or	downwards.	Occupation	"likes	for	Mike"	-	Dublin	Q1	Q2	Q3	Q4	2021	14%	24%	55%	57%	2020	63%	13%	27%	19%	2019	80%	93%	94%	84%	'as	per	type'	ARC2	-	Dublin	2021	EUR71	EUR77	EUR95	EUR101	2020	EUR103	EUR82	EUR79	EUR73	2019	EUR109	EUR133	EUR136	EUR117	2.	The	group	complosed	all	the	conditions
of	the	respective	patterns	during	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	and	at	31	December	2020.	The	group	supported	4.1	million	of	renovation	capital	during	2021	(2.6	million	euros	relating	to	the	second	half	of	the	year)	which	mainly	referred	to	essential	works	in	hotels.	It	also	has	most	of	a	further	hotel	that	manages	(31	December	2020:	a
hotel).	hotel).	Tasso	swaps	are	used	by	the	group	to	partially	convert	the	loans	called	in	the	group's	pounds	with	fixed	interest	rates.	Our	activity	has	been	significantly	challenged	by	Covid-19	in	the	last	two	years,	but	we	have	always	tried	to	behave	ethically	and	ethically.	Cié	has	led	to	an	inversion	of	the	loss	of	value	on	the	right	to	the	use	of	EUR0.4
million	and	fixtures,	and	equipment	of	euros.	The	occupations	"as	per	Mike"	began	to	recover	from	14.1%	for	H1	2021	reaching	63.9%	at	a	group	level	for	the	third	quarter	of	2021	supported	by	strong	levels	of	residence	and	by	the	return	of	national	societies	and	work	more	late	in	the	period.	The	group	has	third	-party	insurance	coverage	above	the
specific	limits	for	individual	complaints	and	has	a	maximum	total	aggregate	payable	for	all	complaints	in	a	year.	The	group	applies	the	fair	value	model	in	the	IAS	40	investment	property	to	the	right	to	the	right	to	use	that	satisfy	the	definition	of	investment	properties.	17	Equivalents	in	cash	and	cash	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	in	cash	in	the	bank
and	in	hand	41.112	50.197	41.112	50.197	18	Capital	and	share	capital	and	stock	reservations	at	31	December	2021	number	of	authorized	share	capital	EUR'000	ordinary	ordinary	actions	of	EUR0.01	Each	each	10,000,000,000	100.000	ALLTED,	CALLED-UP	AND	FULLY	PAID	SHARES	NUMBER	EUR'000	Ordinary	Shares	of	EUR01	Each	222,865,363
2.229	Share	Premium	504,895	at	31	December	2020	Authorized	Share	Capital	Number	Eur'000	Ordinary	Shares	of	Eur01	10,000,000,000	100,000	alloted,	Called	-Up	and	completely	paid	quotas	EUR'000	ordinary	shares	of	EUR0.01	every	222,732,900	2.227	Equity	award	504,735	All	ordinary	shares	are	classified	in	the	same	way	as	regards	the
residual	activities	of	the	company.	Revision	of	For	segment	-	Dublin	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	years	Solame	52.098	43,436	Food	and	drinks	17,186	16,012	Other	entrances	5,762	5,730	Total	entrances	75.046	65,178	Revenue	of	revenue	per	segment	-	Ireland	Regional	2021	2020	2020	2020	EUR'000	Room	revenue	33,998	21,620	Food	and
beverage	revenue	15,131	11,084	Other	revenue	4,300	3,597	Total	revenue	53,429	36,301	Revenue	review	by	segment	-	UK	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	Room	revenue	47,191	24,699	Food	and	beverage	revenue	12,716	7,922	Other	revenue	3,608	2,721	Total	revenue	63,515	35,342	Other	geographical	information	2021	2020	Republic	UK	Republic	of
Ireland	UK	of	Ireland	Total	Total	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	Revenue	Owned	hotels	99,179	40,765	139,944	74,099	24,617	98,716	Leased	hotels	29,296	22,750	52,046	27,380	10,725	38,105	Total	revenue	128,475	63,515	191,990	101,479	35,342	136,821	2021	2020	Republic	of	Ireland	UK	Republic	of	Ireland	UK	Total	Total
EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EBITDAR	Owned	hotels	44,335	13,562	57,897	20,528	2,491	23,019	Hotel	in	leasing	10.073	7.177	17.250	4.917	940	5.857	Ebitdar	totale	54.408	20.739	75.147	25.445	3.431	28.876	2021	2020	Repubblica	di	Irlanda	Repubblica	di	Ireland	UK	Totale	Euro	'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000
Altre	informazioni	di	leasing	variabile	53	77	130	239	32	271	Ammortamento	di	proprietÃ	,	impianti	e	attrezzature	17.987	9.046	27.033	18.078	8.529	26.607	Deprezzamento	del	diritto	di	uso	di	diritto	14.288	5.234	19,522	15.769	4	20.660	Interesse	sulle	passivitÃ		di	leasing	15.282	9.127	24.409	14.804	7.601	22.405	AttivitÃ		e	passivitÃ		al	31	dicembre
2021	al	31	dicembre	2020	Repubblica	della	Repubblica	d'Irlanda	UK	totale	UK	totale	(di	piÃ¹	da	seguire)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	March	01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07	1	1.243.902	850.797	351.946	1.202.743	AttivitÃ		di	diritto	all'uso	269.681	222.188	491.869	284.759	126.248	411.007	ProprietÃ		di	investimento	1,575	503	2.078	1.575	514	2,089	non	cavibili
3.956.	5,754	9,059	Contract	fulfilment	costs	36,255	-	36,255	22,374	-	22,374	Other	current	assets	21,605	34,946	56,551	20,059	40,627	60,686	Total	assets	excluding	derivatives	and	deferred	tax	1,209,956	659,006	1,868,962	1,203,173	536,518	1,739,691	assets	Derivative	assets	832	-	Deferred	tax	assets	20,161	12,344	Total	assets	1,889,955
1,752,035	Liabilities	Loans	and	borrowings	-	313,533	313,533	14,376	299,767	314,143	Lease	liabilities	261,993	219,933	481,926	271,549	128,083	399,632	Trade	and	other	payables	67,040	17,648	84,688	40,650	8,018	48,668	Total	liabilities	excluding	provision	for	329,033	551,114	880,147	326,575	435,868	762,443	liabilities,	derivatives	and	tax
liabilities	Provision	for	liabilities	8,188	8,275	Derivative	liabilities	1,029	9.042	passivitÃ		fiscali	attuali	282	91	passivitÃ		fiscali	differite	42.896	39.404	passivitÃ		totali	932.542	819.255	Riserva	di	rivalutazione	194.574	17.998	212.572	186.343	12.963	199.306	Le	informazioni	sopra	a	asset,	levazioni	e	riserve	di	revalutazione	sono	NED	dal	paese	in
quanto	non	fa	parte	delle	informazioni	segmentali	regolarmente	esaminate	dai	principali	decisori	operativi.	La	valutazione	si	basava	sul	prezzo	atteso	che	sarebbe	stato	ricevuto	per	vendere	l'attivitÃ		in	modo	definitivo	in	una	transazione	ordinata	tra	i	partecipanti	al	mercato	a	tale	data	sul	presupposto	che	tutti	i	futuri	benefici	economici	per	l'attivitÃ	
vengano	eliminati.	Altre	tre	suite	sono	state	acquisite	a	Clayton	Hotel	Liffey	Valley	nell'ottobre	2021.	Il	tasso	di	interesse	sterling	applicabile	agli	swap	sul	tasso	di	interesse	del	gruppo	Ã¨	stato	il	Libor	per	l'esercizio	chiuso	al	31	dicembre	2021.	La	politica	del	gruppo	per	gli	investimenti	in	contanti	Ã¨	di	limitare	il	rischio	di	perdita	principale	e
Garantire	il	recupero	finale	dei	fondi	investiti	limitando	il	rischio	di	credito.	Riconciliazione:	nota	29	vi.	Di	conseguenza,	il	deflusso	di	cassa	gratuito	per	il	2020	Ã¨	diminuito	da	(EUR41.329k)	a	The	costs	of	Euro	of	0.6	million	incurred	in	relation	to	this	amendment	have	been	capitalized	in	loans	and	e	Based	on	the	debt	depot	regime	by	the	Irish
government,	the	group	has	deferred	tax	liabilities	for	wages	for	a	total	of	33.6	million	euros	in	2021.	3.	6	personal	expenses	the	average	number	of	people	(equivalent	to	Full	-time)	employed	by	the	group	(including	executive	administrators),	analyzed	by	category,	was	the	following:	2021	2020	administration	495	447	another	2,010	1,487	2.505	1.934
full	-time	equivalent	divided	by	the	geographical	region	was	the	following:	2021	2020	Dublin	(including	the	functions	CONTROLS	OF	THE	GROUP)	1.149	944	Ireland	Regional	834	583	UK	522	407	2.505	1.934	The	management	costs	of	the	aggregate	salaries	of	these	people	were	as	follows:	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	wages	and	salaries	48,159
45,540	Costs	of	social	well	-being	2,973	4,242	pension	costs	-	Defined	contribution	1,348	1,260	Espendas	based	on	shares	2.159	2,280	pregnancy	2,718	pension	costs.	53,405	wages	and	salaries	and	the	costs	of	social	assistance	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020	have	been	modified	in	these	financial	statements.	The	revenues	of	the	food	and
drinks	of	the	United	Kingdom	increased	by	58.0%	to	10.9	million	GBP	compared	to	2020.	The	dimensions	of	value	are	charged	by	other	global	incomes	and	the	revaluation	reserve	to	the	extent	that	a	previous	gain	It	was	recorded	there,	and	subsequently	they	are	charged	through	profit	or	loss.	The	group	has	prepared	financial	projections	and	has
subjected	them	to	tests	of	scenarios	that	also	support	the	assessment	and	management	of	the	risk	of	ongoing	liquidities.	The	group	had	completely	transferred	its	variable	sterling	rate	to	Sonia	Plus	Cas	diffusa	on	all	its	derivatives	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	and	loans	and	loans	called	in	pounds	by	31	December	2021.	The	budgets	consolidated	for	the	exercise
closed	at	31	December	2021	include	the	company	and	its	subsidiary	companies	(The	'group	")	and	have	been	authorized	for	the	issue	Board	of	Directors	on	February	28,	2022.	Fixed	leasing	costs	fixed	costs	incurred	by	the	lessee	for	the	right	to	use	an	underlying	activity	during	the	lease	calculated	pursuant	to	senses	17	lease	contracts.	The	leasing
contracts	of	the	hotels	generally	take	place	for	a	period	between	25	and	35	years	and	lease	contracts	for	offices	for	10	years.	Consequently,	the	accounting	of	these	elements	could	result	in	different	estimates	or	amounts	if	the	management	has	used	different	hypotheses	or	if	different	conditions	occur	in	the	future.	Financial	costs	EursLillion	2021
2020	Interest	expense	on	bank	loans	and	lenders	8.9	9.1	Consiflues	of	cash	flow	-	reclassified	by	other	global	income	2.6	2.0	other	financial	costs	2.3	1.8	Edit	(profit)/loss	on	the	modified	debt	structure	(2.7)	4.3	net	Exchange	(	Gaine)/	Loss	on	financing	activities	(0.1)	0.1	capitalized	interests	(2.6)	(1.7)	financial	costs	that	exclude	the	impact	of	IFRS	16
8.4	15.6	interest	on	leasing	liabilities	24	,	4	22.4	financial	costs	32.8	38.0	leasing	interests	increased	by	2.0	million	euros	mainly	due	to	the	impact	of	the	entire	year	of	the	lease	on	Clayton	Hotel	Charlemont,	Dublin	since	April	2020,	entering	In	the	lease	of	Maldron	Hotel	Glasgow	City	from	July	2021	and	the	impact	for	the	entire	year	of	the	extension
of	Clayton	Hotel	Birmingham	since	November	2020.	It	is	presented	to	show	the	net	operational	contribution	of	hotels	for	rent	and	ownership	in	each	position	one	geographical	one.	These	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	are	not	considered	financial	activities	and	are	not	covered	by	the	information	on	credit	risk,	however	the	group	continues	to	monitor
the	potential	for	any	future	credit	risks.	The	group's	Ebitda	for	the	financial	year	closed	at	31	December	2021	reflects	government	grants	of	44.9	million	euros	and	assistance	(due	to	exemptions	for	commercial	rates)	of	11.6	million	euros.	The	group	represents	these	government	subsidies	in	profit	or	loss	by	compensation	with	respect	to	expenses.	In
the	calculation	of	interest	expense,	the	actual	interest	rate	is	applied	to	the	cushioned	cost	of	the	responsibility.	Differences	of	foreign	currency	are	recognized	that	derive	from	the	portion	of	a	financial	responsibility	designated	as	the	coverage	of	a	net	investment	in	a	foreign	foreign	operation	In	other	global	incomes	in	the	foreign	currency	translation
reserve,	to	the	extent	that	the	coverage	is	effective.	Reconciliation:	Note	21	VII.	These	two	alliances	have	been	replaced,	up	to	that	date,	with	a	net	debt	to	enhance	the	alliance	and	a	minimum	limitation	of	liquidities	on	the	basis	of	which	the	liquidity,	the	remaining	structures	available	or	a	combination	of	both	must	not	go	below	Euro	at	no	time	to	30
March	2022.	Also	have	a	proven	successful	experience	in	opening	new	hotels,	more	recently	with	The	Opening	of	the	Malding	Hotel	Glasgow	City	in	August	2021,	Clayton	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center	in	January	2022	and	Maldron	Hotel	Manchester	City	Center	in	February	2022.	The	revenues	derived	from	hotel	operations	and	includes	the	rental	of
rooms,	food	and	drinks,	parking	revenues	and	subscription	to	the	recreational	center	in	the	hotel	for	rent	and	owners	managed	by	the	group.	I	set	a	goal	for	teams	to	achieve	the	performance	levels	in	ESG	that	makes	us	a	favorite	partner	with	our	stakeholders:	shareholders,	real	estate	investors,	banks,	suppliers,	customers	and	employees.	(More	to
follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-23-	consequently,	cié	has	involved	a	part	of	the	difference	of	7.7	million	value	before	the	sale	and	proceeds	from	the	sales	treated	such	as	an	accounting	loss	(1.7	million	EUR)	detected	in	profit	or	loss	in	2020	and	66.0	million	euros	in
capitalization	as	part	of	the	activity	of	the	right	of	use.	The	terms	are	substantially	different	if	the	current	value	discounted	of	cash	flows	pursuant	to	the	new	terms,	discounted	using	the	original	effective	interest	rate,	including	the	commissions	paid	to	the	lenders	net	of	any	commission	received,	it	is	at	least	10	percent	different	from	the	value	current
Of	the	remaining	cash	flows	of	the	original	financial	liability,	discounted	at	the	original	actual	interest	rate,	'10%	test	'.	5	Registered	Registered	Of	this	company	is	12	Castle	Street,	St	Helier	Jersey,	Je2	3rt.	The	group	completed	an	equity	position	in	September	2020,	collecting	92.0	million	euros	after	costs.	Until	October	26,	2023,	Swap	interest	rates
set	Sonia's	Benchmark	rate	between	1.27%	and	1.39%	on	the	term	sterling	called	loans.	Below	is	also	information	relating	to	certain	APM	which	are	not	mentioned	in	the	consolidated	budget	but	which	are	mentioned	in	other	sections	of	this	relationship.	11	intangible	activities	and	good	will	other	intangible	assets	of	good	will	EUR'000	EUR'000
EUR'000	cost	or	evaluation	balance	on	1st	January	2021	78.963	2,470	81,433	additions	-	47	47	Effect	of	movements	in	exchange	rates	753	-	753	balance	At	31	December	2021	79,716	2.517	82.233	Balance	at	1	Janogy	2020	79,628	2.416	82.044	additions	-	54	54	Effect	of	Movements	in	Exchange	Rates	(665)	-	(665)	Balance	at	31	december	2020	78.963
2,470	81,433	accumulation,	accumulation.	(48,947)	(753)	(49,700)	Amorzation	of	Improble	Activities	-	(539)	(539)	balance	at	31	December	2021	(48,947)	(1,292)	(50,239)	balance	on	1st	January	2020	(45,716)	(195)	(45.911)	Difficulty	loss	during	the	year	(3,226)	-	(3,226)	amortization	of	intangible	activities	-	(558)	(558)	adaptation	of	the	translation	(5)
-	(5)	balance	at	31	December	2020	(48,947)	(753)	(49,700)	which	They	bring	amounts	to	31	December	2021	30.769	1.225	31,994	at	31	December	2020	30.016	1.717	31,733	Goodwill	Goodwill	is	attributable	and	to	factors	including	expected	profit	and	growth	of	revenues,	the	increase	in	market	share,	the	increase	in	geographical	presence,	the
opportunity	to	develop	the	group's	brands	and	the	synergies	that	are	expected	that	they	occur	inside	the	group	after	the	acquisition.	-	terminal	capitalization	rates	must	be	between	7.00%	and	9.50%	(31	December	2020:	7.00%	and	9.25%).	A	summary	of	these	APM	together	with	the	reference	to	the	relevant	note	in	the	consolidated	consolidated
financial	where	it	is	reconciled	it	is	included	below.	This	prize	is	subject	to	the	fact	that	employees	are	in	employment	on	March	31,	2023.	The	group	policy	is	to	recognize	any	transfers	between	the	levels	of	the	hierarchy	of	fair	value	at	the	end	of	the	reference	period	during	which	the	transfer.	It	was	a	significant	travel	demand	following	the
attachment	of	the	restrictions	and	due	to	a	combination	of	a	more	benign	evolution	of	the	Covid-19	virus	and	high	levels	of	vaccination,	we	expect	it	to	continue.	In	cash	and	cash	equivalent	in	cash	and	cash	include	cash	in	the	bank	and	in	hand	and	give	rise	to	the	risk	of	credit	on	the	amounts	held	with	the	counterparties.	The	directly	attributable
transaction	costs	are	cushioned	to	the	profit	or	loss	on	the	basis	of	effective	interest	rate	in	the	period	of	loans	and	loans.	We	can't	wait	to	capitalize	with	a	force	position	while	we	continue	to	reconstruct	our	existing	hotels	and	focus	on	growth	opportunities.	(XIV)	The	start	-up	of	starting	represents	the	excess	of	the	fair	value	of	the	consideration	for
an	acquisition	on	the	interest	of	the	group	in	the	fair	value	of	the	identifiable	activities,	of	the	passivities	and	potential	passivities	of	the	buyer.	We	have	taken	into	account	an	increase	in	business	costs	in	our	forecasts	and	continue	to	monitor	and	carefully	manage	business	costs	on	a	continuous	basis.	The	group	currently	has	29	hotel	ownership
hotels,	15	hotels	for	rent	and	three	management	contracts.	Negative	debts	are	deleted	in	profit	or	loss	for	identification.	There	is	no	disclosure	of	fair	value	for	leasing	liabilities.	2	total	leasing	costs	paid	include	payments	for	fixed	and	variable	leasing	costs	during	the	3rd	year,	the	2020	comparative	was	modified	to	exclude	the	impact	of	the
modification	e	The	commissions	of	the	structures	paid	during	that	year	for	consistency	with	the	presentation	in	2021.	This	strategic	investment	continues	in	2022	as	staff	of	staff	and	conservation	at	all	levels	of	group	A	A	Focus	area.	The	aging	profile	of	commercial	credits	on	31	December	2021	is	provided	in	note	15.	The	gain	or	loss	of	the	group	on
the	retranslance	of	the	net	activity	of	the	branches	in	foreign	currency	is	led	directly	to	the	translation	reserve.	The	actual	results	could	differ	from	those	estimates.	These	were	constantly	loose,	in	December	2021,	following	the	spread	of	the	Old	Variant,	these	and	other	more	severe	measures	were	gradually	reintroduced	in	Ireland	and	parts	of	the
United	Kingdom.	This	is	calculated	using	the	rates	of	the	applicable	Irish	and	UK	company.	There	is	a	risk	that	our	envelopes	do	not	adapt	to	an	evolving	market	panorama	or	that	we	implement	strategies	that	do	not	satisfy	customization.	The	main	evaluation	technique	used	by	the	independent	external	evaluators	engaged	by	the	group	were
discounted	cash	flows.	Cié	allows	you	to	recognize	earnings	and	losses	deriving	from	the	portion	of	these	loans	in	foreign	currency	in	other	complete	income,	providing	a	partial	compensation	in	the	reserves	against	the	earnings	and	losses	deriving	from	the	translation	of	the	net	activities	of	these	UK	operations.	Part	of	the	difference	of	7.7	million
euros	between	the	fair	value	before	the	sale	and	the	proceeds	of	sales	was	capitalized	as	part	of	the	activity	of	right	of	use,	with	the	remaining	balance	recorded	in	profit	or	loss.	The	net	debt	to	evaluate	the	pact	and	the	minimum	liquidity	limitation	will	remain	in	force	until	that	date.	There	were	also	valuations	for	the	reversal	of	value	loss	on	the
group's	CGUs,	where	a	previous	compromise	of	activities	and	appliances	had	occurred,	fittings	and	equipment.	Ebitda	and	Ebitda	Ebitda	segments	is	an	APM	that	represents	profits	before	interest	on	leasing	liabilities,	other	costs	of	interest	e	Setting,	depreciation	of	ownership,	plants	and	equipment	and	activities	of	the	right	to	use	and	amortization	of
intangible	activities.	26	Transactions	of	the	related	parties	IAS	24	Information	on	the	related	parties,	the	group	has	a	correlated	part	related	with	shareholders	and	directors	of	the	company.	The	variable	leasing	costs	connected	to	an	index,	rate	or	are	considered	fixed	payments	in	substance	are	included	in	the	measurement	of	the	leasing	liabilities.
The	threshold	performance	for	the	FCFS	condition,	which	is	a	condition	of	performance	not	based	on	the	market,	is	based	on	the	achievement	of	EUR0.35	FCFS,	as	disclosed	in	the	group	consolidated	budget	of	the	group	2023,	with	100%	maturation	for	EUR0	FCFS.	47	or	more.	Following	these	changes	and	re	-evaluations,	leasing	liabilities	increased
by	0.5	million	euros	with	an	increase	of	0.8	million	euros	to	the	accounting	value	of	the	right	to	use,	as	the	rights	of	law	to	use	had	previously	been	compromised.	29	Useful	for	action	The	basic	earnings	per	action	are	calculated	by	dividing	the	loss/profit	for	the	year	available	for	ordinary	shareholders	from	the	average	weighted	number	of	ordinary
shares	in	circulation	during	the	year.	The	assessments	also	had	regard	to	the	relevant	price	for	key	metrics	from	the	hotel	sales	activity.	This	APM	constitutes	the	basis	for	the	measure	of	the	condition	of	performance	as	far	as	to	influence	the	returns	through	its	power	on	the	identity.	The	following	standards	and	interpretations	were	effective	for	the
group	for	the	first	time	from	1	January	2021:	-	Reform	for	reference	rates	-	phase	2	amendments	to	IFRS	9,	IAS	39,	IFRS	7,	IFRS	4	and	IFRS	16	-	Amendments	to	IFRS	4	Insurance	Contracts-	Deferel	of	the	date	of	entry	into	force	of	the	IFRS	9-	Amendments	to	IFRS	16	leasing:	Covid-19-	Related	concessions	correlated	beyond	30	June	2021	The
standards,	amendments	and	interpretations	mentioned	above	They	had	no	significant	impact	on	the	consolidated	results	of	the	group.	The	inventories	represent	goods	sold	in	the	normal	activity	course	by	the	group	and	the	materials	of	to	note	12	to	financial	reports.	As	they	materialize,	they	are	recorded	as	re	-evaluation	earnings	to	the	accounting
value	of	the	property	and,	consequently,	the	elements	of	good	will	could	be	deleted	if	the	transport	value	of	the	CGU	(which	includes	revalued	proprietary	and	good	will)	exceeds	his	own	Recoveable	quantity	on	VIU	base.	Costs	must	improve	the	activity,	be	used	to	satisfy	the	obligations	inherent	in	the	contractual	agreement	and	must	be	recoverable.
The	leasing	passivity	is	subsequently	measured	by	increasing	the	accounting	amount	to	reflect	the	interest	on	the	leasing	responsibility	(using	the	actual	method	of	interest)	and	reducing	the	accounting	amount	to	reflect	leasing	payments.	If	the	transport	values	exceed	the	estimated	recoverable	amounts,	the	activities	or	units	that	generate	cash	are
written	to	their	recoverable	amount.	The	variable	leasing	costs	according	to	the	revenue/ebitdar	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	are	as	follows:	estimated	impact	on	the	variable	leasing	costs	of	the	variable	leasing	costs	increase	of	5%	of	revenue/element	Ebitdar	EUR'000	EUR	'	000	Leasati/130	28	Ebitdar	variable	leasing	costs	based	on
revenue/ebitdar	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020	are	as	follows:	estimated	impact	on	variable	leasing	costs	of	the	variable	leasing	cost	5%	increase	in	revenue/ebitdar	eur	'000	EUR'000	Leasa	Payments	based	on	Revenue/Ebitdar	271	50	Extension	options	and	resolution	options	as	at	31	December	2021,	the	group,	as	the	locate	of	the	hotel,
has	no	extension	options.	The	tax/credit	commission	is	detected	in	profit	or	loss,	except	to	the	extent	that	it	refers	to	a	company	combination	or	the	items	detected	directly	in	other	overall	or	shareholders.	The	key	components	of	the	revenue	examined	by	the	main	decision	-making	They	are:	-	The	revenues	of	the	rooms	concern	the	rental	of	rooms	in
each	hotel.	FCFS	objectives	can	be	modified	in	limited	circumstances	if	an	event	event	Which	does	that	the	remuneration	committee	determines	a	modified	or	replaced	performance	condition	would	be	more	appropriate	and	not	materially	more	or	less	difficult	to	satisfy.	Also	included	in	the	central	costs	is	the	inversion	of	the	insurance	provisions	of
the	previous	period	of	1.3	million	euros	(note	20)	(2020:	Euro0.03	million).	The	group	came	out	of	the	temporary	salary	subsidies	regime	in	Ireland	from	26	March	2020	to	31	August	2020.	The	average	price	weighted	on	the	date	of	the	year	for	the	options	exerted	during	the	year	was	4.53	euros	per	share	(note	7	).	The	group	determined	the	fair	value
on	the	date	of	the	modification	as	the	price	of	the	actions	available	to	the	public	on	January	25,	2021	less	than	the	nominal	value.	The	entrances	of	the	available	room	glossary	(Revar)	of	the	available	room	entrances	are	calculated	as	total	entrances	of	the	rooms	divided	by	the	number	of	rooms	available,	which	is	also	equivalent	to	the	employment	rate
multiplied	by	the	average	rate	of	the	daily	room	reached.	The	increase	in	the	actual	tax	rate1	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	compared	to	the	previous	year	refers	mainly	to	this	amount	of	the	tax	activities	deferred	in	the	United	Kingdom	of	25%.	Financial	instruments	are	classified	with	the	type	of	evaluation	method	used.	In	Ireland,
Northern	Ireland,	Scotland	and	Wales,	the	exemptions	for	complete	rates	were	taking	place	throughout	2021	and	will	continue	in	full	until	March	2022.	The	land	and	buildings	are	re	-evaluated	by	qualified	evaluators	on	a	sufficiently	regular	basis	using	the	value	Open	market	(which	reflects	a	higher	and	higher	and	higher	and	tall	and	higher	and
higher	and	tall	and	tall	and	higher	and	tall	and	tall	and	tall	and	higher	and	tall	and	tall	and	higher	and	higher	and	more	tall	and	higher	and	higher	and	tall	and	higher	and	more	than	better	use	base)	so	that	the	accounting	of	an	activity	does	not	differ	materially	from	its	fair	value	to	the	date	of	reporting.	(XI)	The	earnings	per	action	("EPS")	The	basic
profit	for	action	are	calculated	on	the	basis	of	the	profit/	loss	of	the	year	attributable	to	the	owners	of	the	company	and	the	average	weighted	number	of	basic	in	circulation.	-	Amendments	to	IFRS	17	insurance	contracts:	initial	application	of	IFRS	17	and	IFRS	9	-	-	(issued	on	9	December	2021).	(More	to	follow)	Dow	Jones	Newswires	01	March	2022
02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	Plc:	2021	Preliminaries	-12-	Management	taxes	are	earned	by	the	hotels	managed	by	the	group.	The	recoverable	amount	was	considered	lower	than	the	accounting	amount	in	one	of	the	Cgu	of	the	UK	of	the	group	which	involved	a	debit	for	the	reduction	of	value	of	0.3	million	euros	(GBP0.3	million)	(note
10),	relating	to	activities	and	plants	of	right	to	use,	fittings	and	equipment.	The	wallet	strongly	benefited	from	the	return	of	domestic	tourism	with	the	people	who	opt	for	stays	in	light	of	international	travel	restrictions.	The	prizes	conditioned	to	employees	have	a	dilutive	effect	when	the	average	price	of	shares	during	the	period	exceeds	the	operating
price	of	the	prizes	and	the	market	or	the	non	-market	conditions	of	the	prizes	are	satisfied,	as	if	the	end	of	the	current	period	was	the	end	of	the	period	maturation.	At	that	time	eight	hotels	were	acquired,	but	only	four	of	these	hotels	had	associated	them	with	them.	Net	debt	for	EBITDA	Rectified	excluding	the	impact	of	the	net	debt	IFRS	16	(see
Definition	VI)	divided	by	the	corrected	EBITDA	excluding	the	impact	of	IFRS	16	'(see	Definition	XVI)	after	having	deduced	the	fixed	leasing	costs	(see	glossary)	for	the	year	ended	December	31st.	A	positive	cash	flow	in	the	following	table	indicates	the	variable	rate	for	swaps	on	interest	rates,	based	on	curves	forward	curves,	it	is	expected	that	it	is
higher	than	fixed	rates.	Once	the	construction	is	completed	and	the	hotel	is	operational,	the	activities	will	be	transferred	to	land,	buildings	and	fixtures,	fittings	and	equipment	at	the	cost,	the	terrestrial	element	and	buildings	will	subsequently	measure	the	fair	value.	These	increases	were	largely	compensated	for	lowest	average	loans	held	in	2021
compared	to	2020	and	additional	Capitalized	on	the	Shoreditch	website,	London	and	the	New	Maldron	Hotel	and	the	residential	units	in	Merrion	Road	in	Dublin.	Additions	through	acquisitions	and	capital	capitals	2021	2020	Eursillion	Development	of	capital	expenses:	acquisition	of	freeholds	or	purchases	of	0.3	0.7	sites	construction	of	new	hot	hotels,
hotels	extensions	and	renovations	14.5	11.0	Other	development	expenses	1.5	5.3	Total	capital	expenses	16,	3	17.0	Total	capital	expenses	4.1	8.4	Added	to	the	property,	the	plant	and	ownership	and	equipment	20.4	25.4	The	group	generally	assigns	4%	of	the	revenues	to	renovate	capital	account	expenses.	For	CGUs	with	the	right	to	use,	the	leasing
term	was	used;	-	Revenue	and	Ebitda	for	2022	and	future	years	are	based	on	the	best	projections	for	the	estimate	of	the	Management	as	of	31	December	2021.	The	start	-up	is	measured	in	its	initial	quantity	of	loss	of	less	accumulated	imprisoned.	Discount	rates	charged	to	the	risk	of	7.75%	to	the	â	€	œ	â	€	‹9.75%	for	the	Activities	of	Dublin	(31
December	2020:	8.25%	to	the	â	€‹	‹‹	9.75%),	from	9.0%	to	11.5%	of	foreign	Ireland	activities	(31	December	2020:	from	9.0%	to	11.25%),	from	7.5%	to	11.75%	for	activities	were	used	for	of	the	United	Kingdom	(31	December	2020:	7.0%	a11.25%);	E	-	The	values	applied	to	each	of	these	key	hypotheses	derive	from	a	combination	of	internal	factors	and
exteriors	based	on	the	historical	experience	of	the	evaluators	and	management	and	taking	into	account	the	extractive	cash	flows	typically	associated	with	these	factors.	Based	on	phase	2	amendments,	hedge	accounting	is	not	suspended	exclusively	due	to	the	IBOR	reform.	The	capitalization	of	loan	costs	ceases	when	the	activity	is	ready	for	the
expected	use.	From	the	Ireland	dial:	+353	1	431	1252	from	the	UK	dial:	+44	333	3000	804	from	the	US	dial:	+1	631	913	1422	on	the	other	part	Dialga:	+353	1	431	1252	Pin	Code	Participant:	84656497#	Contacts	Dilata	Hotel	Group	PLC	Investreriations@dalatateloGroup.com	dermot	Crowley,	CEO	Tel	+353	1	206	9400	Carol	Phelan,	CFO	Niamh
Carr,	of	the	group	of	relations	with	investors	and	strategic	forecasts	Davy	group	brokers:	Anthony	Farrell	Tel	+353	1	679	6363	Berenberg:	Ben	Wright	+44	20	3753	3069	Investor	Relations	Relations	PR	|	FTI	Consulting	Tel	+353	86	401	5250	Melanie	Farrell	Dalata@Fticonsult	..	Note	on	forecast	information	This	announcement	contains	forward	-
looking	declarations,	which	are	subject	to	risks	and	uncertainties	because	they	refer	to	expectations,	beliefs,	projections,	future	plans	and	strategies,	events	or	Expected	trends	and	similar	expressions	regarding	issues	that	are	not	historical	facts.	The	group	provides	extension	and	duration	of	the	complaint	process.	The	external	assessments	performed
were	compliant	with	the	evaluation	standards	of	the	Royal	Institution	of	Chartered	Surveyors	(RICS).	Overall,	total	revenues	increased	by	47.2%	to	53.4	million	euros	compared	to	2020	(which	had	normal	trading	levels	until	the	Covid-19	restrictions	were	implemented	in	March	2020)	but	remained	at	37,	1%	behind	2019.	This	APM	is	presented	to
show	the	liquidity	generated	by	the	operational	activities	to	finance	acquisitions,	development	costs,	debt	reimbursement	and	dividends.	Food	revenues	and	drinks	increased	by	36.5%	to	155.1	million	euros	compared	to	2020,	however,	they	remained	by	43.5%	compared	to	the	2019	levels.	For	those	derivatives	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	Cash	flow	hedges	and	for
which	you	want	the	accounting	of	the	hedge,	the	coverage	report	is	documented	at	its	beginning.	The	group's	debt	structures	are	now	consisting	of	a	payroll	structure	of	200	million	euros,	with	a	maturity	date	of	26	October	2025	and	a	rotation	line	of	364.4	million	euros	("RCF")	of	304.9	million	euros	with	a	maturity	date	of	26	October	2025	and	59.5
million	euros	with	an	expiry	date	of	30	September	2023.	Also	indicated	as	the	hotel's	Ebitdar	margin.	The	group	also	incurred	1.9	million	euros	of	pre-opening	expenses	in	2021.	In	preparing	forecasts	a	Future	taxable	profits,	there	are	a	series	of	positive	factors	underlying	the	recovery	of	deferred	tax	activities:	-Press	of	the	Covid-19	pandemic,	the
group	has	shown	a	history	of	profits	growth	every	year.	The	group	also	eliminated	the	tests	of	the	alliances	related	to	the	ABITDA	of	another	12	months,	until	30	June	2023,	to	prevent	any	potential	violations	in	the	alliances	following	the	recovery	delayed	by	Covid-19	on	Ebitda	of	12	months.	The	group	has	chosen	to	use	the	Historical	Middle	Ages
ISDA	(International	Swaps	and	Derivatives	Association)	as	a	favorite	approach.	Ebitdar	has	increased	to	GBP17.5	million	but	remains	behind	48.2%	compared	to	2019.	7	Expenses	of	payments	based	on	shares	the	total	expenditure	of	payments	based	on	shares	for	the	share	schemes	of	the	employees	of	the	group	charged	to	profits	or	Losses	during	the
year	were	2.2	million	EUR	(2020:	EUR2	.3	million),	analyzed	as	follows:	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	long	-term	incentive	plans	1.681	1,238	Sharefacting	schemes	478	1.042	2.159	2,280	details	of	the	schemes	managed	by	the	group	below:	the	prizes	for	long	-term	incentives	granted	during	the	concession	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021,
the	Council	approved	two	conditional	grants	of	ordinary	actions	pursuant	to	the	terms	and	conditions	of	the	plan	of	long	-term	incentives	of	the	group	("LTIP	2017).	Reconciliation:	note	2	IV.	Ebitdar	and	Ebitdar	Ebitdar	segments	is	an	APM	that	represents	profits	before	leasing	costs,	interest	on	leasing	liabilities,	others	Costs	of	interest	and	funding,
taxes,	depreciation	of	ownership,	plants	and	equipment	and	activities	of	right	of	use	and	amortization	of	intangible	activities.	The	costs	of	fulfilling	the	contract	are	disclosed	as	current	activities	at	31	December	2021	as	they	are	receiving	within	12	months	from	this	date	and	as	non	-current	activities	December	31,	2020.	The	tables	do	not	include
information	on	fair	value	for	financial	activities	and	non	-measured	financial	liabilities	fair	value	if	the	accounting	amount	is	a	reasonable	approximation	of	the	right	right	Main	risks	and	uncertainties	since	our	latest	relationships	on	our	main	risks	in	September	2021,	there	have	been	developments	in	progress	in	our	risk	environment.	The	group	now
manages	this	hotel	with	a	lease	with	a	period	of	35	years.	9	TAX	CREATE	2021	2020	EUR'000	EUR'000	CONTROL	TAX	CONTROL	IRIANDO	278	-	TAX	ON	Irish	companies	-	Losses	reported	to	the	previous	year	-	(1,535)	Foreign	Company	tax	10	120	taxes	on	foreign	companies	-	losses	reported	to	Previous	year	-	(808)	Below/(Over)	Provision	for
previous	years	46	(563)	334	(2,786)	deferred	tax	credit	(note	23)	(5,441)	(7,997)	(5.107)	(10,783)	assessed	for	the	year	differs	from	the	difficulty	from	the	year.	Standard	tax	rates	on	society	in	Ireland	for	the	year.	-	terminal	capitalization	rates	must	be	between	5.75%	and	7.75%	(31	December	2020:	6.25%	and	7.75%).	The	quantity	of	good	will	is
tested	every	year	by	impairment,	or	more	frequently	if	events	or	changes	in	circumstances	indicate	that	it	could	be	compromised.	The	fair	value	of	derivative	tools	â	€	œ	â	€	‹is	determined	using	evaluation	techniques.	The	effects	of	the	Andissue	Pandemic	including	the	transfer	of	people,	international	travel	restrictions	and	Brexit	led	to	changes	in	the
labor	market	in	many	sectors,	including	hospitality.	All	derivatives	â	€	â	€	œ	have	been	designated	as	coverage	tools	for	the	purposes	of	the	IFRS	9.	Consequently,	any	adjustments	to	the	terms	of	the	leases	affected	were	treated	as	a	revaluation.	Cash	and	non	-drawn	structures	are	expected	to	immerse	themselves	at	a	minimum	of	257.0	million	euros
during	this	period.	9.	Reconciliation	of	the	movements	of	the	liabilities	to	cash	flows	deriving	from	financing	activities	for	the	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2021	loans	passivities	and	to	the	lease	and	derivatives	â	€	â	€	‹â	€‹	Fusion	melting	Total	loans	Passivity	other	payments	(net)	reserve	premium	000	EUR	EUR	EUR	EUR	EUR'000	EUR	EUR	EUR
EUR'000	EUR	EUR	EUR	'000	EUR	'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	Budget	at	31	years	2020	314.143	399.632	48.668	9.042	2.227	504.735	81.264	1,359,711	changes	from	the	financial	cash	flows	of	shares	prizes	and	-	-	-	2	160	-	160	-	162	options	of	interest	and	finance	(10,162)	-	(2,486)	(2,637)	-	15.285)	Receipt	of	bank	loans	13,000	-	-	-	-	-
13,000	reimbursement	of	bank	loans	(30,575)	-	-	-	-	-	(30,575)	Interest	on	the	leasing	liabilities	-	(24.409)	-	-	-	(24,409)	Reimbursement	of	the	leasing	liabilities	-	((8.930)	-	-	-	-	(8,930)	total	changes	compared	to	the	loan	(27,737)	(33,339)	(2,486)	(2,637)	2	160	-	(66,037)	cash	flows	linked	to	other	changes	in	the	effect	of	the	variations	of	20,963	9,497
9.497	753	753	632	-	-	-	31,845	variable	exchange	rates	in	fair	value	-	-	(6,840)	-	-	-	(6,840)	Interest	expense	on	bank	loans	8,908	-	-	-	-	-	8,908	and	loans	(note	5)	Other	financing	costs	(2,744)	-	2,244	-	-	-	(500)	Other	movements	in	the	trade	and	-	-	35,509	-	-	-	35,509	Other	additional	additions	for	passivities	of	leasing	-	81.210	-	-	-	-	81.210	during	the
interest	of	the	year	on	the	leas	and	passivities	-	24.409	-	-	-	-	24,409	other	leasing	movements	-	517	-	-	-	-	-	517	total	passivities	related	to	the	responsibility	of	27,127	115.633	38.506	(6.208)	-	-	-	175.058	Pacculation	of	31	December	2021	313.533	48126	84.688)	-	-	-	175.058	Pacculation	of	31	December	2021	313.533	48126	84.688)	504.895	81.264
1.468,732	reconciliation	of	the	movements	of	the	passivities	to	the	funding	of	the	The	exercise	closed	at	31	December	2020	equity	loans	and	equity	loans	of	leasing	and	equity	loans	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	EUR'000	Libra	at	31	December	2019	411.739	362.101	66.163	4.523	1.851	504.488	(10.337)	1.340.528	Changes	due	to	financial	cash
flows	for	prizes	and	options	-	-	6	247	-	253	shareholding	positioning	of	shares	-	-	-	370	-	93.980	94,350	positioning	costs	Actions	-	-	-	-	-	(2,379)	(2,379)	other	costs	of	interest	and	finance	paid	(556)	-	(10,408)	(10,408)	-	-	-	(12,956)	Received	bank	loans	61,486	-	-	-	-	61,486	Reimbursement	of	bank	loans	(146,572)	-	-	-	-	(146,572)	Interest	on	leasing
liabilities	-	(22,405)	-	-	-	(22,405)	Reimbursement	of	leasing	liabilities	-	(5,618)	-	-	-	(5,618)	total	changes	from	cash	funding	(85,642)	(28,023)	(10.408)	(1,992)	376	247	91.601	(33,841)	flows	changes	to	other	changes	to	the	effect	of	the	Changes	in	the	modifications	in	foreign	(16,578)	(7,219)	(644)	(243)	-	-	(24,684)	(other	to	follow)	Dow	Jones
Newswires	01	March	01,	2022	02:00	ET	(07:00	GMT)	DJ	Dilata	Hotel	Group	PLC:	2021	Preliminaries	-	Preliminaries	-	Preliminary	-	2021	Preliminaries	-	Preliminaries	-	Preliminary	-	2021	Preliminaries	-	Preliminary	-	2021	Preliminary	-	Preliminary	-	2021	Preliminary	-	Preliminary	-	2021	Preliminary	-	Preliminary	-	2021	Preliminary	-	Preliminary	-
PRElimare	-	Preliminary	-	-	2021	Preliminary	-	Preliminary	-	2021	Preliminaries	-	29-	Exchange	GE	Rates	Changes	in	Fair	Value	-	-	-	6,754	-	-	-	6,754	Interest	Expense	On	Bank	Loans	and	-	-	9,097	-	-	-	9,097	Borrowings	Other	Finance	Costs	4,624	-	1,146	-	-	-	5,770	Other	Movements	in	Trade	and	Other	-	-	(16.686	)	-	-	-	(16,686)	additions	of	debts	to	the
leasing	liabilities	during	-	51.946	-	-	-	-	51.946	The	year	interest	on	leasing	liabilities	-	22.405	-	-	-	-	-	-	22,405	other	movements	in	the	leasing	liabilities	-	(1,578)	-	-	-	-	(1,578)	Other	total	changes	relating	to	the	responsibility	(11,954)	65.554	(7.087)	6.511	-	-	-	53.024	balance	at	31	December	2020	314.143	399.632	48.668	9.042	2.227	and	include	Excling
Ceette.	Loans	and	loans	taken	and	due	to	the	banking	club	at	31	December	2021	(rather	than	the	cushioned	cost	of	loans	and	loans)	less	in	cash	and	cash.	However,	the	successful	launch,	both	in	the	United	Kingdom	and	in	Ireland	and	more	widely,	of	vaccine	programs	and	evolution	Virus	itself	led	to	the	revocation	of	most	restrictions	and	a	strong
resumption	of	demand	in	the	hospitality	sector.	Normalized	return	on	the	rectified	Ebit	of	invested	capital	divided	by	the	average	invested	capital	of	the	group.	The	group	believes	that	the	presentation	of	these	APM	provides	useful	additional	information	which,	if	displayed	in	combination	with	financial	financial	information	Based	on	the	IFRS,	it
provides	the	interested	parties	with	a	more	significant	understanding	of	the	underlying	financial	and	operational	services.	An	agreement	for	the	lease	is	a	binding	agreement	between	third	parties	and	the	group	to	enter	into	a	lease	in	a	future	date.	Subsequently,	it	was	confirmed	that	the	23.9	million	euros	of	the	total	tax	liabilities	of	deposit	could	be
further	deferred	to	30	April	2023.	During	2020	and	2021,	the	group	saw	the	benefits	of	its	strategy	to	keep	the	teams	of	hotel	management	throughout	the	pandemic	and	continue	to	invest	in	development	programs.	Cié	has	led	to	an	increase	in	occupations	both	in	October	and	in	November	before	the	emergence	of	the	murderous	variant	and	the
reintroduction	of	government	restrictions,	which	negatively	influenced	services	in	December.	To	measure	the	expected	credit	losses,	the	commercial	credits	were	grouped	according	to	the	characteristics	of	shared	credit	risk	and	the	number	of	past	days.	due.	

15/05/2014	·	The	unrealised	forex	gain/loss	seems	unnecessary	and	doesn’t	really	make	sense	if	we	look	at	the	big	picture.	An	additional	entry	to	the	reserve	is	needed	then	to	balance	out	the	unrealised	forex	gain/loss	impact.	Really	appreciate	your	advice	on	this.	Thanks	in	advance!	22/10/2014	·	In	your	video,	“the	loss	of	investee	can’t	below	0”.	If
the	investment	in	assoicate	company	figure	is	200,	the	share	of	loss	of	associate	company	of	previous	year	is	150	and	the	loss	of	this	year	is	100,	how	do	we	do	in	double	entries?	Using	Equity	Method:	Previous	year	Dr	PL	for	loss	150	Cr	investment	in	assoicate	company	150.	This	year
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